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TEMPTATE

PRICE 859.99 - S3 5C P&P.

STANTON ALsOO GOLDBING G6S
PBICE !16.99 + 50p P&P PRICE !6 9! - iE >sr

Supplied ready buill and tested

Now enioy a woild-wrde reputalon lor qualty, relability and

Frlomance al a realstic pnce Four models available lo suil the needs of lhe prolessronal and hobby market, I e , lnoustry,

Lersure lnstrumental and HrFr etc When @mpaang pices, NOTE all models rnclude Torcrdal power supply, Integral heat srnk,

Gla$ ibre P C B , and Dflve circu ls lo pwer compahble V! meter Open and shod ctrcu[ pr@f

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OMPl00 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
RMS into 4 ohms, Frequency Fesponse 15Hz -
30KHz-3dB,T H D 0 01%,S N F -1 18dB,Sens for
Max output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm
PRICE e33.99 + e3.00 P&P

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES
'1 10 watts B.M.S.

'1Hz - 100KHz
w Rate 45V'uS,
ty 500mV, S.N.R.

PRICE E39.99 + t3.00 P&P.

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts B N,,1 S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Fesponse lHz - 100KHz

3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V,uS,
T.H.D..Typical 0.001 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S N R

'130dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PHICE e62.99 + t3.50 P&p.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R M S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 0008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S N R -130d8 Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
PB|CE t79.99 + 84.50 P&P.

NOTE:- MoS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE lN TllO VEFSIONS, STANDABD NPUT SENS s00mv BAND WIDTH 100KHz
PEC (PROFESSIoNAI EoUIPMENT CoMPATABLE) - INPUT SENS 775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz OBDEB STANDABD 0B PEC

o Vu ITETER Compalible with our lour amplifiers detaied above. A very accurale visua
: display employing 11 1.E.0. diodes (7 green,4 red) plus an addlional oniolt indicalor.

Sophrsticatedlogiccontrolcrcuitslorverylastriseanddecaytimes Toughmouldedplaslic
dEr case, wilh tinled acry ic front Size 84 x 27 x 45mm

THOUSANDS PURChASED
BY PROFESS]ONAL USEFS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 {100,,, - --.-',,.

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 i30a,', - 311,,,,
All power ratings R M S rnic 1:--:

FEATURES:rlnderendenlpowersupplteswthtwoToroca-'a':'--i --'-,--:,.--:--:'>tRotary
ndendedleve conlros t lluminaledonol'iswrlch r XLBcoinecaa r:-.i:r--: -:- -:-: 

'::€randshorl
circuilproolfLatestMos'Felsforslresskeepowerdeiveryn:c,:-:r:-.-;jr-i-i:R-:,iVeryow
dislorlion i Alumrnium cases r MXF600 Fan Cooled wilh D C L:":s;;:.:- t-:--.--: '': =:t
USEO THE WOBLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS EIC

SIZES:- MXF 2OO W19" xH31/2' (2U)x Dl 1

NrxF 400 wl9,,xH514" (3ulxO12
MXF 600 Wl9"xHs%" (3U)xDl3

MXF200 C171.35
PRiCES: MXF400 E228.85

MXF500 t322.00
SECURICOR DELIVEFY T12 OO EACH

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKEBS
FITTINGS, SPEAKER

H POWER, HtGHy'RE-
, LARGE S.A.E. (30p

ALL MCKENZIE UNITS I OHMS IMPEDENCE
8'tOO WATT CSlOOGPM GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID.. DISCO,
RES,FREOSOHZ.FREO,BESP,TOI4KHz.SENS,ggdB PR|CEE29.30+e2.00P&P
1O'.IOO WATT C.IOlOOGP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT ilIID
RES,FREQ,ToHzFHEO,RESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB : PB|CEe3558+f250P&P
,tO,2OO WATT C.tO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOTKH2SENS,I03dB PF|CEe4867+C2.s0P&P
1Z'.IOO WATT C12lOOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAB, DISCO
BES,FBEO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,gEdB PR|CEe37.59+e3.s0P&P
1z', 100 WATT Ct2100TC TW|N CONE) H|GH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P A, VOICE, DISCO
RES FBEO 45Hz FREO. RESP,TO l4KHz SENS.100d8 PRICE e38 58 + f3 50 P&P
12' 2OO WEIT C122OOB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOABDS, DISCO, P A
RES,FREO,40Hz.FREO,RESP,TO7KHz.SENS,100dB........................PF|CEf65.79+C350P&P
I21 3OO WATT C123OOGP HIGH POWEB EASS LEAD GUITAH, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC,
RES,FREO,45HzFREO,BESP,TO5KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe87.51+13.50P&P
15" lOO WATT Cl5IOOBS BASS GUITAR. LOW FREOUENCY, P A, DISCO
RES,FBEO,40HzFREOBESP,TOSKHZSENS,98dB PR|CEe5505+t4.00P&P
15'2OO WATT C152OOBS VEBY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,40HzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PRlcEt7510+t4.00P&P
'I5' 250 WATT C1525OBS VEBY HIGH POWER BASS
RES,FREO,4OHzFREORESP,TO4KHZSENS,ggdB PR|CEe82.54+f4.50p&p
15" 4OO WATT C154OOBS VERY HIGH POWEH, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES,FREQ,40HzFBEO,RESP,TO4KHZSENS,I02dB PRlcEe9647+e450P&P
18" 4OO WAIT C184O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FBEOUENCY BASS
RES FREO 2tqz FREO RESP TO3KHZ SENS 99dB PRICE 8172.06 + rs-00 P&P

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH
EBq-fi SEB|G\AMrchatedual mpe1ence lapped @ 1 I Sahm

ROLLED FOAM SURHOUND
8'50 WATT EB&50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN-CAB
RES,FREQ,40Hz FREO,RESP,TOTKHZ SENS,97dB PB|CECSgO+€2.OOP&P
1O'50 WATT EB1O.5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHNI BASS, HI.FI. IN,CAB
BES,FREO,40HZFREO,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,99dB PRICEeI2OO+e250P&P
1O' IOO WATT EBlGIOO BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO
RES, FREO, 35Hz FREO, RESP, TO 3KHz SENS.96dB
12'50 WATT EBl2.60 BASS HI.FI STUDIO

PRICE 827 76 + f3.50 P&P

RES,FREQ,2EHzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,92dB PR|CEe2l.OO+e3.OOP&P
1z, .IOO WATT EB12-.IOO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES,FREO,26HzFREO,RESP.TO3KHzSENS.g3dB PR|CEE38.75+8350P&P

FULL FANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5%" 60 WATT EB5-50TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, MULT|-ARBAY D|SCO ETC
RES,FREQ63HzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,92dB PRlCEeg.gg+C150P&P
5%" 50 WATT EBSSOTC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI, MULII.ARBAY DISCO ETC
BES,FREQ,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO20KHzSENS,94dB PR|CEf10.9S+tl50P&P
!" 60 waTT EB&60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ABBAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO,40HzFREQ,RESP,T9IBKHZSENS,BgdB PR|CEel2.99+.e150P&P
1O', 60 WATT EBt0-6OTC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARBAY DTSCO ETC
BES,FREO,35HzFREO,RESP,TOI2KHzSENS,S6dB PR|CEe16.49+C200P&P

THE VERY BESTIN OUALM ilO VALTJE

MADE ESPECIALLY TO S,
TOOAY S NEED FOF CO'J
PACTNESS WITH HIGH OU-P!_
SOUND LEVELS. FINiSHED 'T
HABDWEABING BLACK VY\]D:
WITH PROTECTIVE COFNEFS
GBILLE AND CABBYING HANDL:
INCOBPORATES ]Z DBIVER PL-S
HIGH FFEO HOFN FOF EL.
FBEO BANGE 4sHz.2OKIz BA--
MODELS 8 OHM SIZE H18 i W-a\ D12'

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWEF RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS FMS FOR E.ACH CABINEI

oMP 12-100 (100W 100d8) PRTCE rr59.99 PEB PA|R

oMP 12.2@ (200W 102d8) PHICE e209.99 PER PA|R

SECURICOF DEL :- €12 m PER PAIP

TWO SUPERB HIGH
POWEB CAR STEREO
BOOSTER AMPLIFIEBS
:: , r--r -5 75t |NTO 4 oHMS

_ , :i " 
1s0) NTo4 oHMS

- - l- ! r3\! NPUT IMPEDANCES
- - :- ! .CW NPUT SENS TIV TIESr :: r3L: NPUTGAIN CONTROLr :-]ETC FCUITOUTPUT::JriCI ON
r :CJt.B REOUIFEMENT]2V D C
PRICEST 1 s0 WATT E43 00
300 wan t95 00 + t3 00 P&P EACH

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETEFS - i'OTOROLA
Jo n the Piezo revo ulion The low dynamic mass (no voice coi ) oi a Plezo lweeler produces an improved lrans ent
responsewrtha owerdrstortronlevellhanordrnarydynamrctweeters Asacrossoverisnotrequrredlheseunrtscan
beaddedtoerislingspeakersystemsofuptol00watts(morerl2puilnserles) FREEEXPLANAToRYLEAFLETS
SUPPLIED wlrH EACH TWEETER TypE 'A' (KSN2o36A) 3" round with protectrve wrre

mesh, rdeal lor bookshelf and medium srzed HiJi
speakers Price e4.90 each + 50p P&P
TYPE 'B' (KSN10054) 3y2" super horn For general
purpose speakers, drsco and P A systems etc Price
C5.99each + 50p P&P
TYPE'C' (KSN6016A)2"x5"wrdedispersion horn For
quality HiJi systems and qualitydiscosetc Pricet6.99
each + 50p P&P
TYPE'D'(KSN1025A) 2"x6" wde disperson hor.
Upper frequency response retained extending down 1c

m d range (2KHz) Suitableforhighquality Hi fisyste-s
and quality dlscos Price e9.99 each + 50p P&P
TYPE'E'(KSN1038A) 37"" horn tweeterw th attrac: ,:
silver inish trim Suilable for HiJi monitor systeru:r:
Price !5.99 each + 50p P&P
LEVEL CONTROL Comblnes on a recessed nc--: -:
plate, level control and cabinet input jack sc:.::
85x85mm Price e3 99 + 50p P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & Fl

Price ql34.99 
- E4 00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSi'ITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBHE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTBUCTIONS

3IV FII TRANSilTIER 80.1O8MHZ, VAFICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PEB,
FoBMANCE BANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm SUPPLY t2V @ 0 5AMP

PBICEfr4,49+ffmPEP
Fil illcHo TRAI{SilmER (BUG) 100.r08MHZ VAHICAP TUNED CoMPLETE WITH

VEBY SENS FETMIC RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATT PRICE

E33;&if Ht'3,8T.',!;5g,^,1,il?ifl3g;..g{3$;,'J,',T1!i',Tyi,i?pA'lHl
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This offer closes 3l st July 1991 - so
don'l miss out iusi complete the
coupon ond send it with your

--'renillonce to the Subscription/' Monoger, Argus House, Boundory
Woy, Hemel Hempsteod, Herts.
HP2 7ST.

This offer is open to existing
subscribers who wish lo extend or
renew lheir subscriptions.

SUBSCRIPTIOI{ HOTU]IE

0442 66551 ex 210
(office hours only)
pleose quoie ETI/'12

ETI JULY 1991

- whqt qbout NOW!
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lffi, ur3ffi n'fliIfl tx'glrecdive

The wire strippers shown here wil! grip ond remove the
insulotion cleonly from o voriety of wire gouges in one
eosy oction. No more gripping ond guessing the depth
of cut os with other mokes, this hondy service tool will
do the ip6 quickly ond efficiently. Any regulor
electronlics proiect builder would not do without one.

SUBSCRIPTP]I RATES
U.K. TI9.2O EUROPE T24.10 MIDDLE EAST T24.40
FAR EAST t26.80 REST OF WORLD 825.85 USA $48.00

Pleose commence my subscription to E.T.l. with the issue ond

send me my free WIRE STRIPPER. I enclose my cheque/money order for

poyoble ro ASP or pleose debit my Acess/Viso

llttltt Volid from lo

Signoture

Address

Posicode
Pleose ollow 2E doys dellvery for lree glft. Elvt2
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Ibch Tips
More from our reader circuit file for you to experiment with.

Back Ib Basics 6
Inductive Reactance in AC circuits is the subject of our beginners course by Paul Co><well.

Laser Diodes
Douglas clarkson looks at the theory and application of semiconductor Lasers.

l5

17

22

The Consort Loudspeaker 29
Another active loudspeaker project for you to experiment with by peter Roberts

Four Trach Cassette Update 86
Tom scarffe presents an update to his Four-tack cassette Recorder project.

Equipment BE
ncies can be intriguing to experiment with and surprisingly simple to construct. Geoffrey

Versatile lbmperature Controller
AJP Williams continues with the constructional aspects of the controller and provides some possible uses.

The Foot-tapper
A project for the guitarist to conhol the volume in foot-tapping stages by Paul Stephenson

HDTV 7b
James fucher finalises his review of American proposals for HDTV

42

47

52

5EFire Detection Systems
The second in our sefies deals with the operations of typical fire sensing mechanisms by Mvian Capel.
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Editorial
Firstly, I would like to thank you all
for returning our reader survey.
They will be a great help for future
planning of the magazine. However,
there is still time to get the last of
them in and you could still win one
of the lifty prizes on offer. As we
have stated befovt, ETI is a test bed
for ideas and experimentation. A
large proportic,r of the projects we
present througl,rout these pages .re
proto[pes and ate open to
development. Construction and
modification of our projects is
encouraged and we of course will
publish improvements and updates
if the need arises.

Popularity
One of the prime objectives of the
magazine is to present a gadget,
gizmo or project, call it what you
will, that is not currently
commercially available. The appeal
is enormous. Apart from the
tremendous satisfaction of creating
something new, the psychological
aspect also has the'Jones effed'to
answer for. With gleaming pride,
you demonstrate the wonder
machine to others who can only
gawk at in puzzled amazement
when invited around for coffee.

All to often, the back-room
boffins have built a prototype on the
kitchen table years ago but have
only regarded the beast as another
experiment in the scheme of things
that slowly gathers dust in the
corner and continues to suffer
increasing abuse from those that
clean the houshold as to what it
should be doing there. The notion
that it might be appealing to others
does not generally enter the mind of
the creator let alone the possibility
of industrial adoption to become a
successful consumer product. That
is where a magazine like ETI can be
the springboard for bringing your
wonder-box to the attention of all
those who read it, including those in
industry and education in the UK
and overseas.

Paul Freeman.

I
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Page 47
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f t's not often I focus my attention on computers and
Icomputing, but I'm going to this month. There's a
number of reasons for this; all of them tied in with
recent happenings in the field. I even reported on one
of these happening last month - the current definition
of Unicode, which is a 16-bit compi.rter and commu-
nications code to replace ASCII.

Unicode, in itself , is no big deal. Its been accepted
long enough by computer manufacturers and users
that S-bit ASCII isn't really good enough for modem
day computers. Computers h ly look at
each 8-bit word sequentially. the num-
bers of different characters to a maximum of just 256,
too. These factors have been barriers against large
scale procedural dwelopments in computing for a
while. Unicode though, jumps through both barriers
simultaneously, and consequently lap the way open
for great changes in the ways computers function.

Currently, IBM dominates the computer market-
place with its personal computers with around 60% of
total sales. Its interpretation of Microsoft's MS-DOS
disk opemting system (lBM calls its version PC-DOS)
has been both a help and a hindrance to other manu-
facturers. With only one exception to the rule (l1l talk
abo ly have
to b er buy-
ing. its der-
ivatives)was a good operating s5ntem in its day, it now
only holds back computers in its largely archaic man-
ner and style. MS DOS effectively limits a computer,s
performance in its dogged approach to file handling.
There have been changes and upgrades but nothingto
write home about.

However, computer procedural developments
will be speeded up and enhanced over the next few
years with first, reduced instruction set computer
(RISC) architecfures and second, hansporter architec-
fures. A group of companies has been formed recently
to define a neu, range of computers using RISC mic-
roprocessors. The group's aim is to challenge IBM
head on, with a completely nau style of computer.

This has been attempted a few times before of
course, with only one successful computer (the excep-
tion to the IBM-compatibilityrule I mentioned earlier)
- the Apple Macintosh. The Mac uses a totally differ-
ent idea of operation known as the graphical user
interface, in which users move around files and discs
by pointing to on-screen icons. Its ease and efficiency
of operation is reflected in the fact Apple has the sei-
ond largest stake in the computer marketplace - some
10% of business sales, although much less than this in
other areas such as home and education.

This stake is still small fish when compared with
IBM's. It's probably true that IBM has more-or-less
defined its own market share simply by allowing other
manufacturers to produce IBM-compatible clones.
The more clones there are, the more acceptable IBM-
compatibility appears to users, so the more IBM com-
puters are sold.

Apple has consistently chosen to shun this route;
never in the machine's seven year history have Mac-
clones been made. This has cost Apple a greater mar-
ket share (and denied 95% of computer users a decent
user interface for seven years). Apple computers have

traditionally been quite expensive, too.
Microsoft (the originator of the MS-DOS operat-

ing system) has recently dweloped Wndows 3, a par-
tially successful attempt to emulate a graphical user
interface on IBM and compatible computers. Wn-
dows 3 is cunently the fastest selling software of all
time, so it doesn't take a genius to realise thatApple's
original decision not to allow Mac-clones was a mis-
take. Users want the Mac's tlpe of user interface.

Interestingly, rumours abound that Apple has
realised this and is about to licence its technology to
other manufacturers, hence allowing clones to be
made. Recently inhoduced low-cost Macs support
these rumours, and will in€ /itably push up Apple's
share in education, home areas and business.

What's on the Box?
Use of satellites to broadcast programmes direct-to-
home via dishes and receivers opens up a vored ques-
tion regarding programme quality. Before Sky started
hansmitting its channels from theAstra satellite a cou-
ple of years ago there were only the four temestial
channels to worry about. All sports orenb, films and
general entertainment programmes were shared
between them in a largely haphazard way.

Satellite television broadcasters are keen to
develop their programme quality and content to com-
pete and in many cases, beat the terrestials channels.
This is easily seen in the various sporb channels (there
are now three broadcast in English from futa) and the
variety of sports they now cover. Where taditionally
cricket test matches, golf championships, boxing
fights, tennis (specifically Wimbledon) and so on were
all covered by terrestial channels for just the price of
the television licence, they can be seen one by one
being bought up by the satellite channels. Sports fans
need to ask themselves whether terrestrial telsrision is
supplying a valuable service at all.

Sky's two film channels show all nar movies only
a year or so after cinema release. Compare this with
the terreshial channels' wait of over five years or so,
and any film buff has a valid reason to ditch terrestial
television. Sky Nats transmits 24 hours a day. lily'hile
tenestrial neu,/s coverage is equal to content and qual-
ity, Sky Nars has the advantage in availability.

Where satellite television currently loses out to
terresbial, is in general entertainment. There are argu-
ably too many bansmissions of old American serials
and too fs.rr home-generated quality drama and docu-
mentary programmes, but that will change as more
revenue is recouped giving a kitty from which narJ pro-
grammes can be financed.

Satellite television is off to a fair start and is argu-
ably the equal of terrestial television. As more and
more vier.r;ers realise programmes they want to watch
are being snapped up by satellite channels and no
longer available on the ground, sales of satellite televi-
sion receivers and dishes could take off in a big way.

Terrestrial broadcasters need now to sit down and
consider their options. If they are to provide a continu-
ing service which people want, they must decide what
their stengths are and consolidate them accordingly.
If this job is left too late, fev,r vieurers will want what

Ketlh Brlndley

ETI JUrY l99t6
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T'ICPO-PPESSUPE CA P A LARII
This new type ol alarm is triggersd by a uniquo pressure sensing system. As
any vehids door is opened air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in air
pressure. A sensor detects lhis sudden pressure dlange and sets ofl tho
alarm. A sophisticated arangement ol electronic titters and timors provide
loalures lo matdr more expensive ullra-sonic syslsms.
I 1 Mlcro-pre$sure lntuder detecilon.
I 2 Operates on all doors and tallgate - no swltches needed.
t 3 Automatlcally armed I mlnule after leavlng vehlcle.
fi 4 10 second entry delay wlth audlble warnlng.
I 5 Sounds horn or slren lnlermlttenlly for I mlnute - then reaflis.
* 6 Easy flttlng - only 3 wlres lo oonnect - no holea io drlll.
i 7 Compacl deslgn can be hldden below dashboard.
t E All solld state Power MOSFET output - no relays.
t 9 Adlustable sensltlvlty.
MICRGPRESSUBE ALARI' DIY parts kli el5.95 Ass€nibled t22.35
l2OdB PIEZO SIREN (optionallor MicrGpressure & Von Orop Alams) 81335

ilICNAPRESSUPE TBrcGER
This module adds MICRO-PRESSURE sensing to any volt drop op€rated
alarm simply by connec{ing lwo wires across the vehid€'s 12v supply. Use it
to upgrade an existing alarm or combine the benelits o{ both systems.
MIGRGPFESSURETRIGGEB DlYpartsklt e10.95 AssfiEled e14$
voLT DROP CAF ALAHM DIY parrs klt El4.9O A$emued t20.95

7O7A L ENEPG T ilSCHA PGE lGIUMOIV
Our unbeatable Extended C.D.l system retains the contacls for easy ,ining.
The contacts operate at low orrrent whilst the 12v supply is convsrted lo 370v
lor a supsr power spark wilh improved starting, perlormance and sconomy.
lndudes contact bounce filter, voltago regulalor (lull output at only 6 volls),
timing L.E.D. and standard/olectronic drange over swilci.
TOTAL ENEBGY DISCHARGE
lGNlTloN DIY parts klt t22.75 Assembled q28..15

All lhe above lnclude cable, connectors and dear, easy to lollow instruciions.
All klts hclude case, PCB, everythlng down lo the last wash6r, even solder.

All prlces now include posl, packing and VAT on U.K orders. Same prices
apply to all European countries For delivery outside Europe plsase add e3.

Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS paymanl.
Order dlrecl (please quote rel. T1 7) or send for more details lrom :-

The latest sub bass kit from Wilmslow Audio. Micro Bass
measures only 305 x284 x 382 mm and can be positioned
almost anywhere in the confines of the listening room without
atfecting the stereo image. lt can be connected directly into
existing systems and requires no extra amplifier. Designed as
the perfect partner for most small loudspeakers with a
sensitivity of 86 to 89 db.

The Wilmslow Audio
Micro Bass kit
contains2xS" Bass
units, flat pack
cabinet kit machined
from smooth M.D.F
for easy assembly,
xover kits and reflex
port etc.

EllO.00lnclAT
carrlageAoe.8t0.00

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WAl6 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080

Telephone credit card llpl
orders welcome l-l

Wilmslow
KAudio&

DIY Speaker catalogue C1.50
post free (expon e3 50)

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 4 demonstration rooms available.

ETr IULY r 99 r

MODULES

AL 12580-125W
A rugged high powered module that is ideal for
use in discos & P.A. Systems where powers of
up to 125W, 4 ohms are required. The heavy
duty outprJt transistors ensure stable and
reliable performance. lt is cunently supplied to a
large number o, equipment maulacturers where
reliability and performance are the main

wh
r.O ;:
ovi

AL 2ssO.COMPACT LOW.COST 25W AMPLIFIER

MM IOO.BUDGET S.INPUT MIXER
With a host of features including 3 individual level controls, a master volume
and separate bass and treble control, it provides for inputs for microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second pick-up (selectable), and yet
considerably less than competitive units, alE'Fl
This module is ideal for discos and public
address units and operates from 45V-70V.

MMIOOG
As MM10O with two guitar + 1 microphone
input intended for guitar amplifer applications.

PA$SIVE INFRA.RED SENSOR.RP3S
II Quantity
, discounts
I start at 3

units.

Dual range, up
This advanc by

heat of an hin
Slow ambient changss such as radiators, etc. are
ed. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providingignored. Easily installed in a room or hallway. Providing

reliable ooeration from a 12V suDolv. it is ideal for usereliable operation from a 12V supply
with the CA 1382 or equivalent high quality control unit

Supplied with tull instructions.
Size 80x80xtlomm

OIGITAL ULTRASOT{IC DETECTOR.US 5063

Easily lnstalled ADVANCED CONTROL UNIT.CA 1382
Automatic Automatic Siren
Pe-Setf gBuzer*Two

Separate Loop lnputs + 24-hr Cicuits *
Easily lnstalled. Full lnstructions Supplied.

panel
I secu
plicity

, family, and is supplied with two keys.Housed in a steel
case with an attractive moulded front panel, it compares

with units costing tvvice the price.

LOW COST CONTROL UNIT.CA 1250
This tried and tested control unit provides the finest

value for money in control sustems, with mant
thousands protecting houses alll over the country.

A suitable steel enblosure is available separately

SOFT !ilFRA.RED BEAM.IR 1470
The |R1470 consists of a separate transmitter
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50ft
whrch, when lay tn Ine receiver which I
in turn may b equipment. The system I

requires only Size:(each unit) 82 x 52 x

R'LL MNGE OF SECURITY ACCESSORIES STOCKED PROVIDII{G
EVERYTHITIG YOU ilEED TO PROTECT YOUR HOITIE

One of our most popular audio modules with tens of
thousands installed. ldeal for domestic applications

PBII{CES RISBOROUGH
BUCKS HPIT gDB
TEL:(Oa4 4416326 FAX: (O8a 44171o.2
Add VAT + el 50 on all ordeB. Export add 10%



LETTERS

RIltlA Track Record
fD eqardinq M Silvester's art-
If ,.i" on *" ma*r curve, rtwas
not clear (at least to me) why the
curve was needed. The article
impiies that it is used to compen-
sate for the characteristics of the
listeners magnetic cartridge. Its
primary purpose, however, is to
compensate for the equalization
used in making a record.

Perhaps, some additional
explanation will help clarify the
sifuation. When a record is made,
there is a reference point called
the turn-over frequency. During
the cutting process, the method
used to record frequencies above
and below this point is different.

Below the tum-over fre-
quency, records are made in a
mode called constant amplitude.
In this case, the amplitude refers
to the movement of the cutting
stylus. If the recording system was
not equalized, then the amplitude
of the cutter head would increase
as the frequency decreases. At
very low frequencies, the grooves
would use up a large portion of
the disk.

Records, of course, are made by
having a specific number of
grooves per inch of space. This
restiction limits the amplitude
that the cutting stylus can move.
To resbict the cutters amplitude,
the electical input must decrease
as the frequency is decreased The
rate of change is 6dB/octave, and
at 20Hz the amplitude will tie
20d8.

As shown in Figure 2b of Mr
Silvester's article, when the
mechanical motion of the cutter is
held constant, the played back
signal from a magnetic carhidge
will be frequency dependent. As
the frequency changes, its output
will also change by 6dB per
octave.

For sound reproduction, the
audio system must have a flat fre-
quency response. This is obtained
with the RLAA curve. Below the
turn-over frequency it has a
characteristic that is opposite to
the one used in making the
record. As shown in the article
(Figure 4), at low frequencies the
curve provides an amplitude

Laser Transfotntets
!!rith ref.erenceto Kevin Kirks
UtU article on Lasers in theMay
issue. I have considerable recent
experience in designing switching
power supplies for lasers both for
use with 12V supplies and also
direct from mains supplies, in the
range from 7/2mW to 5mW
tubes.

There does not seem to be any

gapping of the tansformer cores
in the design given. I have found
that with flyback switchers from
the 12V supply that some gap is
advisable to avoid core satura-
tion. Whilst one may get away
without gap for the mW tube, it
was necessary for 1-5mW and
therefore I used a standard gap for
all sizes. This also results in more

constant primary inductance.
Also convention dictates that
start-finish symbols be used on
the transformer diagram. Whilst it
may not matter in some circuits
depending on the drive, it does
help the coil winders to get it right
every time. If any readers have
problems with the transformer, I
can offer limited quantity produc-

ion together with professional
impregnation, and the care neces-
sary to locate secondary start and
finish lead to avoid arcing. I trust
the above comments are accept-
able.
Norman E Peart,Oldham.
Anybody interested in the ser-
vice should send requests via
ETI Editorial.
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required is a surface mount design
which produces minimal size and
low power consumption with a
clever antenna system using, say,
the wings as a dipole A very sensi.
tive base receiver could be used
for tracking. Better still, if a pas-
sive system similar to ground-
based RADAR for detecting flying
objects could be adopted at the
bird end, then you can happily say
good-bye to power supply prob-
lems. Other alternatives are Fal-
con wing powered generators to
run the transmitter so the bird
does all the work.

Interestingly enough, with a
moving transmitter one could
possibly detect speed and direc-
tion using the Doppler effect and
with two base stations one could
obtain positional information.

Wellthere we are dear readers,
the seed has be sown, the guantlet
has been thrown down, the ballon
is up, the bird has flown and its
over to you for an ETI Innovation
of the year award. - Ed

Radio Confrolled Falcons
I shall be much obliged if it is
Ipossible, easily, to let me know
if you have given a project in ETI
of a tracking set up, for example, a
transmitter on the tail of a falcon
as an instance to locate it - or the
creature so equipped - with a
direction finding receiver, if it has
stayed from sight.

Altematively you may be able
to suggest some other course of
enquiry I can follow.
S Head, Bury St Edmunds.

An interesting one this. ETI does
not have a great track record on

transmitter projects for the simple
reason that although we might
publish a design, it has been ille-
gal to operate it without a licence.
As you see, some might ask: Why
publish a project that cannot be
used?

However, even though ETI has
recently presented some transmit-
ter designs connected with the
world o{ surueillance they might
still be too cumbersome for a
poor bird to carry around all the
time. The main shortcomings of
many constructions arc of weight
and operating life. What is

increase of 2OdB. As the fre-
quency of the input signal
increases toward the turn-over
point (1kHz) the amplitude
decreases

When the recorded frequen-
cies are greater than the turn- over
point, the method is changed to a
technique called constant velo-
city in a recording system that has
not been equalized, the amplitude
decreases with increasing fre-
quency During play back, this
characteristic will also cause the
output from a magnetic cartridge
to decrease. At 20kHz, for
instance, the output of this
cartridge maybe equal to or less
than the record noise.

To overcome this problem, the
frequencies above the turn-over
point are increased in amplitude
by 6dB/octave. Again as indi-
cated in Figure 4, the RIA,A com-
pensates for this condition. At
20kHz, the amplitude is de-
creased by 20dB.

The RIAA curve is opposite to
the one used during the recording
process, and the result is a system

with flat frequency response.
The above conditions are

ideal. While recording companies
adhere to their curve, there is no
guarantee that equipment manu-
facturers do the same. Not only
should a listeners sound system
be checked to determine if it fol-
lows the RLAA curve, but also to
find out if the left and right chan-
nel are matched. Any differences
will alter the stereo effect.

While an oscillator and an
audio voltmeter can be used to for
this purpose, this technique is very
time consuming. A better method
is to use a simulator that dupli-
cates the recording method.
When this device is connected to
the phono input of a stereo sys-
tem, the user can monitor the
preamps output. Any deviation
from flat response is due to a
problem with the circuit that pro-
vides the RIAA curve.
Ronald Wa gner,Fremont,
California.
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NEWS
Il avchem's Poh,rswitch circuit
Ifpro,".roo are oerng useo rn
tansformers accompanying
Homby tain sets and Scalexbic
sets.

The PTC (positive tempera-
ture coefficient) devices have
been installed in all train set trans-
formers by Margate-based
Homby Hobbies Ltd. for almost
two years. Recently, they have
also been incorporated into
Scalexhic tansformers.

Homby deputy engineering
manager Mike Walters said the
company had always used a
variety of circuit protection
devices in its units, but they
changed over to PTC devices
because of their minimal heat

generation and compact nature.
These self-resettable devices

are the fastest PTC thermistors
available today. They undergo a
large, abrupt change in resistance
when an overcurrent or high tem-
perature heat them above a
specific point.

When tripped, the devices
limit the current to a very low
value thereby protecting the
equipment against any damaging
overheating.

The key to the design of the
Polyswitch range is the lack of
moving parts, which removes the

possibility of malfunction through
physical factors. The devices can
be used in a variety of locations
besides transformers, including
battery-operafed toys, personal
computers, fax machines, electric
motors, telephones and audio
speakers.

f ntemational interest in fuel cell
Itechnology will be boosted
again this September.

'The Second Grove Fuel Cell
Symposium is to be held at the
Royal Instifution, London during
24-27 September 199L. It's
theme, on the commercial appli-
cation of fuel cells, has already
athacted worldwide interest.

In addition to researchers
already engaged in fuel cell tech-
nology the Symposium will be of
particular importance to those
involved with advanced energy
systems and energy and environ-
mental policy making. Progress

will be retier,rred in the develop-
ment and commercialisation of
fuel cell systems and their applica-
tions, including power generation
through transport and to speci-
ality markets.

The first Sir Wlliam Grove
Memorial Medal (made from plat-
inum) will be presented to Dr
Francis Bacon for his pioneering
work in modern fuel cell technol-
ogy.

Said GaryAcres, Chairman of
the Symposium Steering Com;
mittee, 'Wth energy costs now
going through the roof the fuel
cell is coming into its own,

especially as it is suitable for both
power generation and vehicles
with the added benefit of being
virtually pollution free.'

William Grove invented the
concept ofthe fuel cell in 1839 but
it was the work bf Fiancis 'Tom'
Bacon, the Oxford graduate
engineer who conceived the first
hydrogen powered Iuel cell. Fuel
cells oI the type designed by
Bacon are still in use today, pro-
viding the power on board the
space shuttle.

Fuel cells, involving direct
chemical conversion of their fuel
to electrical energy are more

efficient and are the perfectpower
source for vehicles, being clean,
silent and compact.

Although the fuel cellwas con-
ceived in the UK, nearly all the
development work has been
made within the US, with the
greatest strides towards cor-r.r-

mercial exploitation ocurring in
Japan.lt is projected that fuel cells
will hold a substantial share of
energy markeis within the next
two decades, replacing some of
the existing major power stations.

D:ffiT'-i,T"',,.'J"ffi
and satellite telephony along with
optical fibres to camT more than
50 million calls are among a host
of items in a display of leading
edge technology unveiled by BT
this week.

Dwelopments such as intelli-
gent networks, which will present

customers with a mix of seruices
and detect faults before they
affect calls, are among 65 BT pro-
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jects to be demonstrated at the
company's 'lnnovation 91' exhibi-
tion at the BT laboratories at
Martlesham Heath near lpswich.

Timed to coincide with the
launch of the new BT, the exhibt-
tion was designed to give custo-
mers a taste of the range of BT's
tethnology and resources.

The projects demonstrated
are among more than 1200 cur-
rently underuray in BT's Develop-
merlt and Procurement division.

The displays are organised
around five themes:

- total mobility and freedom:
new ways of keeping in touch
on the move

- living in the 21st century: tech-
nology to make life easier

- doing business in tomorrow's
world

- connecting the future: the
network infrastructure that will
support worldwide communi-
cations into the next centurY

exerting the power o{ IT,

through the computing systems
that enable BT to provide new
levels of customer service

BT spends about 2% of its
revenue on iesearch and develop-
ment. The direction of expendi-
fure is moving away from compo-
nents and materials to concen-
tate on systems, with software
engineering now making up 50%
of BT's activities.

I



f erguson, the manufacfurer of
I TVs and video recorders to
the UK market, is launching the
country's first widescreen con-
sumer television, capable of dis-
playing programmes in 16:9 for-
mat (16:9 width to height aspect
ratio, as opposed to the 4:3 aspect
ratio of current televisions). The
na,v set (A86W), also represents a
milestone in TV technology as it
features a high-scan (1250 line
High Definition Television com-
patible) chassis that gives
improved picture and sound per-
formance. Whilst the new televi-
sion is compatible with existing
TV broadcasting it has been
designed for the future and has
the latest developments towards
High Definition TV.

When receiving a signal in
16:9 format the nev; set automati-
cally recognises the nafure of ihe
signal and displays the full picture.
However the A86W also brings
nal dimensions to a 4:3 signal.
Ms,vers will no longer have to
watch widescreen filmswith either
the sides cut off (when editing big
screen films for broadcast to fit
4:3 screen ratio TVs, the side
edges of the picture are often lost)
or with a black band at the top and
bottom of the picture. Widescreen
films are viewed full picture, full
screen, and the set also allows the
viewer to 'zoom up'4:3 images to
occupy the entire width of the
screen. Alternatively, the A86W
allows the viewer to display a 4:3
signal fully in the cen&e of the
screen between two lateral black
bands, or place the image to the

left of the screen, with the vertical
strip on the right being used to dis-
play three pictures from other
channels - refened, to as pOp
(Picture Outside picture).
Another feafure also enables
vieu,ers to create PIP (Picfure In
Picture) images on the screen,
when monitoring other channels.
PIP and POP picfures can be used
to display any source material,
whether it be from the built-in
satellite tuner channels or input
from a VCR.

TheA86W is a NICAM setwith
2 x 70 watis audio and surround
sound capability, Fastext, built-in
satellite receiver, and reirnote con-
tuol.

According to Ferguson Direc-
tor and General Manager, Alan
McWalter the new model, which
will retail at around f.3500, is the
first of a range of 16:9 products to
be marketed by Ferguson and will
be available in smaller sizes. .The
A86W's price is only about 30%
higher than existing top-of-the-
range conventional 4:3 giant
screen (80cm diagonal) televi-
sions offered by certain competi-
tors,' shessed Mr McWalter.

Mr McWalter also predicted
the 16:9 formatwill grow dramati-
cally in the future, replacing the
edsting 4:3 format, and by the
year 2000, more than half the TVs
sold in the world will be 16:9 for-
mat products.

The 16:9 aspect ratio, which is
that of most 35mm films, has
been accepted by the CCIR as an
intemational standard and dec-
reed the 'TV format of the future,.

B I"XT l"":if,:J ",:'1,:,'#
international direct dialled tele-
phone links to and from Kuwait
since the invasion in August,
7990.

BT has erected. an earth sta-
tion in Kuwait City that offers

f he 800 Series low profile DIL
L reed relay {rom Astralux

Dynamics has been specifically
designed for use with surface
mounting assembly techniques.
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Kuwait a limited telephone ser-
vice with the rest of the world, via
the UK.

Mike Read, BT's Director of
Intemational Networks said: .We

are delighted to be the first com-
pany to reconnect Kuwait with the
rest of the world.

A BT spokesman said: ,This 
is

the only generally available inter-
national service to Kuwait and it is
in high demand. If customers
experience difficulty they should
contact the international opera-
tor on 155."

Approximately one third the
weight of conventional DIL reed
relays, 800 Series relays are
moulded in high grade epoxy
resin to withstand high tempera-
tures.

Available in 5V and 12V nomi-
nal coil voltage versions, the
relays have a maximum initial
contact resistance of 1SOmilli-
ohms.

Contact: Asbalux Dynamics
Ltd, Tel: 0206-30257 I / 5.
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from their energy bills by using a
software package to monitor
energy efficiency in their build-
ings. The package has been
developed by energy consultants,
EnTech, for commercial and
public-sector premises. Savings
are said to have been made by
large organizations including
Marks and Spencer, Royal Mail,
British Rail, Shell, and the Sevem
Trent Water Limited are all using it
to keep energy costs under con-
tol. EnTech has now produced a

smaller version of the package -
called S/STEM - which could
bring conesponding benefits to
medium-sized companies, with
annual energy bills totalling less

than 120,000 per site. Users of
the senrice can either run the IBM-
compatible software themselves,
or supply meter readings and
invoiies to EnTech, who process
the readings and make recom-

mendations for energy saving.
S/STEM is used to monitor

how much energy individual
buildings use over the year, and
compares this to how much they
should be using. By giving early
waming of equipment faults and
changes in energy use, the pack-

age can pay for itself within 12
months, the company says.

Entech also offer a complete
energy targeting service. The
starting point is an energy stlruey
o{ the individual buildings, includ-
ing inka-red thermogmphic sur'
veys which help uncover precise

heat losses. Besides suggesting
initial energy saving measures
and they claim that f5,000 per
year savings are common for bills
of t20,000,with a maximumtwo-
year pay-back time, EnTech feeds
the information into S/STEM.
The package then builds up a
detailed model oI the building's
energy characteristics, and calcu-
lates its energy equation (energY

input : useful energy * energy
wasted). Building characteristics
like building fabric, heating sys-

tem, lighting, and equipment
installed, passive heat received
through windows, weather'expo-
sure factor' and even the body
heat of the occupants are
included. The software will calcul-
ate the corresponding energy
costs from electricity, gas, oil and
solid fuel tariff rates.

Each week or month, the user
enters meter readings and/or
invoices into S/STEM. The pack-
age nms on PC compatible com-
puters and is 'menu driven'.
Normally, readings are entered in

.$atches; after each batch,
S/STEM automatically highlights
errors or unlikely values for cor-
rection by the operator. The
softrrrare calculates the actual
costs for each building using
weather and tariff data which is
regularly updated by EnTech for a
yearly undisclosed maintenance

fee. It compares these actual costs
against targdt costs which were
calculated from the energy
characteristics of the buildings.

The software will produce
management reports with graphs
and charts to show up variations
in energy usage by region, type of
building, and deviation from
energy target. It can compare year
on year expendifure and print a

ranking table of present and past
months' performances. Fufure
energy targets are ialculated
using'20-year average' weather
data, and the operator can ask
'What I{?'questions about energy
consumption, for instance to dis-
cover the effects of replacing an
oil-fired boiler by a gas-fired one,
or the payback times of different
types of insulation. A regular Sys-
tem Integrity Check helps ensure
that data files are correct, com-
plete, and free from viruses.

Contact: EnTech Energy Con-
sultants Ltd, Tel:071 833 3353.

S5il-:H,."ol'#il:'"i'":
announced the 5600 supercom-
puter, Europe's fastest monopro-
cessor system. In independent
tests, the 5600 attained a real-

time peak performance of 4.009
billion floating point operations
per second (Gflops).

The 5600 achieved its 4.009
Gflops performance in ihe 1991
LINPACK 1000 x 1000 bench
test. The test compared the Per-
formance of various supercomPu-

ters in solving a system of linear
equations, and placed the 5600
ahead of systems manufactured
by CRAY NEC and Hitachi.

The 5600 is the top model in
the Siemens Nixdorf S-Series
supercomputer range. The range
is designed to handle complex
applications in all fields of science
and engineering, including the
simulation of costly research hials
in fields such as automotive
design, plasma physics, oil explor-
ation and chemical analysis.

The 5600 has a rated theoreti-
cal peak vector performance of
five Gflops and is available with
one or two scalar processors,

each of which delivers a sustained
performance of 37.5 million float-
ing point operations per second.

The motherboard is con-
stucted from glass ceramics, giv-
ing a highly concentated multi-
layer structure that increases
overall processing speed. The
scalar and vector processing units
are both housed on the 61 layer

board, accommodating 144 chips.
Atl logic circuits in the scalar

and vector units are ulba high-
speed, high density, LSI chips.
The processor logic uses chips
with 15,000 gates and a signal
propagation delay of 80 pico-sec-

onds. Vector registers, contol
registers and buflers use MOS-
RAM chips with a 64kbit memory
capacity, giving the 5600 a cycle
time of 6.4ns.

Contact: Nixdorf Information
Systems Ltd, Tel: 0344 862222

A monq a new range of tilting
A-irrors availabte trom
Lambda Photometics is the
5380 This high-dynamic unit has
a tilt angle range of 800 micro-
radians in two axes, an angle reso-
lution of 1 microradian and a

of one thousandth
The 100\m dia-

is 15mm thi\ and
has a surface flatness to within
one eighth of the wavelength of
light measured at 632.28nm.

The unit is an adaptive optic
system using a closed-loop pieo-
electic actuator. The response
time, resolution and accuracy of
the mirror allows it to perform in
many optical applications, such
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as accurately compensating for
atmospherically induced image

iitters in astronomical telescopes.
In operation, two integrated

piezo transducers correct image
distortion in real time by tilting the
mirror in two axes simultaneously
over an 80Ox800 microradian
range. A closed loop servo sys-

terh, comprising four high-resolu-
tion capacitance sensors, moni-
tors and positions the degrees of
tilt in the relevant axis to preserve

a 1 microradian accuracy at all
times.

Technology for the unit origin-
ates from an image stabilizer de-
signed and built by Physik Insfru-
mente for the European Southern

Observatory's 2'2 metre tele-
scope.

Further information contact:

Lambda Photometics
Tel:05827 64334

Limited,
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Electronic Designer Awards at the
Science Museum. The Duchess
praised the work of all 21 finalists,

saying how much she admirgd
their ingenuity and their under-
standing of the science of elec-
tronics.

The 2l young designers,

whose ages ranged from 72fo24,
came from 15 different educa-
tional establishments in all parts
of the UK. The Texas Instruments'
Prlze of L2,5OO for the most
commercially viable project was
awarded to Pollyanna Robinson
( Junior); The Godolphin School,
Salisbury. The Mercury Com-
munications 'Planet Award' (also
worth f2,50O) for the most
environmentally and socially
aware technology went to
Jonathan Saville (lntermddiate),
Queen Elizabeth Grammar
School, Wakefield. The three
category awards were won by
Stephen Brown (Senior), Royal
Naval Engineering College,
Plymouth; Jonatlan Saville (ln-

termediate); and
Robinson (Junior).

Pollyanna

The Duchess commended the
young designers Ior their breadth
of vision and scientilic skills. She
said: .Schemes like YEDA are
dependent on sponsorship from
commercial organisations which
aim to put something back into
the community, provide incen-
tives for tomorrow's workforce,
play a positive role in reducing
skills shortages and increase their
corporate profile in educational
circles".

The annual scheme is orga-
nised by the YEDA Trust (a regis-
tered charity) and is open to stu-
dents between the ages of 11 and
25, at secondary schools, poly-
technics and universities in the
UK. There are three category
prizes (under 15, 16 17 and 18-
25) as well as the two special
sponsors' awands.

E ilil?J" "1H:ix " "i J.;f :,
making it one of only a few sectors
in the country not showing a
decline, according to the latest
Quarterly Survey of Employment
Prospects published by Man-
power.

The Survey questioned over
1,500 companies throughout the

country, across all indust4r sec-
tors and the overall findings are
yet another indication of deepen-
ing recession in the UK.

Although employers in the
electonics sector anticipate more
increases over decreases in
employment prospects, a balance
of * 16, the equivalent period in
1990 was * 20, suggesting that

employers' optimism is fading.
However, elechonics is still well
above the national average, which
shows a balance of -2.

The majority of companies in
elecbonics predict no change in
employment prospects, with 7 2%
of employers asked, anticipating
levels remaining static during the
second quarter.

Employers expecting in-
creases in employment prospects
over the next quarter have fallen,
from 28% in 1990 to 22% for the
coming three months.

Among those employers
anticipating decreases in job pro-
spects, the figure has marginally
dropped, from 8% in 1990 to 6%
for the coming quarter.

fhe latest multitester from
I alpha Electronics features a

true combined analogue and digi-
tal display. In the centre of the
large moving pointer analogue
section is a 3l digit liquid crystal
display. These combine to show
both varying and instant measure-
ments

The TMK 600 measures AC
RMS voltage to 750V in 5 ranges
with an analogue sensitivity of 1M
Ohm,A/ DC voltage is to 1000V
also in 5 ranges. Direct and Alter-

nating current uses 7 ranges to
measure up to 10A. Resistance
together with an audible con-
tinuity feature use 6 ranges to
cover 20M Ohms. Additionaltests
include diode and dBs.

It is battery operated and
housed in a yellow ABS case.
Designed to comply with the
latest safety standards, it is fitted
with an NBC ceramic fuse.

Contact: Quiswood Ltd on
(0756\ 799737.

Ev"n during the recent high
arwinds and severe cold
weather, the motorway crossing
the Sevem Bridge remained
open. This was partially due to the
monitoring system of chart
recorders supplied by The Instu-
ment Centre (TIC) at Newport.
Eight chart recorders are in the
Severn Bridge headquarters and
also at Avon police Department's
Almondsbury base, from where
taffic flow is contolled.

The system currently monitors
the speed and direction of winds
affecting the Severn and Wye
spans together with making
humidity and temperature
checks. Wind speed and direction
are recorded from voltage tans-
ducers while temperature and
humidityr are derived from current

tansducers. Each recorder oper-
ates up to four sensing channels.

One simple application is rou-
tine painting. The Forth Bridge
principal of starting at one end
and finishing at the other before
starting all over again is a myth. In
realitSr, each area requires differ-
ent treatment at different times.
Painting wet steel is a waste of
time and money, so steel temper-
ature and humidip readings will
help determine the dewpoint.
Having established that the steel
condition is corect, a wind speed
could help determine whether the
working conditions are favour-
able and safe.

Further information contact
Quiswood Ltd on (0756)
799737.



New class of
conducting
polymers

hemical research being car-
ried out at the Califomia

Institute of Technology may pave
the way for a new class ol con-
ducting polymers to be used in
practical applications, particu-
larly in photovoltaic cells. How-
ever, the dlfficulty is to cast the
complex polymers into thin films
or wires. The long chain mole-
cules tend to get tangled up with
themselves, producing insoluble
compounds that are very difficult
to work with

These complex molecules are
being untangled by a method
called Ring Opening Metathesis
Polymerization, which is a catal-
ytic process that unwinds compli-
cated polyrner structures. It trans-
forms polyacetylenebased con-
ductive polymers into a form that
dissolves in organic solvents. The
resulting solutions can be spin-
coated on silicon substrates, yield-
ing uniform conducting films.

ETr JULY r 99 r

and can help minimize board
space and cost in video systems.

Functionally, th e llA-2M4 is a
channel-selectable video op-amp
comprising of four differential
inputs, a single ended output, and
digital control. Also, the select-
able quad op amp has been opti-
mized to o{fer fast selection and
low crosstalk. For instance, typical
channel selection time is 60ns,
with crosstalk rejection of 60dB at
5MHz.

Other key {eatures of HA-
2444 include unity gain band-
width of 45MHz, gain flatness (to
10MHz) at 0 12dB, and low differ-
ential phase and gain of 0.03
degrees and 0 03%

Commercial and industrial
versions of, rhe HA-2444 come in
16-pin plastic small-outline IC
(SOIC) and dual-in-line packages
(DIPs), while the S83-compliant
units will be ollered in 16-pin cer-
dips and flat packs.

Manufacturer is the Harris
Corp. of Melbourne, California.

The process results in no dis-
cernible variations of the films
down to a resolution of 200nm.

The use of conducting poly-
mers would eliminate the chemi-
cal reactions that plague metal
and semi-conductor junctions.
Active chemical effects degrade
current flows across metal silicon
contacts by trapping electrons.

Use of conducting polymers is
especially promising for photo-
voltaic cells. Photocells based on
metal and semiconductor junc-
tions per{orm well below their
theoretical maximum efficiency
because of chemical reactions
that take place in the junctions.

The chemically neutral
polymer junctions are tested by
coating an n-doped silicon sub-
strate. Called polySi-COT which
has been treated with the COMP
Catalytic process. This is a con-
ductive polymer with silicon side
groups attached to every eighth
carbon atom in a polyacetylene
chain. Tests indicate that the
electron flow across the poly-
mersilicon interface is at the ideal
value.

NEWS
stoteside
Channel
selectable
video op amp
Gf\e K1\-24M, integrates four
I video op amps on a single die

and offers a wideband multiplexer
and a high-impedance buffer on-
chip.

It is designed to replace four
cross-points and digital control
logic in video board applications,

Developing
more efficient
solar electric
panels

AJ}T"J#;::THi.I;;
Energy Research Institute Solarex
Corp., to develop large area, high-
efficiency, multijunction thin film
solar electric generating modules
that convert sunlight directly into
electrical enerEg.

Under the contract terms,
Solarex and SERI will share the

$6.5 miltion cost of developing
advanced modules demonstrat-
Ihg a stable conversion efficiency
of l2%. The contract also targets

Compressed

timer
G upersaturated, hot, dirtry air
U,"uurng a compressor musr
be cooled, cleaned, and dried. A
compressed-air conditioning sys-

tem consists of four components,
an aftercooler, separator, dryer,
and filter. In the past, companies
have had to assemble systems
from multiple suppliers and evalu-
ate each component separately.

The aftercooler uses air, not
water, to cool incoming air to
within 5' o{ the ambient temper-
ature. The separator uses a

development of a small area
(1cm2) device with a 14% con-
version efficiency.

Unlike ppical single-junction
solar cells, rnulti-junction solar
elecfuic devices are constructed of
several solar cells 'stacked' on top
of one another, each being
designed to capture a different
portion of the solar spectrum. The
multi-junction architecture opti-
mizes the device's ability to tum
sunlight into elechicity.

Multi-junction structures have
already demonstrated impressive
gains in stability over earlier
single-junction devices. The
Solarex-SERI contuact will work
with structures that utilize
amorphous silicon-germanium
and silicon carbon alloys.

Enquiries: Solarex Corp.,
Rockvilte, Maryland.

air
rotational {orce to lower the
humidity in the air to below 100%,
so the dryer functions more
efficiently. The velocity with which
the supersaturated air hits the
side of the vessel causes excess

water to drop out.
A coalescing filter removes

compressor oils by trapping 5pm
particles, eventually forming a

droplet is absorbed onto the filter
media.

Dessicant tablets absorb eight
times their weight in water. New
tablets are added periodically. A
programmable electronic timer
signals a gear-reduced motor to
open a ball valve in the drain and
discharge the condensate.
Capacities vary from 35scfm at
75psig to 5,500scfm at 125psig
operating pressure. Portable con-
ditioners are also available.

EnquiriesVan Air Systems
lnc., Lake City, Pennsylvania.

conditioning
system uses
electronic

Faster CVD
Process
A new chemical vapour depo-II .. ,^flsition process hasx been

developed which can be used tyo
coat fibres, tapes and flat sub-
strates with a thin film of super-
conducting material. It is 50 to
200 times faster than conven-
tional deposition. The technique
yields a coating 40-200um thick
per hour of deposition, depend-
ing on conditions, versus onlY
l.2um/h for existing CVD tech-
nology.

A standard metal-organic
CVD process, which evaporates
materials and uses a carrier gas to
transport then through a furnace,
was modified to eliminate the

vapourizers. Since the flowrate,
temperature and pressure must
be controlled for each vapourizer,
the process was delicate and time-
consuming. To eliminate the need
for complex controls, the Georgia
scientists replaced the vapouriz-
ers with a powder feeder. A com-
bination of finely ground yttium,
barium and copper metal-organic
powders are mixed with argon,
then flowinto the horizontal reac-
tor, where deposition takes place.

The material has a critical tem-
perature of 87K and can carry up
to 40,000 A/cm2 with no loss of
superconductivity. Additional
tests are being conducted to
assess the mateirl's electromag-
netic properties.

Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy, 225 N. Avenue N.W., Atlanta,
Georgia 30332.complicated metal-source
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Precision IOV voltage reference
f his simple circuit was originally put together for
I use with the 'meter tester' described in the Jan-

uary 1991 issue. As it stood the circuit was invaluable
but it suffered from the disadvantage that the meter
under test had to be known to be accurate on at least
one range or that a second calibrated meterwas avail-
able. This is not alwaln the case.

By using a low cost voltage ref.erence danice this
circuit overcomes this drawback. The reference deice
produces 10V, accurate to 1% which matches the
accuracy of the rest of the circuit. A separate power
supply of more than 12V is required for IC1 and Q1,
whilst the 10V reference is connected to the top of the
relerence resistor chain.

If an accurately calibrated meter is avaiilable (or
can be borrowed) then the 10k preset shown dotted
may be included, and used to bim the output to
exactlly l0V. this preset should be a highly stable, pre-
ferably multitum cermet tllpe to ensure the unit
remains calibrated.

When used in conjunction with the meter tester,
outputs of 10, 5, 2, 7, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 volts are
obtained along with currents of 30, 15, 10,6,5,3,2,
1.5, 1, 0.6, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1mA.

To increase the usefulness oI the unit as a stand
alone voltage reference, a voltage dividerwas included
to give a 5V output. Instead of using two resistors of the

Single Chip Amp
This single IC based audio amplifier delivers an out-
I put of-about 10 watts into a 4R speaker load. The

circuit gives low distortion figures and low hum levels, a
clear sound reproduction with no stay inductions or
picked up noises.

The circuit as shown uses a single channel
amplifter IC tyipeTA72O5, which comes in a single'in
line' package. The input signal is fed to the amplifier
from a pre-amplifier or any other suitable source, with
adequate amplitude to drive the circuit through C1.
The outputsignal is fed to the loudspeaker through the
output coupling capacitor C2. C3 and Rt form a

zoebel network to help in increasing the overall stabil-

same value, an SIL eight resistor array was used. One
end of each resistor is commoned allowing them to be
connected as shown. Using this anangement ensures
a more accurate divide by two than descrete resistors.
This is because the resistors are all fabricated on one
substrate and so although their resistance may not be
exactly that specified, all the resistors will be of a new
identical rralue.

This 5V output must only be used for driving high
resistance loads otherwise loading effects will aflect its
accuracy. It is therefore not suitable for feeding the vol-
tage divider'ih?in in the meter tester.

ity of the circuit. The remaining components set the
frequency response characteristics of the amplifier.

No other contols other than volume conhols
have been used. Tone contols if required, can be con-
nected between the centre tap of RV1 and the ampli-
fier input ie between the points A and B.The amplifier
chip needs no electical isolation from the heat
sink.The circuit can give about the expected output at
a supply voltage of between 12 and 16 volts

The amplifier must have a good heatsink without
which the output quality will deviate otherwise the
amplifier will shut itself off after it gets too hot.
Anrtt Blr fiwana, India
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Car Lights Warning

r
I
I
,

i
i
I

iH ff : ii i:x:'[:ii,;":,':', l,lil :tr'ffifl iT::
inspired by an occasion when the headlights were left
on all day and jump leads were required in the evening.
Not too bad, except it was dark, cold and raining!

Circuit operation is quite simple. Gates a, b, and c
detect the state of lights on and ignition off. When the
output of gate c is high, the oscillator formed by gate d,
R3, and C1 is enabled. The output is adequate to act as
a warning. R1 and R2 are included to provide static
protection and D1-3 provide protection against in-
advertent reverse battery polarity.
D. J. Wit{rers, Wilmslow. Cheshire

Mains
Detector
f aced with needing to detect the presence of mains
I in a power circuir. with a logic output isolated from
mains potentials, optical isolation seemed the obvjous
solution (you could use a transformer, isolating the
circuit magnetically and reducing the voltage to
manageable levels, but it would be butky and relatively
expensive).

The problem with toaditional opto-isolators is the
need to push about 10mA at 2V through the input LED
- how exactly do you do that from raw mains? The
dropper resistor would need to be a couple of watts!

I hit on the idea of a DIY opto-isolator, with a
neon indicator shining on a Light Dependent Resistor.
The arrangement is shown in the drawing, with the
neon, its limiter resistor, and the LDR cemented into
an opaque, insulating tube (it must be light-tight, as the
LDR is quite sensitive). The logic output gives a nice,
clean, high output when mains is connected across the

input (if you want the inverse output, swap the
positions of R2 and the LDR in the circuit).
Ken Wood, Newport, Gurent

RESISTOB

c2
22u
rn+

NOTEI
01 : 8D131
D1,2 = 1N4148

Simple Neon lbster
f I sinq a bulk package of untested neon
L, wa"s faced with th! problem of tesring
each f it was operational. Since the ratingi
were varied, from 110V up to 440V, trying to test them
from the mains proved impossible. Therefore this
simple neon tester was designed to solve this problem.

The main component of this device is the mains
transformer, used to step-up the battery volts to
several hundred volts AC. The transistor switches the
current fl one half ofthe secondarv. The
other ha dary provides a signal ihat is
180'out he driven half and via C2 and
D2, f.eeds this signal back to the base of the transistor
Diode D2 stops any high reverse voltage from the

windings damaging Q1 and helping to provide a
reasonably clean waveform.

A small mains transformer is used for T1, typically
3VA rating. This low rating limits the maximum Current
the transformer can deliver, enough to tight a neon
bulb but not enough to give a lethal shock should one,s
fingers accidentally touch the high voltage contacts! If
desired, a transformer with two secondaries can be
used, with a small loudspeaker and limiting resistot
connected to this other secondary to give audible
warning of operation.

The supply to the circuit is provided by a PP3
battery. This is connected to the circuit by a push
switch SW1, and smoothed by C1. Capacitor C3 pre-
vents any arcing on the contacts of SW1, helping to
reduce wear and external noise interference.

In operation, the neon would be connected to the
test probes and SW1 pressed. If the neon lights then it
must be OK, if not then it can be thrown in the bin.

When building this device, most of the com-
ponents can be obtained from the junk box, since most
medium sized power transistor would do and the
actual transformer used does not matter too much, as
long as the usual secondary voltage is in the range
5-0-5 up to 12-0-12, but it must be a centre tapped
winding.
Neil Johnson, Rye.
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BacktoBasics

XL = 2rlL = 2 r 3.14 x 60 x 2 = 753.64

l=E=120=159mA
XL 753.6

APPARENT POWER = 120V x 0.159A = l9w APPFOX

Fig.l lnductive Circuit

ast month's installment left us examining
simple inductive circuits. We have seen
how to calculate the inductive reactance of
a coil and how Ohm's Law can be used to
work out the current that flows for any

given appliedvoltage. Figure 1 shows the circuit under
consideration.

We saw that power in a resistive AC or DC circuit
is directly proportional to both voltage and current,
and can be calculated by finding the product of these
two values. From the way in which an inductor stores
and releases energy 1n the form of a magnetic field, we
also saw that no power is consumed by a purely induc-
tive circuit. This however, confuadicted a calculation of

apparent power in the circuit.
The phase relationship between current, voltage,

and power in an inductive circuit is shown in Figure 2.

The shaded positive half-cycle of the power curve rep-
resents the amount of energy stored by the inductor as

a magnetic field. The shaded negative half-cyclerepre-
sents the energy returned to the circuit when the mag-
netic field collapses. Notice that the shaded areas are
equal in size; the power taken and the power retumed
are equal, so the circuit consumes no power. Current is
still flowing in the circuit, however, and an ammeter
inserted in series would register this current. The cur-
rent is sometimes referred to as *watt-less power,' and
to distinguish it from normal power that is dissipated it

ETr IULY 1991

is measured in different units. The unit of power is the
wati (w) and the unit used for measurement in an
inductive circuit is the volt-ampere (VA). TheVA mea-
surement is called reactive power, but it should always
be remembered that no power is actually consumed in
theory.

In the circuitshown,the apparentpowerobtained
by multiplying the voltage applied by the current mea-
sured would be 0 159 VA. The true power is zero,
because no mergy is actuallyused up bythe circuit. Itis
importantto realize the difference between true power
and apparent power: True power represents the
mergy- that is actually consumed by the circuit; appar-
ent power is the value obtained by way of the usual
power calculatioa with voltage and current. In a purely
resistive circuit the true power and apparent power are
equal, so true power can be determined by multiplica-
tion of voltage and current values.

Resistive-Inductive Circuits
Figure 3 shows a series circuit comprised of both resist-
ance and inductance. The two graphs indicate the cur-
rent and voltage phase relationships in each part ofthe
circuit. A resistor has no way in which to store or
release energy, and the voltage dropped across it will
always be in direct proportion to the cunent flowing.
The voltage across the resistor therefore, is in phase
with the current flowing. The inductive part of the cir-
cuit, introduces a phase shift, because the inductor
causes current to lag voltage by 90". The voltage across
the inductor is out of phase with the current.

In a series circuit, the same current flows through
each part of the circuit, so the current through the resis-

tor and the current through the inductor must be in
phase implying there is a 90" phase shift between the
resistor and the inductor voltage.

I
.e

AVEBAGE POWER = 0

-10
o 45 90 r3s too 2s 27o

Fig.2 Power in an Inductive circuit
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Fig.3 RL Circuit

Inductive Reactance
the subject of this
months course in
basics by Paul Coxwell.
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LET:
Ei = SOURCE VOLTAGE No.1
E2 = SOUFCE VOLTAGE NO.2
Er = TOTAL VOLTAGE OF E1 AND E2 COMBTNED

ATAN.Y_POINT. ON A CyCLE, Er = El + E2,
WHEN THE INSTAMIANEOUS VALUES AEE USED.

Er=El +E2 Er=E1+E2

Fig.4 Combining out of phase voltages

45 90 135 180 225 270

Vector Diagrams
In dealing with resistive circuits we saw that the total
voltage applied to the circuit is equal to the sum of the
individual voltage drops across each component in
that circuit. Simple addition and subtaction works so
long as the voltages are all in phase, which is the case
for a purely resistive circuit.

ea 
Out-of-phase voltages cannot be combined so

E2

to
taneous values of E, and E, together. At zero degrees,

(b)

Fig.6 Representing voltages as vectors

ing upr,,ard). If the length of the vector were to be
a sinewave of greater

resents two quantities:

ks at around 7.5V.
are combined, the
t obtained by direct

sent 
rwaYtorePre-

ru, :['lil::T,I
grams are the
circle is piv ugh360".Zero in a

A continuous sinanrave can be represented by the
rotating vector. Assume that the vector is at 90. (ptint_

s a quarter ofturn after
or that E, leads Er; the

Vector diagrams are usually drawn without the
outer circle, and our example is extended to the sec_

centre to that point.

_ So long as the accurately to
scale, the length of can be mea_
sured to obtain the addition, the
angle between the z tor E, can be

Er

EI

FROM PYTHAGOFAS' THEOREM:

Ef=E12 +E22

OR

*=y'@l@
SIMILAFLY:

er.,/r'r-:.r,
AND

E, =y'E;EEi'

Fig.7 Pythagorus' Theorem
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50v Ac
SOHz

FBoMoHM',sLAw 
t /En=lR L/

EL=rxL I /
LErZ=TMPEDANcE V , ,,
So Er = lZ 

z='ti'{ix?

Fig.8 Application of vectors in RL series circuit

measured with a protactor to give the amount of
phase shift between E, and E-r. Phase angle is repre-
sented by the Greek letter theta as shown, and in this
example the phase angle is approimately 56".

The vector diagram has a noticeable resembl-
ance to a right tiangle (see Figure 7). Allthat is neces-

sary is to move vector Q across to the right, and the

three vectors do then form a right triangle. Pythagoras'
Theorem states the relationship between the sides of
such a triangle: The square on the hypotenuse is equal
to the sum of the squares of the other two sides. The
hypotenuse of the triangle is simply its longest side,
which will always be opposite the 90'angle. Using the
formulae shown any value can be calculated if the
other two are known. This application of Pythagoras'
Theorem is important to much electrical work.

Application Of Vector Diagrams
It is now possible to develop a vector diagram for the
RL series circuit we examined earlier. This is shown in
Figure 8.

Cunent in a series circuit is the same wherever it is

measured, so the current waveform is used as a refer-
ence and drawn at zero degrees. The voltage drop
across a resistor is always in phase with the current
through the resistor, so E* is in phase with I and drawn
along the same zero-degree lioe.

The voltage across an inductor leads the current
by 90'as we have seen, so the vector representing Et is
drawn at the 90'point on the diagram. The applied
voltage E, is then added by extending the vectors to
form a rectangle. The diagram shown gives an overall
representation of the current and voltage waveforms in
the circuit, without the need to plot out individual sine-

z=,/F+fr=,/ffi +ffi=zss{r
TOTAL CURRENT, I = ETZ = 5oVf283a = 177mA

TO CALCULATE THE RESISTOB VOLTAGE:

EF = lR = 0.17l x 2(X) = 35.4V

TO CALCULATE THE COIL VOLTAGE:

EL= IXL= 0.'177 x 200= 35.4V

Fig.9 Solution for circuit

Ohm's Law can be successfully applied to each
part of the series circuit or the circuit as a whole. The
resistor voltage can be calculated from the current and
the value of resistance; the inductor voltage can be cal-
culated from the current and the inductive reactance of
ihe coil at the specified frequency.

Impedance
So far, we have seen two different properties that res-

bict the flow of current: resistance and inductive react-
ance. In a circuit comprised of both resistance and
inductance both will affect the cuffent, and the com-
bined restiction is called impedance (represented as

zl.
fu with out-of-phase voliages, ii is not possible to

simply add the resistance and inductive reactance
together in order to calculate the total impedance of
the circuit. Refer io the formulae in Figure 8 once
again. The common factor to all three equations is I,

OPPOSITE

SINE ?, = OPPOSITE
HYPOTENUSE

COSINE O = ADJACENT
HYPOTENUSE

TANGENT @ = OPPOSITE
ADJACENT

FigI0 Basic Trigonometry

because the current is the same in each case. This
implies the ratio of one voltage to another witl be in the
same proportion as the ratio of resistance to reactance,

or impedance. The voltage vectors can be redrawn to
represent resistance, reactance, and impedance, as

shown. Applying Pythagoras' Theorem once more
gives the method for calculating impedance when the
resistance and reactance are both known.

The vector diagram for a series RL circuit can,

lherefore, be used to represent either voltages or
impedance. The values of resistance and reactance are

known in the example circuit, so the impedance can

easily be calculated (Figure 9). Once the total imped-
ance is known, circuit current can be determined by

in

S|NE O = XL
z

coslNE o = R
z

TANGENT O = XL
R

POWERFACTOR= TRUEPOWER =!
APPARENT POWEB Z

Fig.11 Power factor calculations
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xL=0o,SOZ=R= t0oc2

P.F.=RZ=100/100=1

R = 100o

R=0O,SOZ=XL=2qrQ

PF.=RZ=0200=0
L
XL = 20OO

z=JRifr=rtro
P.F.=RE=1@1141 -O.7

R = 100()

L
XL = 1O0O

FigI2 Calculating power factor

using Ohm's Law with the total appl The
voltage drop across each individual can
then be calculated by applying Ohm's sec-
tion. Notice how the direct sum oI E* and E, is greater
than the applied voltage. Always remember that vector
addition must be used when dealingwith out-of-phase
voltages.

Power Factors
The three basic trigonometrical functions are also
used extensively with electuical calculations, and they
are summarized in Figure 10.

When two out of three values are known. whether

inductance does power. It is
consumed powe power that
the power factor all the cur-

rent is used to dissipate power, the power factor is one,
as true and apparent power are equal. Circuits that

contain only inductance gives a power factor ofzero,
because no power is used up - it is only apparent, or
reactive power. In a combination circuit the power fac-
tor will be somewhere between zero and one (Figure
tzl.

Power is only consumed by the resistive portion
of the circuit, so the value given as the power factor
specifies how much of the apparent power really is
used.

To finish, Figure 13 shows another series RL cir-
cuit. Try to calculate the values for the items listed and
then check your answers in Figure 14.

Next month we continue our look at inductive-
resistive circuits and examine parallel combinations.

CALCULATE:
1. INDUCTIVE REACTANCE OF COIL
2. CIBCUIT IMPEDANCE
3. CIRCUIT CURR;NT
4. VOLTAGES ER'I, ER2, EL
5. PHASE ANGLE
6. POWER FACTOR

FigI3 Series RL circuit example

'1. Xr = 2dL = 2 x 3.14 x 60 x 3 = 1,tgO.4O

2. z = \/P + xL,- = I pN;EsV+ 1,1 30.42 = 1,1 58a

3. t = ET|Z = 10011,158 = 0.006A

4. ER1 = lRl = 0.086 x 50 = 4.3V

ER2 = lR2 = 0 086 x 2OO = 17 2v

EL = IXL = 0.086 x 1,130.4 = 97.2V

5- Coe O = RIZ = 25Dll,1 58 = 0.216

-: O =77.50

(COULD USE Sin O = XUzORran Qt = XrtF. TNSTEAD)

6. POWER FACTOR = RE =0.216
NOTE fHE RELATIONSHIP BEIWEEN P.E AND PHASE ANGLE

P.F. = Cos O

FigI4 Solution to problem

SORFaCEilOAMflPTEf
CONTAINS NEW RANGE OF SM KITS
FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS
& SM HARDWARE

SEND t1.50 (inc P&P) FOR
CATALOGUE & KIT LIST

BLUE

ROSE

ELECTRONICS
NEW N99fl
GATAL@GUE
aafilawl

Mail order Address:538 Liverpool Rd, Great sankey, warrington, cheshire wAs 3LU
Tetephone: 092572 7g4g (Calters by Appoinlment)
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RTVC HAVE DONE ITAGAIN!
We have secured all stocks of nearly new factory
refurbished units with manufacturer approval, at
unrepeatable prices. We also offer a 6 month
guarantee with all units (thrs only applies to
products marked * on this page )

LW car stereo with separate bass/treble control
APPSS on tape 25 watts per channel output,
with line output for car components use

Sparkomatic Phoen x Digital aulo reverse
AM/FM/LW car stereo, with tape volume and
balance control I watts output per channel

*f52.4O,r2.80 pp

AUSTIN ROVER SHELF SPEAKERS
I 5 watt speaker Moulded rn b ack plastlc hous ng ior ve,
ticalorhonzonta use contarns4% Goodmansdrve unt
with a good size magnet

SPECIAL OFFER f4.95 pair -f2pp

Battery
Powered

AM Radio

High/Low
Volume Control

with 91 calende\ AloZ index and address
section. 85.95 plus 75p p&p

MULTIBAND RADIO
VH F 54-1 76M Hz + AM CB BAN DS 1 -80

Listen to: AIR TBAFFIC CONTROL,

f17.e5 i33iffl,ii?,13:

printed
o 30Wx2(DlN4ohm)
o CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, iuner and phono in-

puts
. Separate treble and bass
o Headphone.jack
Size (H W,D )l4x4OO x 195mm
Kit enclosed: case PCB, all components, scale
andknobs f36.80 +f350pp
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics, April
1 989 issue) Reprint Free with kit

AM/FM /

fruor,qx.

Solar Powered
Calculator

Eight Digil
Display

lmperial,
Metric

Tables

Listed price t19.95 oun pnrce t8,95 plus 7sp p&p

*f79.40+12.30 pp

Genuine fruorex. comPteie

POSTAGE BA

f 2.85
,,RUBBER DUCK AERIAL"

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO
Mains and battery operated.
High qualily VHF/FM,
Medium and Long Wave reception,,,

30+ 30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion All the components are mounted on the
single PCB which is already punched and back-

125 watt per channel stereo power amplifier with iode
pendent volume controls, professional 1 9' rack mount and
silent running cooling fan for extra reliabrlity

I 25W RMS max per channel
4 to'16 ohms

(max power rnto 4 ohms)
Sensrtrvrty 450V at 22K ohms
Protection Electronic shon ctrcult and luses
Power 22O-240Yac 50Hz
Chassrs dim 435 x 1 25 x280mm

f142 + e7 00 pp

DTMF TONE DIALLER
Suitable Ior remote control
of telephone answering
machines, videos, appliances

etc requiring DTN/F
signals over
telephone lines

VIDEO SENDER
With this handy unit you can transmit the ou1
put of your home video, video camera or satel-
lite equipment over-the-air to a receiving televi-
sion within a range of '100ft Simply connect the
video and audio output of your equipment into
this unit and a 10-13 8V dc power supply extra
f3.75size 122x1Ox21mm

SALE OFFER fll.50 + c2 pp

VHF RADIO TRANSMITTERS
100mW mini bug Built on a neal little fibre glass
pcb wilh condenser mic Fully tunable over the
FM band 9V DC f5.75 + e0 90 pp
2 Watt transmitter kit, supplied with fibre glass
pcb, all components, diagrams, ready for you to
build 12-24V DC f7.50 + t0 70 pp
25 Watt Transmitter kit Fully tuneable over the
FM band Kit comprises double sided pcb dia-
grams and all components, including heat sink
Supply voltage 12-18V DC f67 + e t pp
Transmitters listed on this page are not licensable
in the UK.

HIFI WOOFERS
10" round 100 watl Goodmans Hifi woofer 2 aotl, papet
cone, foam rubbersurround 4y2 fragnel,{rame stze 107t'
imp 8Q fl 7.50 €2 80 pp
8" round '100 watt Audax Hrf r woofer 1 ' corl wiih
fitted phaseplug. Hiteck TPX polimar core with rubber
surround 4ro" magnet, die cast chassrs sze 9'/o 8{)
imp f 34.90 + t4 pp
S" square 80 watt Audax Hifi woofer,11A" coil,
polypropylene cone, rubber su(ound, 3% magnet,
chassis size 8rs" square 8Q imp fl 9.70 - e2 50 pp
8" round 70 wan Peerless HrIi woofer 1 co l, treated
paper cone, foam rubber surround, 3%" magnet, 8(l imp

fl 2.50 * f2 50 pp
slln" 35 watt Goodmans Hrfi woofer 1' cor , treated
paper cone, rubber surround, 3% magnet, 8rJ
imp f7.2O+f2.5opp
4y, squate 35 watt Audax Hifi woofer, lin coil, paper
cone, rolled surround,23." magnet, SOimp f7,30+f2 50
pp

HIFI TWEETER AND MID RANGE
43r" square 100 watt Goodmans sealed back mid
range, 1" coil, treated paper cone, 27r" magnet, 8Q
imp f5.50 + f2 50 pp
4" square 75 watt Audax sealed back mid range 3!" coil
lreated paper cone, Ferofluid cooled coil, chassis size 3'e"
8() imD

f7.95+Et pp
metal dome Hrfi

rec crossover freq
fl5.90+€1 60pp

4" round 130 watt Peerless 1

tweeter, 1" coil, 21" magnel,
3KHz
4%" x 2% ' 75 walt1a" direct dilve dome tweeter, Ferrof luid
cooled 3r" voice coil rec crossover, freq 4 SKHz as above
but with 35r" Iace plate

f6.90+fi,sopp
1O% x 4%12OtN Jamo horn tweeter 8J2 imp crossover ,req

MOTOROLA PIZO CERAMIC TWEETERS
Convert electrical energy into sound without the use oI
voice coils and magnet assemblies No moving mass
hence excellent transient response and low distortion with
high elficiency levels as they cannot reproduce bass
sounds No crossovers are required
3%" square, 50 watt Przo super horn tweeter

SALE OFFER f3.95 + zs pp
33,!" round, 50 watt Pizo horn tweeter

f5.75 + 7s pp
2" x 6" wide dispersion 400 watt Pizo horn tweeter

fl1 .95 + rr pp

BPO56
BPO57
BPO5IJ
BPO59

BPO6 I

BPO6]
BPO64
BPO65

BP'r: J

BP,]: :
BB lt1 i
BP|l-l l
BP()r.lA l

BP0t,lB 6

BP0.r5 6
BP0',r6 t0
BP0-11{ 6
BP0-19 -l
BP04t 1
BP04t 2
BP04'l 30
BP0,l4 2

\o Qt;" per pack
BP(115ts I 30WdometweeterSize9}x66mlJAPANmade
BP0l- i 33000pF 16V dc electrolytrc hrgh qualty com

pulet gtade UK made
20 ceramic tnmmers
Tunrng capacrtors, 2 gang drelectiic a m type
3 posrtron, 8 tag slrde swtch 3 amp rated 1 25V

ac made tn USA
Push button swrtches, push on push off, 2 pole

changeover PCmou^l JAPAN made
2 pole 2 way rotary sur'nch
2 Frght angle, PCB mountrng rotary swrtch, 4

pole, 3 way rotary swici UK made by LOR

3 poie, 3 way mrnrature rolary sw tch wrth one
extra posrlron of{ I oEn irame YAXLEY iype)

4 pole 2 way rotu a s*...h UK nade by LORLIN
Mtxed co.trc {aa3s
Ster@'o::-, rcr::i creters
1l< *': r..-id double precrsion poten

- a-a-a.a iK made

--F ,;';ap irner heads, unboxed and untested
al nade by PHILIPS

F\l ste.eo decoder modules wrth diagIam UK
nade by PHILIPS

6 x1' Hrgh giadq.Eerire tod. UK made
AM lF modules with diagram PHILIPS UK

MADF
AM-FN, tuner head rlodules UK made by Mul

Hi'Ft stereo pre'amp modue rnputs for CD,
tuner, tape, magnetrc canndge wIh dtagram
UK made by MULLARD

All metal co axial aeral plugs
Fuse holders panel mountrng 20mm type
5 prn drn, 'l 80' chassrs socket
Double phono smkets Paxolrn mounted
2 8m lenghts of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
LatgeVU melers JAPAN made
4V mrnrature bu bs, w re ended, new untesied
Sonolone slereo crystal canridge wrth 78 and LP

styl JAPAN made
BP045A I Mono Casselle Record and play heads
8P046A I 606 Marns transformers, PCB mounting Srze

42x33x35
BP047A I 25V DC 150mA mains adaptot in black plasic

case w th flyrng input and output leads new
unrts made for famous sound mixer manufac-
turer Srze 80x55x47

8P049 l0 OC44 transrstors Bemove paint from top and n
becomes a photo electric cell IORP 12) UX
made by MULLABD

Lowsrgnaltransrstors n p n, p n p types
1 4 watr output transrstors 3 complimentary parrs

rn T066 case (ldeal replacemenl tor ADl6l
and 162s)

Tape deck pre-amp lC wfih record/replay
switchrng No LM 181 8 with diagram

5 watr audro lCs NoIBAAOO (ATEZ)
Motor speed conkol lCs, as used wrlh most cas-

sette and record player motors
Drgtral DVM metet I C made by PLESSEY as

osed hy THANDA R wrth dragram
7 segment 0 3 LED display (red)
Bndge rectiiers, 1 6mp, 24V
Assorted carbon resistors
Power supply PCB wrth 30V 4VlA transformer

MC7818CT lC & bildge rectifier: Srze 4' x
23,'

5 6 35mm Mono lack plugs
5 6 35mm stereo switched lack sockets
I I Coax chassis mount sockets
I 3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

Postage f3 per order

28.O.28V4AMP MAINS
TRANSFORMER

With a 5 5V at 0 5A mains input 1 '1 0-240 Size 90 x 105 x
75 f tted with copper screenrng band; made for tamous HiFi
Co f6 50 each Postage f2 80 lt's weight is 2 7Kg! Brand
new and unused condition

2 tor f14 Posr PAID

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES
High quality lightweight stereo headphones ,itted 3 5mm
jack with adaptor to 6 4mm jack ldeal use HiFi or personal
stereos Made to sell for nine pounds Our price tor this unil
f4.25 postage 60p

Hi-Fi stereo cassette deck transport mechanism, complete
with 3 digit rev counler and lape heads 1 2V d c operation
U nused manulacture6 sutplus J A PAN made
f6.20 +2.50 P&P2forf10.OO +3.50 P&P

BSR STEREO RECORD PLAYER DECK
Manual auto operation, 3 speed (78,45,33'r),240V opera-
tron Unused but store soiled
€1 0.50 ea + E3 75 P&P 2 for f1 8 O0 + f3 75 P&P
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Douglas Clarkson
reports on the
construction and the
latest uses of
semiconductor lasers

in harnessing the benefits of new technology.
The general enthusiasm felt about laser diodes in

the world of electro-optics arises Irom the rapidly

increasing range of applications. While the telecom-
primarily at wavelengths of
is a significant one, the volume
dominated by devices in the

lengths (670 to 850nm) which
storage systems and
most popular wave-
1 millionth of a mil-

limetre), though industry analysts expect 630nm (very
close to the HeNe laser output) to become increasingly
important.

A range of so called 'lead salt, lasers emit wave-
.7 to 30 microns
ions primarily
o sample the ch

While it may appear that laser diodes are just as

easy to drive as conventional LEDs, there remain, var_
ious point ch to
designing diffi-
culties ma
be recogn 

ainlY

The Theo.ry of Diode Lasers
In harnessing the function of laser diodes, it is useful to
introduce some theory. There is certainly a skong simi_
Iarity bet',veen the function of an LED and that of a

where h is Planck's constant.
When the electron/hole recombination takes

place, there is created an intermediate excited state in

mechanism is termed stimulated emission. The
induced photon will have identical properties to the
kiggering photon as regards direction of tavel, polari-
sation and phase. The act of stimulated emission can
be considered to be one of 'exact, amplification.

Even within a conventional LED there will be a
number of photons released by stimulated emission,
but the paths of photons within the junction will stili
tend to be haphazard and noncoherent.

E
-h

LaserDiodes
t has taken nearly 30 years for the laser diode to
become today's important means of creating
iaser radiation. Whether in bar code readers.
CD music players or optical fibre communicl
ations links, diode lasers are playing a lead role

laser diode. This common element is the generation of
optical radiation as a result of the passage of current
through a semiconductor device.

Figure 1 outlines the energy levels considered to
be presentin a p-n semiconductor junction. The n-t1pe
material provides a source of relatively mobile elec-
trons while the p-type material provides a source of
'holes' or gaps into which the electons can migrate.
When an elechon at a higher energy level combines
with a hole in the narrow junction layer, the elecfon is
left in an excited state and can release its energy as a
photon of tight. The greater the energy of the tans-
ition, the 'harder' the wavelength of the radiation.
Before the Iasing action can take place, there is the
requirement for 'population invertion' to occur in
which the action of the current flowing across the junc-
tion creates larger than normal number of electrons in
an excited state.

For a g:ven energy transition E, the frequency of

HEAT SINK

Fig.3 See through view of a typical low power
laser diode mounted in a protective can

the radiation, f, is given by:

f:
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When the area of the jurrction is contained within
parallel optical reflectors, then it is possible for a buiid'
up of radiation to take place as shown in Figure2 The
end faces of the diode naturally underiake this mirror
function. If a photon is initiated which is propagat.:i
initially in a path parallel to the reflecting faces, anC ii
stimulates emission of photons in a similar direciion
then the radiation will srveep back,'vards and font,aris
through the lasing region gathering additionai
photons until equlibrium is reacireci

The radiation across the junction is coherent, ie it
will be of similar phase. This is in contrast to non-laser
light where the phase of individual photons is non-
coherent

It is necessary to allow the Iight to escape from the
region where laser radiation is being stimulateci. This is

underiaken at the output iace of the diode by norrnal
tansmission out of the device at the air,/senriconduc-
tor junction. The opposite end of the lasing channel is

made more poorly transmitting in order typically lo
drive a sensing photodiode for Ieedback,tcontrol
applications.

Figure 3 shows a typical design of a laser diode. It
shows a monitor photodiode to assist in drive elecfton-
ics. The heat sink is important in stabilising ihe operai
ing temperature of the laser diode when in operation.

The efficiency of GaAIAs lasers delivering 1C

70mW of power is around 10%.
The human eye's response to colour peaks at

about 550nm and falls off relatively sharply at longer
wavelengths (towards the red) and shorter wave-
lengths (towards the blue). The conrrentional red He-
Ne ion tube laser emits a wavelength o{ 533nm. While
this is not in the most sensiti';e region of the eye, its
radiation will appear some 14 times as bright as a laser
diode of similar output power but emitting radiation at
680nm. At 650nm the ratio falls to a value of arounC 2

In these laser diode applications where percep-

tion of output levels is relevant, there is a natural tend-

ency to shorten the wavelength of the laser diode out-
put in order to improve its 'eye ef{iciency'. ln app}ic-
ations in telecommunications there is no requiremrznt
to shi{t down the output wavelengths towards the visi
ble region. To do so would probably increase sharply
the attenuation losses in optical fibres.

Provided diodes are protected from damaging
electrical transients and operated within specified tem-
perature limits, operation lifetimes can effectively be
'for ever'. The criteria for determining device lifetimes
vary between manu{acturers. NEC, for example, use

the condition of determining the time within which a.

device will require an increased drive current of 20,
while maintaining a 3 mW output at 50'C. This
equates to a MTF (mean time to failure) of 36000
hours. Even better performance is predicted at lower
temperatures (750,000 hours at 25"C or 85 years of

ETr IULY 199I
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Fig.4 Typical output power of GaAlAs laser
diode as a function of current at 25"C and 50'C

T

contin'.rous operaticn), Use is nrade of the Arrhenius
equation in predicting the elapsed time before {ailure
at a given activation energy and reference tempera-
IUre

The ievel oi heat riissipation is therefore an
ir:',portarrt consideration for laser diode devices

Singie hcmojunction laser diocies car-r only be
rlriven in i:ulsed rnode .Jue to reduced power handling
abiiity. Double treterojunciiurrr iasers can be driven in
'ooth continuous and pulsed rrrode. Rise times vary
ber,veen 1ns anci 0.ins ancl so called 'relaxatlon'oscill-
atrons are a feature of the initial rise edge of the light
r'-ipui. One Giga bit per second data streams have
been demonstrated on commercial fibre optic systems

J:'i'en using iaser 'j:oie Ce'.ices.

Laser' :ir:;. .::; :-r:imarily operated as current
drir,er :e, ::: :'-.:-.) iiran voltage driven devices
F:g.-':: I :r-.: ::,-:s rr!u ilte output optical powervaties
',,, :.:. :: . : i' f.:i a.r':d iri-gr.rre 5> how the output current
:.t .: ::.r di(.:.te ,roltage. Control of output optical

'- : :- :I( ,) + !:cadily urrdenaken by directly controll-
, 1... .,li',r.e crrrreni rather than the dicde voltage.

Tnll is,;rr account of the steepness of the l-Vcharactar-
istic o{ il're laser diode The reurrerature of the device

ar-rci the operating cu;rei.r cait affect ihe wavelength of
the emittcd radiario:' f he i'ariation of wavelength with
drive current is rr::rca.l1y 0 025nm/mA for GaAlAs
devices. -ihe etfec- ci tetnperature is motie significant
and is tl.picaiig rJ 3nm,/mA It urill therefore be neces-

sary irr some acpl;laiions to introduce some element
temperatur; s:al-.ili;ation, eg using a therrnoelectric
cooirn,t untr

Tiie i,:equercy stability of a laser diode can be
complicat-:c by so calleci 'mode hops'where through,
for e-xampi=. graC'.ial u;aveleng'th drift ciue io tempera-
iuie change, tlre device can hop to a rnode at a slightly
differe nt irequency h-i comirrunication systems, this is

highlv iirriesirabte since it can change the signallosses
aiong fii:re links

0 0s 10 1.5 20
VOLTAGE (V)

Fig.5 Typical l-V charaiteristic curve for GaAlAs laser
diode

The output bearn from the emitting strip of a laser
diode is elliptica) rn outnut and emerges typically at an
angle tc the central axis of around 40'. The value of
this angle is often reierenced in term of the value of
'numerical aperture' where this value is the SIN trig-
nometric functic-,n o{ the emergent angle. If the output
is plotted as a function of contour radius, the typical
Gaussian TEM00 mride pro{ile is observed. The effec-
tive beam radius is taken as the point at which the out-
p r-rt inter siry has fallen to 7 f e2 ol lhe cenlral value This
corresponds to 13 5% of central axis power

The light from the diode is normally polarised
wiih the eiectric vector parallel to the laser junction
dio,ie. fhe raiio of the degree of parallei to perpendi-
cular component is usually around 500:1 at normal
levels of drive current. Close to the lasing threshold thls
value is smaller, due to the higher proportion of light
from spontaneous emission which is not polarised.
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Fig.6 The compound lens produces a collimated wavefront and
the anamorphic prisms expand up the minor axis of the
output beam to make the beam profile more symmetrical

Frequency Doubling Systems
There has been significant interest in producing blue-
green coherent laser radiation using laser diodes. A
fundamental problem, however, in that semiconductor
materials have not been identified which will directly
produce a photon of blue-green energy. Instead, ways
have been found to trigger the release of t'wo quantae
of relaxation energy to produce a photon of'doubled'
energy.

One method of undertaking this process is called
self frequency doubling (SFD). A new material, NYAB,
for example, will deliver about 3% at wavelength
531nm from laser diode exciration radiation a
7O62nm. High power blue-green laser diode devices
are some way off at present and even the present low
power devices are expensive.

Beam Collimation
Optical interfaces are required to transfer the highly
divergent output beam into a collimated symmetric
beam of light. The nature of the appllcation will deter-
mine the quality o{ the option required.

Figure 6 shows the design of a professional sys-
tem, where an initial compound lens manufactured
from elements of glass of different refractive indices
minimises lens aberration. The collimated wavefront
can be expanded in one plane by a pair of anamorphic
prisms This is to expand the'short'axis of the elliptical
cross section of light, emitted from the rectangular
aperture of the diode surface. Values of magnification
of 2,4 and 6 are typically available.

For low cost applications, spheres can be used to
collimate light from laser diodes as shown in Figure 7.
Wth the output aperture of the diode located at the
{ocal point o{ the sphere, a collimated beam will be
produced, though of poorer optical quality than a
compound lens system. Typical sphere diameters are
2, 3 and 5 mm. Anti reflection films typically of MgF are
available for specific wavelengths of 633, 830, 1300
and 1550nm. Such spheres are often used for specific
fibre to fibre coupling, where the beam cross section is
significantly increased.

Power Supply Design
The theory of driving laser diodes is straightforward in
as much as ihey are essentially current driven devices,
with typically operating currents of around a few tens
or hundreds of mA. It is the extreme sensitivifu of the
device to static and voltage spikes which .L.tulnly
makes them difficult to interface using conventional
design and construction techniques.

Due to the remaining high cost of laser diodes
(typically around 150 but falling), while a circuit can be
designed using low cost components, a hobbyist
approach to construction can lead to a high cost of
blown diodes. Even research establishments with con
siderable expedise in electronics may blow several
devices before perfecting the design of their own cir,
cuits.

Initially the functioning of typical drive circuits is
described. Figure 8 outlines the main features of a
drive circuit. The current flowing is given by:

Vr,*"a - V,u,
R

where V,,*"0 is a reference voltage and V"", is a voltage
set by independent current adjustment and modula-
tion signals. The clamp circuitprevents thevoltage fall-
ing below a specific threshold value, hence limiting the
output current. Normally circuits include a feedback
control mechanism utilising an integral photodiode
element in the laser diode unit.

Special precautions have to be taken to prevent
turn on and turn off spikes which are a feature of nor-
mal power supply designs. Special filters are required
to undertake this function. These cannot be allowed to
interfere with the current modulation facilities of the
device.

There are a range of approaches to implementing
digitalmodulation of the diode current. One method is
to establish high level and low level current limits for
the high and low level logic signals (usually TTL). The
modulation signal controls a fast cross over switch for
switching between the current sources.

Circuits require, in addition, features to improve
diode longevity such as automatic smooth current
ramps dwing power on and power off. Specialist laser
diode 'bench' power supplies Once set parameters
have been specified and checked, the diode can be
switched in

Working with Diode Lasers
When handling diode lasers, strict antistatic precau-
tions should be observed. Earthed wristbands should,
for example, be worn. Also, soldering irons should be
earthed. A silicon diode can be used as the dummy
load during set up/ proving of circuits. Laser diodes
will have tg2ical specification for soldering at a tem-

Fig.7 Sphere lens collimates the output from the
laser diode though does not correct for
asymmetry in beam profile

perature of 260'C for no more than 10 seconds at 2
mm from the laser body.

Figure 9 shows a simple circuit used with an NEC
NDL 3200 diode while Figure 10 shows a circuit for
optical mean power control for STC laser diodes. In
Figure 10 the 3140 amplifier IC1 compares the set
value of laser current I(,)input to pin 2 with the feed
back value registered on pin 3. The output of IC 1 is fed
to the inverting input of IC2 via a pair of 1N4148
diodes. The current signal from the integral photodi-
ode is fed back to the input of IC2. This controls the
maximum value of IF and provides an optical power
control of the laser diode. Modulation current can be
AC coupled into the laser diode cathode. Where a 50R
impedance driver is used, a 47R terminating resistor
should be series mounted as close to the laser pin as
possible. A highly stable, tuansient free power supply
should be employed.

COMPOUND LENS
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'Off the Shelf' Modules
At present laser diodes are expensive for the hobbyist
to purchase in small qualtities. What can be more
atftactive, is to purchase the laser diode module as an

integral package with case, lens system and power sup'
ply. Since a volume manufacturer can purchase laser
diodes at large discount, they can be incorporated into
a 'ready to run package lor the equivalent purchase
price of a single laser diode or less

In the UK, the Applied Laser Systems Iaser diode,
which is a Class 3a laser with output at a wavelength o{
670nm, is available from Spiers Robertson of Bedford
for 1125 * VAT. The ALS module runs from a 5-10V
DC power supply and can deliver betureen 1 mW and
5mW of output of deep red light using a singlelens e\e-

ment. The beam diameter is 4mm by 0.6mm and it
expands typically to a 120mm diameter circle at 15

metres range.
The device is small and compact. approxima:ei1'

2.85mm diameter and 14.7mm long wirh a currenl
consumption typically of 55mA which can be supplied
by a battery. As an of{ the shelf ready to run option
there is a lot to recommend it. The He-Ne laser, how-

ever, with its more eye sensitive response, can be run at
lower power levels for the same apparent level of illu-
mination.

Speirs Robertson can be contacted at:
Moliver House,
Oakley Road,
Broxham,
Bedford

Tel:02302 3410

Safety Considerations
The use of lasers is strictly controlled by national and

international standards. In the UK the appropriate
standard is BS7192. This provdes definitionson the

various classes of laser ranging Irom Class 1, Class 2.

Class 3, Class 3a and Class 4. Tgpically low power

diode lasers will either be Class 1 or Class 2 though the
exact classification will depend on power ouput,
whether pulsed or continuous and wavelength of radi-

ation. The standard allows determination of what
Class is applicable to a particular mode of laser radia-

tion.

Looking Ahead
Laser diodes have already {ound a broad range of
applications in the fields of telecommunications, med-
icine, and optical data storage. There is every indica-
tion, however. that as their cost is reduced still further,
wholly nan applications will come to light. It is a chal-
lenging prospect

ADiJUSTAAL€
CLAMP

CURRENT
ADJUSTMENT

Fig.8 Schematic of
circuit for driving laser

diode device. The clamp circuit sets
an upper limit for the drive circuit

Fig.9 Simple drive circuit for
an NEC NDL 3200 laser
diode device

PHOTODIODE

100F
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LABCENTER PUTS YOUR PC TO WORK
Why spend hours of your valuable time designing PCBs by hand or with a non-integrated
CAD package when your PC can do it for you?

lSlS provides the easiest of ways to enter a circuit diagram into your computer and ARES
has all the features needed to convert it into an elegant PCB layout. Both packages share
the same Graphical User lnterface, and the way that they integrate guarantees that your

PCB will always match the original circuit,

lSlS - lntelligent Schematics
tsrs DES1GNER............ .t27s
An easy to use schematic capture package for anyone
needing to enter designs prior to further processing
with ARES or other EDA software. lt features our
modern Graphical User lnterface and an lntelligent
Diagram Editor.

lSlS DESIGNER+ ..........t47s

A sophisticated design management tool - features
such as an automatic annotator/packager, two
systems for hierarchical design and ASCII Data lmport
make DESIGNER+ one of the most powerful
schematics packages currently available for the PC.

ARES - Advanced Routing
ARES......... .t27s
A netlist based, multi-layer PCB design package that
can integrate with lSlS or other schematics software
lncludes connectivity checker, design rule checker,
power plane generator and automatic back-annotator.

ARES AUTOROUTE................. ........ E47s

Our new autorouter uses an advanced, multi-strategy
algorithm to achieve very high completion rates, yet
when driven from lSlS, there is remarkably little
setting up to do - Package, Router-Strategy and DRC
data can all be read from the netlist. As we said at the

beginning, Powerful Software Saves Time.

tsts DESTGNER & ARES ................. E495
ISIS DESIGNER & ARES AR.. ...... E675
lSlS DESIGNER+ & ARES ............. t67s
lSlS DESIGNER+ & ARES 4R......... C850
Priccs inc UK dclivery, cxc VAT.

See us at
Leetronex 91

Stand No 1

Callfor demo packs
fel: O274 542868
Fax: 0274 481078

E I e c t r o n I c s

abcenUe.
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SUilTMER I 99 I CATALOGI7 E
192 pages
tEE's discount vouchers
100s new products
New range kits
Over 3000 lines
Fast same day despatch

Available from most laroe
newsagents or direcuy irom (/lild]

HAHT kls gve you the

.- -J CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Park Lane ' Broxbourne . Hertfordshire . rruto iNo

Our new SPRING'91 List is FBEE in UK. Send for your
copy now. Overseas customers welcome, but please
send 2 lRCs if you want a lisl, to cover surface post,
or 5 for Airmail

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Irr
I
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Telephone (0992) 444111. Fax (0992) +A44lSi

HART AUDIO KITS - YOUR UALUE FOR

Telephone or wrile for your FBEE LTSTS givhg fuil delai,s ot ail ou.
k 's. componerls and specta, ofle6 Fealu6o lhfs montn ts the -

AUDIO OESIGN 80 WATT AMPLIFIER

oppodunity to build the very best
eng,neered hifi equipment there rs, des qned

Dy lhe eades in lhetr f@td. using lhe best
components hat are available

i

Valu€s avarlable are 10K and 100K Log, lOOK lin a1O tOK Speclal
Balance. (Zero loss tn cente postton)

Also now added to the range are two
versions These are 20K Loq and 1OK Sf

MOTORISED
with 5v DC

2-Gang 100K Lin
2-Gang 10K or 100K Log
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero

loss
2-Gang 20K Log (Volume Controt) MOTORISED..
2-Gang 10K Specral Balance, MOTORISED, zero

Uselul oplrons are a stereo LED power meter and a versatite passive
fronr end givrng switcheo rnputs. w,th ALpS precisron. low-noise
volume and balance conkols.

Consl.uclron rs very srmple and ent h ail the dilficull wofi
done lor you, even lhe wtnng ts pre-i ready for rnslant usel
Complete delails of the dillerent vers our liee trsls.

FLHIO Reprints ol latest 'Audo Desrgn Amplifrer artctes .... ...82.70
Kt I00C[, HART Construction lranua] wtlh lul pnce ltsts ....e5.S0

WhY no ons lo See how easy t
1s to bui the FULL cost can-be
credrted nt k

ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS

To fulfrl lhe leed lor nrgher qualtty conlrots we are now imoonino
ar exchng ned range ot prectston audro pols ,n values 1o'cover-

crosstalk and <10% centre loss eig 90

LINSLEY HOOD 'SHUNT FEEDBACK' F I.A A MOVING COIL &
MOVING MAGNET PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER

Modern, ullimate sound systems are evolving towards a built-in
preampli,ier wtthtn the turntable unit_ This keeps noise pickup to a
minimum

to build with all the
to the roller tinned
old plaled phono

Kil complte with fully machined case and a I metre lenglh of
miniature power supply cable is HART ref KlSOO q69.23.

HO551 4-Track

H.>
Q3$

M0HlI"o"YJ:,Tg,y_L.Tf 
lI,*.E

n, r?
-- E.A

Head Hard Permallov
Face for rmproved la6e to

REEL TO REEL HEADS
999R 2/4 Fecord/Play 1'lomH Suits Stuad Tape

Circur1s............ E1A.O4
998E 2/4 Erase Head 1mH Universal l\,lounl Suits Stuad elt.9A

TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE. Our famous triple purpose

test cassette. Sels lape azimuth, VU level and tapd
speed......................... ...... ..... es.36

DEM1 Mains Powered Tape nts
noise on playback due to r .......e4.,18

DEM115 Electronic, Cassetl .......e8.91

Do your tapes lack teble? A worn head could be the problem.for
lop pertormance cassette recorder heads should be replaced
every 1,500 hours.

one o, our high quality replacement heads @uld restore
mance to bBlter lhan newl Slanclard inductances and

ting easy on nearly all machines (SonV ar€

*e lol slock. We atso sto6k a widei range of
and rndustrial osers

€7.90

good
tape to head

HC6OS SONY

td. High qually head with
hyperbolic face for good

e21.38
Head for
recording 814.90

et.m
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ere is a Loudspeaker project with a
difference. The Consort is an active
design with a negative outputresistance
amplifier, which increases the damping
and lowers the bass distortion. It was

inspired by the ETI speaker articles (July 89) and the
Flatmate project (May 90) of Jeff Macauley, also the
work of Thiele. Thiele published his loudspeaker
design work 30 years ago this year. Happily the advent
of operational amplifiers makes it much easier now
than it was then to implement Thieles ideas. The writer
absolutely agrees with Mike Fox's comments in the K2
loudspeaker (ETI Feb 91 ) thatthe loudspeaker has not
been given the importance it deserves bythe specialist
media. This design uses different techniques to
achieve the same ends as lheK2.

0
0.3s 0.50 0.7-t 1 0 t.41 2.o 2.s3

FBEOUENCY (r/rb)

Fig.l Cone excursion against frequency f or different
designs (Cabinet, drive unit and cut-off
f requencies identical)

Design
The aim of the Consort is to give an eitended bass
response (-3dB at 38Hz) in a small cabinet size (72.7
lihes). Also to give a high quality sound, whilst being
cost effective, these are compatible, despite what some

ETr IULY r 99 r
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FFEOUENCY (Hz)

Fig.2 lndividual and overall reponses to
speaker parts

would have you believe. The unit uses a l65mm poly-
propylene coned woo{er and a British made Acoustic
Engineering Ltd metal dome fweeter.

Like the Flatmate it is a sixth order bass reflex
design. To see why this is used, Iook at Figure 1 which
shows the cone excursion with frequency for various
designs. Note how much lower the cone excusions are
for the bass reflex than the infinite baffle design. The
extra filter in the sixth order design lowers the
excursion below fo.- compared with the standard 4th
order bass reflex design. The curves also show
predicted zero-excursion at the box tuning frequency
(determined by the port) This is where all the sound is

l-Y
-

,N
-\
j-

--
L ,,l

-

-

Influencedby ETI
projects, Peter Roberts
has produred another
actiu e I oufi,speaker design
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FIg.3 Simplitied equivalent circuit of amplif ierl
speaker

pliance drive units. The
ance of 14 litres which
10.7 litres. In practice 2
tube, drive unit volume
final internal size is 12.7 Iitres.

benefit.of lowering the distortion. Thewoofer specified
has to be used; any other unit will not work properly.

Negative Resistance

nately th th
appJying is
tially sho If t
put resistance, Rg could be made negative the total
resistance in the circuit would be less and more damp_
ing would be applied to the tuned circuit.

The March 91 Blueprint in ETI shows how to real-
ize the negative resistance circuit. Basically a sense
resistor in the woofer output lead, senses the current
and posltive current feedback is used to make the out-
put resistance negative. A word of warning; if the total
resistance in circuit is negative i.e the coil resistance is
less than the negative resistance, the circuitwill oscill_
ate because the gain of the amplifier is theoretically
infinite.

The formula for the reduction in e is:
Q(required) : 1/Qm + tle. 0/lt + Rg/Re))

where Qm and Qe are the drive unit mechanical and
eleckical Q's respecti i
Qe is 1.06, Q required i
7.6R. Giving a value I

theoretically coming out o{ ihe por.r. in pr.actice losses
will mean that the cone movement is nct zero but it will
be low

The sixth order design presents 3 main possi-
bilities. Either a higher acoustic output for the same

or for a given
yt secanbep
cy ne excursio

the infinite baifle woulcl give This .i?Itrer cotion is used
in The Consort. To obserue ihis. Frglre 2 sho,.vs the
bass boosted signal applied from rhe axra fij:er This

the speaker respo an overall flat
stic. The overajl is a correctly
hebychev high pa th irr this case

0.1dB of ripple
For this design the por-t is tuned to 90% of the

drive unit resonant frequency,and the extra filter to
67%ofthe inga 3dBpointat66yoofthe
driver reso , thus giving the -3dB level at
38H2.

As Jeffs article pointed out there are 3 clrive unit
parameters o
speaker. The
and the volu
being a meas
surrounds. For any design there will only be orre com
bination of parameters rvhich is correct. It is difficult to
achieve ihis combination, r.vhich js whv the bass reflex
speaker is tricky to design.

The gn is th ed box
size. Thecomplian l.H ?J*:

c1
47On R2

1 n0 1n0

R4
39k Er9 </rx 

>
o|,

I50u

R19

NOTE:
tc1 = 78112
tc2 =79L12
1c3,5 = TDA2040
lC4 = RC4558
1C5,7 = T1072
ol = T|P42A
02 = TlP4rA

c4 c822n 22a
F6

180k
c18
2d2

l,rlrr.ts rl - fl{, R26
16k 813

5k1

Fig.4 Complete circuit diagram of The Consort

+12\' C17

>lq- , i;l
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compensate for voice coil heating and the consequent
increase in resistance, a value of -5R is used.

Circuit Design
Integrated circuit power amplifiers are used to imple-
ment the amplifier design. This simplifies the design of
the neqative resistance circuit ihe positive feedback is

rolled off at higher frequencias. This stops the rising
drive unit impedance (caused by the inductance of the
voice coil) lowering the outprut At high frequencies the
negative resistance does not acoustically damp the
speaker, anyl /ay. The negative feedback is reduced at
the same time giving a Ilat response into the speaker
load. The ICs have a distortion ol 0.03% so are
genrrine hi-fi components. Transistor power assistance
is used on the woofer amplifier to lower the distortion
at the low frequency exfueme Since the maximum vol,
tage these amplifiers will take is 40V. the rransformer
secondaries should be no greater than 12V.

PCB Construction
The building of the electronics is simplified because ali
components bar the transformer are PCB mounted
The Veropins for the connections should be fltted to
the PCB first as they may need some force applied. A
tap with a light hammer with the PCB supported on a

wooden block is easiest. The electrollics, bridge recti-
fier and ICs only go one way round. A link is required
between holes B and C on the PCB. The powertransis-
tors and power ICs should be fixed on the heatsink
before soldering. See Figure 5. The kits have pre-
drilled and tapped heatsinks. Using a multimeter
check for insulation between the device mounting
screw and the device metal case. Once all the compo-
nents have been soldered in and the fuses clipped in. a

test can be done by connecting the transformer (care-
ful with the mains here!) and switching on. Check that
the supplies are about 17v and the supplies to the 8 pin

ICs pins 4 and 8 are -),2 and *12V respectively. The
output DC voltages shi,rld be zero.lf the voltages are
zero speakers may be connected up (a{ter switching
off ). Touching the input pin should now produce a
hum.

Cabinet Construction
15mm chipboard or MDF board is used for the con-
stouction of the cabinet (except Ior the baffle) and may
be plain, melamime or laminate {aced. The writer used
laminate faced material for the prototype- This pro-
duces slightly stiffer panels which give better panel
damping. it would be easiest to buy the panels cut to

o
=
4z

FREOUENcY (Hz)

Fig.6 Actual response of woofer and tweetel
outputs

size The protoiype baffles were made by glueing
together a 12mm plyr,'rood sheetwith a 4mm plg,vood
sheet. The 12mm plyrrrrood being cut with a jigsaw to
accept the speakers apertures and the 4mm plywood
cui to maich the speaker face. When the tr.,,,o are glued
together the recess or rebate for ihe speakers is

formed. The edge of the woofer inner hole should be
bevelled slightly. The fuveeter terminal cutouts are
marked out by drawing around the gasket, then enlarg-
ing to 12mm sq. The drive units can now be o{fered up
and the blind mounting holes marked and drilled with
a 2 5mm drill.

If you have a router then you can use chipboard,/
MDF for the baffle and cut the recesses with the router
A jigsaw was used to cut the recess plate cut-out and
port tube apertures in the back panel. A Flapwheel is
useful here for smoothing out irregularities. The port
tube is a 152 mm length o{ 50mm plastic tubing which
is glued into the back panel with epoxy adhesive
12mm square battens should be pinned and glued to
the sides, top and bottom panels 16mm in from their
front edge for the baffle to seat against (leave clear-
ance for the corners). The sides, top and bottom are
now screwed and glued together. If plain chipboarci is

used wood glue can be used, but for faced material
epoxy resin or similar is better. The faced surface
(where glued) should be keyed with wet and drypaper
At this point check for leaks and seal with epoxy resin
or polyfilla. To work properly the cabinet must be leak-
proof!

Panel damping material may now be applied.
Wickes flashing strip being self adhesive and appar-
ently made from pure bitumen is ideal for this. A
100mm wide strip is applied in a continuous length
around 4 sides of the cabinei (exceptwhere the PCB is
to be). Obtain a 3m roll and use it up on a pair of boxes,
if neccesary applying a double layer. If unfaced board
is used the surface should be sealed before sticking the
sell adhesive strip (do not use the supplied primer for
this unless you want to wait a week for it to stop out-
gassing vapours).

The strip should be well smoothed down when
sticking it. The pilot holes for Iixing the transformer
and PCB can now be drilled.The transformer can be
mounted on the panel damping material to stop the

Fig.5 Heatsink mounting details
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FROM TRANSFORMER
SECONOARIES

FROM
RECESS

PLATE
IERMINALS

TO WOOFEF

oundin y hans_
se.The now be
Check

Assembly
Solder some h,r",isted pair leads to the pCB for the
inputs, outputs and supply. Set the pot RV1 toto half_
way in its travel. Fit the transformer and pCB to the
cabinet. The mains cable gland can now be fitted to the
recess plate, which has built-in terminals. Solder the
input wires to the terminals a lead
through the gland. Temporaril te to
the back panel. Connect the oud_
speakers up, so that you can
this stage. It is best to set the
the woofer temporarily in
temporarily in the cabinet. Apply a music signal and set
the pot RV1 to give the correct teble balance when
compared with another hi-fi speaker. When the
tr.lreeter level has been set e happy that
everything is OK, switch off, the splakers,
and clamp the leads to the thegwill not
rattle.

The front baffle may be glued and screwed in.
After connecting the speakers up, the woofer is sealed
to the baffle by applying a continuous bead of silicone
sealant to the recess. Use the supplied gasket to seal
the tweeter. The drive units are then screwed to the
baffle, the woofer with 3/4" No.8 self tapping screws
and the tweeter with CSK 3/8" No. 10 scr&s. The
woofer fixing is improved by using a lgmm dia. washer
under the screw. The recess plate has a gasket to seal it.

In Use
The ideal position for the speakers, would be on
stands, about 0.5 mefoes away from the rear wall. put
onyourfavouriterecordfCDandliebackandenjoyit.
Used for television sound and especially digital steieo
these speakers i.-"urr*uty enhan :e the experience BIJYLINES
ot watching a film or TV prog. with decent sound
(which most of them have). The deep bass gives an
ambience similar to being in a cinema. The Consort

list' system by feeding a CD
the loudspeaker inputs, or
ystem.

Finally, most passive speaker designs have opti-

HOW IT WORKS

rear recess plate.

Unity galn is prcvided so that existJng amplifiers and their settings
can be used, also A-B comparisons madewith passive speakers. lf moie
gain is.required the switch (or link) is opened girring a gain often times.
Amplifier lC4a is used as a voltage followel, ilow noiie lC ts specified
here.

is built around lC4b. lt

e 0 is given by 1/(3-a)

ncyby 1/(2,r R7C5)for

over filterr which are

a cross-over frequency of 2.9kHz, The

er is built ar0und the power amplifier.

tweeter outpul, The pot could be

mounted one.

F-(J
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PARTS
HESI$IORS (all ]% metal tilm except R30,31 107"1

R1

fl21,ufl19,10,24

R3

R5

R6f
RU?

fi9

810,23

R11,27

R13

1kl

sk

nl?
RK

180k

3k3

5k6

75k

4R7

5kr

H1518,21,22,25,26 15k

R16,28 tR5

829 680R

R30,31 0R22

RVl l0kpreset

CAPACITORS

C1 470n poly

C2 150p6V3

C3J5 470n 25V Ceramic

C4,8,10 22n 1%polypropylene

C5,0I2I4I920 1n0 2.5% polystyrene

C7,26 '100n '100V poly

C9,21,25 10h 25V Ceranic

c1ll8 2n22,5%py
C13 220n 1ffiV poly

C16,17 15p 16V

UZ 18r 5% poly

0.3,24 4i00p25V

SEMICOI'IDUCIOHS

lcl
tc2

rc3,6

rcl
tc5,7

18112

i9112

mAr040

8C4558

TLO72

MSCETLIHEOUS

BR 1 BRIDGE RECTIFIER4A2OOV

01 T|P42A

A TP41A

Tl 2x12V 2A Secondaries

FS 1 2Fuses 2A 20rnm

BrseClip

Heatsink

PCB

T0220 lvlounting Kit {4}

Terminal Pins

Mounting Bushes
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--iSPEAIGR COM POICENT I.ST

l65mm Polypropylene ci+e woofer

AEL metal dome i*reiu
Reces Plate

Port Tube

Gland ior nairs l".ad

2Core Mains ead

Fixing scens and washers

REME|tlBER to double quantlties for a pair

Fig.8 Constructional details of cabinet

CUTTING LIST:

15mm MDF/CHIPBOARD
(EXCEPT FRONT)

TOP & BOTTOM 217 x 263

SIDES 263 x 292

FRONT & BACK 187 x 292

OAMPING
STRIP
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CITZEN'S BAND is the only British
CB magiazine and covers a wide ran{ie of
topics of interest to the newcomer and
the experienced user In each issue the
latest equipment is reviewed, usefrrl
practical projects are detailed and all the
national and intemational band nerrys is
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UK security companies, a
rls.All kitscomefullydocu
and all components. All t
adio or luned higherfor gr

MTXMicro-miniatureaudiotransmittel17mmx17mm gVoperation loomrange Gt3.4S
WR500 Hi-power audio transmitter.25OmW output.20mmx40mm.9-.12V operation.2_3OOOm

vxr voice activated transmitter variabre sensitivity.20mmx6Tmm 9v operation 1000m range
, e19.45

SCRXSub-carier scrambled audio transmitter Cannot be monitored without decoder fitted toradio. 20mmx67mm. 9V operation. 1O0Om range ...............,............................ ......:.......... .............,......822.95

SCDill Sub-catrier decoder unit for monitoring SCBX. Connecls to radio earDhone socket.
Provides output lor headphones. 32mm)70mm."s-riV oper;tion-.1 -- -..-.-. ---.1.......... Czz.SS
H-V-X40 Mains powered audio transmitter Connects direcfly to 240v AC supply.3Ommx35mm.

XT89 Crystal controtled audio transmitter High performance. jOomW outpul. Supotaed with xtal
for 108MHz. Others avaitabte to 116MHz.85;mlZamm. SV operition Z_IOdbm IJnSe ...eSZ.eS

3II18-9tll.* P"nd lY.glnFl controiled audio rransmilter t80t\rHz frequency. Requires
scanner recerver in 0ur OBX180 kit (see Cai) 20mmx67nm. 9V operation. tOOdm rairge Ei0.95
TKX900 Tracker/Bleeper lransminer. Transmits conlinuous slream of audio pulses. Variable tone
and rate. Powedut 200mW output. 63mmx25mm. 9V operation. 2_3000, iin-qe:pz.gS
l}1yl9l9: si betweenretephoneandcassetter au Olphone.All;onver
Powered kom

ro miniature telephone transmitter. to switches on and off

lll...lli.lllllllllll::T.,'u x2 rro; rine. ,ooom

o..ro.'v"ri"ot" r"n.i,iuiir rr,,'.r., orr .or";;;:::rT
eper. Second mode AUDTO CONFTRM distin6uiihes between

.nomat 
legitimate srgnal such as pageis, cellular elc.

...........e50.95

I

/\
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HIGH POWER AlllPLlFlER Foryorcar, it has lso watts @tsut
Frequoncl EspoBe 20HZ to 20 KHZ snd e signal to nde dio
better thsn 6odb Has buihj n shod ci.@it pDtaction end sdjGtablo
input level to sit y@e oxisling cer ste@, e n6ds m p.}atrTt
Wo*sinto spoakeE ref 30PTdesqibod below A Eal bseain Etont
e57 0O Order rel 57P1
HIGH POWER CAR SPEAKERS. StEmpairwgrt loor Bch
4ohm itrpedance and @nsisting ol 6 1Z w@rer Z rid range ad
1'tweeter ldealtowo*withthearp[f ddedb€d *oE Pri@per
pairE30 00 Order ref 30F7
PERSONAL STEREOSCustomq rotrrns hri @trpl€te r;th a
pair ol steBo headphores very good value at e3 0O El 3P83
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORI/IEFS Sdrsbt€ ior high rcttage
expsimentsoras aspaFlqa micrcwaEova etc 25OvACiqr,
€1 0 0O ret 1 0P93
IIICROWAVE CONTROL PANELMains oparat€d, with toudr
stritchos Compl€te with .l digit display, digital clock, and 2 .e/,af

@Quts one lor pow€r and ore lor FJb€d porer (progrmroblo)
ldeal for all sorts ol pEcision li mr appkdioE etc E:6 m El 6Pl 6
FIBRE OPnC CAALE,Standod optietfOE sheth€d in bb.*
PVC, Five metre length el OO Bl77:8
12V SOLAR CELIIOOfiA@Ern ideallorti*b dra(ing eic m
mm square OJr prico 815 @ rcl 15P42
PASSIVE INFPAf,ED e \
ump'€wrmoayrgnrs .-G
on lirer (8 s -15 rins), I Enge with a 90
dsg cowrage Manual oErije facitty Cm
pl€ts with wallbrad(ets, bub hold€E otc B@d
new a.d gEranissd. e5.@ El25?21
Pac* oltrc PAruA bqbs br sbow unit fi 2 m',
td 12P49
VIDEO SENDER UNf Tcnsril boh audio
end Yid@ signab lm dther a Yid@ €IIEG,
vido r@rdd or cofiputer to sy standad TV sl Hthln a '1@
rangol (tJn€ TV !o a sfare chanel) 1 fu DC op el 5 0O rd 1 5P39
Suiiable reins adaptor e5 0O ci 5P191
FU TRAMiI,ITTERhosed in a Etandard Eqking 13A adapter
(bug is roins driwn) €26 0O rEf 26P2
iIt.lATURE FADIO TEANSCEVERS A par ol mkie talkies
with a rilge o{ up to 2 kilmetrB Units masF 22x52x155mm

..J,. _-\

ffiffi
lU lu-l

IVER.z stronLH
n9 'eve' mains ['i!il..Hfdmansl€d *4

NOW ONLY Ct9.00il REF 1gPt4.

WHISPER 2000 LISTENING AlD.Enable yw io h€ar wnds
that would othemis b€ inaudible! Complote nith headphones
C6ed €5 00 @l 5P179
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIOJ-m st sloreo system giving
5wattsperchannel Signelto ndso.atiobdtorthan 45db. wow ad
fluttorlosthan 3570 Neg earth €2500 ref 25P21

IrrllttrL
Cssd !25 El25P14
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand nry top quality 4 x AA's e4 OO r€f
4P44 2 x C's €4 00 rel 4P73, 4 x D's €9 00 ref 9P1 2, 1 x PPg f€ 0O

r6f 6P35
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ultirote €quivalenls b@k Lalest edilio !20 OO rel
20P32
CABLE TIES. la2mm x 3 2mm white nylon pac* oI 1@ €3 oo r€l
3P104 Bumperpack of 1,000 tiesel4 @

VIDEO AND AUDIO MONITORTNG
SYSTEM

999.00
Brand n€w units @nsisting ol a camB, 14cm monitor, 70 metrea ol
cable, AC adapler, manting braclet and owneB manual 240v AC
or1 2v DC op€Etion completewith builtin 2 way intercom e99.00 El
99P2

1991 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE NOW IF YOT' DO I{OT
HAVE A COPY PLEASE REOUEST ONE WHEN OROERING
OR SEND US A 6'X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.

GEIGER COUNIER KlT0omploto with tube, PCBand allcompo
nents to bJild a battery opqated geiger c@nt6r 839 O0 rEf 39P1
FM BUG KlT,Nry design with PCB mbedded @il TransmitB b
any FM radio 9v baltery rcq'd !5 0O rel5P156
FM BUG Built and tst€d superior 9v op{alion e1 4 00 r6t 1 4P3
GOIIIPO$TE VIDEO KlTS.These onvert composite vid@ iniro
s€parate H sync, V sync and vid6o 12v DC e8 @ rel EP39
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 2sA (tull load) 33oo rpm 6'x4" 1/4"
O/P shaft Now lm OO rcl 2OP22
As abow but with fttod 4 to 1 inline Educlion box (800pm) and
loothed nylon belt drive @g €40 0O rel 40PE
SINGI-AIR C5 WHEELS1 S or ,6'dia including trcaded tyrc and
innertube Wh@ls aE black, spokod ono piecepoly erbonato 13"
wh@le6 0O rol 6P20, l6' whal €6 @ ct 6P2l
ELEGTRONIC SPEED CONTROL Klllorcs motor
PCB and allcomponatslo build a sped @ntrcller (O-

95%olspoed) Uses F/bo width rcdulaiion !17 0O rel

, t'/

17P3
SOI-AF POWERED NICAO CHARGER.ChETgeB{ AA nicad6in
8 hoe Brand new and esed 16 @ ref 6P3
rcFETS FOR POWER AMPUEERS ETC.|@ walr m6tet
pajr 29j99 ad 25K343 e4 00 a pair wilh p{n Nt inlo 161 4P51 Als
aElable is a 2SK413 and a 2SJ1 18 at!4 @ cl 4P42
10 IEIIORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONESIho* are'og
bGr rdums' ao they may noed slight attention BT apprcved P6 0O
Bdr c, 6P16 or 2 lor!1O00 El 10P77
12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN4 1/2'square bnnd new ideal lor
lpd, er, €ravan etc eS m rel5P206
ACOAN DATA FECOEDER ALF563 Made for BgC somBrt€r
hjt Jil*le ior othoc lncludes mainE adaptsr, leads ad book
!1 5m rel 1 5P43

,@
EE{ss wh€n il hils anything l(l with cotrpl€te as$rbv inst.uc-
tms fl 0 OO 6t 1 OPal

PHUPS I.ASER 2IIW IEUUI NEOT{ I-ASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPBC I'M,O REF /rcP10, MAINS
FWER SUPPLY XIT f2O.@ REF 2OP33 REAOY BUILT
AM) TESTED LASEF ]I{ OtlE CASE C75.OO REF 75P4.

SOTDER z25Ycrcdn @red $lder on s I/2kg @l Top qu[ty
!4 m I Gd rE{ .lFlo
E@ WATT ItrATERS ldulfor airor liquid, will not @rcde, lasts
ft{}€B 6lryp6 @nstruction 3'2'mounled on a 4'dia mtalphte
breary firng €3 0o e oJ 3P78 or4fore10 0O ret IOPT6
nIE AND TEMPERAIUf,E iIODULE A cbck, disital ther
mrE(er (Cebus end Farenheit (0160 dog F) Fogrmrublo bo
hot and bo cold alarms. Runs forat lead a yEr6 oE M battary
qg 0O EI 9P5
Romoao temperature prcbe ld abo€ uritE3 m rel 3P60
GEARBOX KITS ldaal ior rpdeb €tc Oontains 18 gears (2 o,
uch size) 4x5omm axlessnd a porerlul$12v rctq Alltil€ geac
etc aE gJsh fit e3 0O lor siph tit rd 3P93
ELECTRONIC nCKET IACHNES Th@ uniE @ntain a
mgn€tc €rd readq. tF mtsix p.inteB, mtore, gnsoB and
loads of oleclronic cotrpoGds elc (11x12"\7"\ G@d value st
e12 00 cI 1 2P28
JOYSTICKS BEnd nil with 2 fir6 buttons and sclion l6tth@
units can be modilled lor nEd @rputeE by changing theconn{tor
etc Pice is2rorgS m rd 5P174
GAS POWERED SOLDERING IFON AND BLOW TORCH
Top quaiiry tool wirh inlerdrangeable heads and melal body FulV
adiusiable, runs s tghtBr gas e1 0 00 rel l 0P130
SMOKE ALARIIS lonization type 5 year waranty cotrplete with
battery ont e5 OO rd 5P206
AIIISWER IIACHNES BTapproved remot6 me$age playback,

intargral BJsh buum phono, pow€r spply and tapo Exceptional
vele al !45 @ rel 45P2
CAR IONZER Klf lrprore the air in y@r car! cloarc smoke and
hehg to Ed@e fstigu€ Case required Ql2 0o ref 1 2P8
6V 1 OAH LEAD AGllbealed batery by yuasha ex equipment but
rn ex@ll€nt @ndition now only 2 forf10 00 rcf 10P95
12 TO 22OV IWERTER KITAs upplied itwill handle up totDout
l5wal220vbulwitha largertransforreritwillhandleS0watts Badc
kil tl 2 0o 161 1 2P1 7 Larger translormer el 2 0o El't 2P41
VEFO EASI WIRE PROTOWPING SYSTEMldeallor design-
rng p@jels on etc Compbl€ uith tools, wire and Eusable board
Our pi@ eG 00 ref 6P33
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTOflS. ld@l for window die
playsotc €500815P155
STC SWTCHED MOOE POWER SUPPLY22oV or l1ov]nput
giving 5v at2A. +24v Et O 25A, +12v at O 1 5A and +gov at O 4A 16 00
ref 6P59
TELEPHONE AUTODIALLERS.Thes units, when triggeEd will
automalically dial arry telophone number Oiginally made foralarm
panelE BT approwd ql 2 00 16, 1 2P23 (pleas st5te telephone no
req'd)
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STKo€ Wirh rhe eddilion ol
a handrul ot components y@ can build a 25 wat amplifier e4 00 rel
4P69 (Cir@it di8 included)
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new 220v input +5 at 3A, +12
at 1A, -l 2 at lA Shon circuit protected E1 2 oO rcl 12P21
MAINS FANS Snailtype construclion Apppx 4'x5" runted q a
metal plstelor6asy lixing NewC5 0O 5P166
POWERFUL IONIZEF KlT.Generatos 10 limes rcE ions than
comrercial unitsl Complete kit including cas e16 00 re, 18P2
MII\U RADIO MODULE Only 2'squareu,ithlerileaeial andtuner
SupeIhet R6q's PP3battery f1 00 rel BD716
t[GH RESOLUnON MONITOR.g'black and while PhilIps tube
in chasis mde lor OPD @mputer but my be sitabb Ior otheE
e20 00 El 20P26

BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 2OOMAH 1.2V PACK OF
84.00 REF 4P92, PACK OF l(x' C30.00 REF 30P16

CB COWERTORS.Converta a @r radio into an AM CB reeiver
CEod wilh d@il diagram E4 00 ref 4P48
FLOPPY DISCS.PacI ol l5 31/2'DSDD €l0 Oo ret l0P88 Pack
ol 10 51/4' DSDD e5 0o 161 5P168
SONIC CONTPOLLED [tlOTOR one clid( to start two click to
rsErs direction, 3 clck to slop! E3 0o sch re, 3P137,
FRESNEL IIAGNIFVNG LENS 83 x 52mm el 0o @f 8D827

SOf,E OF OUN PRODUCTS IIAY BE UNLICEI{SABLE IN THE UK

LCD DISPLAV 41l2 digits rypplied with @nneciion data e3 oo 16l

3P77 or 5 forE'!0.0o rd 1oP7a.
ALARM TRANSi|ITTEFS. No dala avaliable but nicely made(
complex tEnsmitteB 9v operEtion e4.0O eeh rel 4P81
1OOil BEEL OF WHITE EELL WREligure 8 p3ttern ideal lor
inter@re, d@r bells etc 13 0O a Fel El3P107
TRANSTITTER REGBVER SYSTEMorisinalt made rd nuE
call sys(ffis they @ndst ol a pondsnt style transmitter aM a
reeiverwilh tele$oic aerial 12v 80 difi€Gnt channgls !1 2 00 ret
12P2s,
CLAP llGHT.This d6vi@ turns on a lamp at a linger'$ap' etc
niet), €sed with builtin batt€ry o?erated light ldeslbedside llghtatc
!4 0O @ch ref 4P82
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KlT.Conterns all yd need to build en
€lec1rcnic devi@ to give 8 10 lerel liquid indi@tor es 0o (€x cas)
rel sPl 94
UI{VERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA's, C's, D's and
PP3 nicadg Holds up lo 5 bateri€s al orce N€w and csod, mains
oporatEd Et m El 6P35-
ONE THOUSAND GABLE TlESlTsmm r 2 4mm wtrite nylon
c$le li6 only €5 m rel 5P181
PC MODEMS1200I75 baud modem designad to plug into a
PC compbte with mnual bul no software €18.00 rel 18P12
ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLYEomm x 16smm
(PCB dze) giws +5 at 3 75A, +12 at 1 5A, -12 st 0 4A Brand nry
e1 2.00 Ef 12P39
VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE Ptiu{th IEC fiherod ecket
and porer switch q5 00 rel 5P190
lN CAB POWER SUPPLY.Plugs into cjgar ecket and giv6
3,4.5,6.7.5,9. and 'l2v outsuls at 8oornA Compl€te with uniwEl
sFider phig.C5 00 €l 5P167
GUSTOiIER RETUENEDEwitched mode porer opplies Mixed
lyp€, good tor spaEs tr €p8ir €2 00 each rel 2P292
DRILL OPERATED PUllP.Fits any drilland is elf priming e3 0o

rd3P1lo
PERSONAL ATTAGK ALARM.Complet€ with bult in torch and
yanity mirDr Pod(6t sized, req'e 3 AA batteri6s €3 00 re, 3P135
POWERFUL SOLAR CELL lAilP .45 VOLTbnly €s0o rel
5P192 (othor sizes €vali610 in cataloguo)
SO|IR PRO.TECT KlT.ConsistsoIs $larcell, speciel DC mtor,
plsdic l6n and turtsbles gtc plrs a 20 page b@k on glar enqgy!
Pice is f8 0O DI 8P5l
RESSTOR PAGK.10 x 50 valuos (500 resislors) all 1/4 watt ?/.
retalflm E5 0O ret 5P170
CAPACITOP PACK '1.100 ssorted non electrollic cepacitos
PN.*2P?AB
CAPACITOF PACK 2. 40 a$orted eleclrolylic €pacilors .e2 @
td ZP2e7
OUICK CUPPA? 'l2v imme6ion heater with lead and cigar lightor
plug e3 OO ct 3P92
LED PAGK .50 red leds, 50 green lsds and 50 yellow lEds all 5mm
18 00 rel 8P52
FERRARI TESTAROSSA. A tue 2 channel radio controlled er
with fom'ard, EvEe,2 geare plus turbo Working hoadlighis
922 @ @t 22P6
ULTRASONC HRELESS ALARM SYSTEiifwo units, one

a sen$r whici ptJgs into a 13A socket in the area you wish to

protect Ths othd, a canlral alsrm unit plugs into any oth€r soc*et
elsryere in the UJilding When the ensor is tiggered (by body

rcvemont otc) tho elam @nds Adj6tabl€ sensitivity Pi@ per
paii f2O OO rel 20P34 Additional seneE (max 5 per alam unit)
e11 00Di11P6
TOP OUAUTY MICROPHONE. Unrdiredional eleclrct con-

dener mic 6& ohm gnsilivity lAl6khz buih in chime complete
with m8gn€tic midophone stand and ric clp 812 @ rel 12P42
WASIIt'lc MACI'fl NE PUMP.Mains operared nd pump Notsell
pdming !5 0o El 5P1s
IBM PHNTER LEAD. (025 to centrorie plug) 2 retre Parallel
!5 00 rd 5P185
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOARDIr x 1"oi 1" Pitch "vero" board

A4 OO a sho6t €f 4P62 ot 2 sh@ls lot E7 @ Pl 7P22
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOLe m cf 2P3s2
3 1/Z'di$ drive 72OK epacity ffide by NEC !60 00 Gl 60P2
TV LOUDSPEAKERS.S watt magretically scr@n€d 4 ohm 55 x
'l25mm E3 0O E pair r€l 3P109
W LOUDSPEAKERS.3 watt I ohm magnadcally screened 70 x
50mm E3 00 a pai. ref 3P108
BBC TPACKBALLS On@ again in st@k only E4 00 of 4P86

GROSS OVER NEnVORKS 8 ohm 3 way Japanco made units
Ex@llent unitE aEliablo at only g2 00 for a Pair! re{ 2P363
SPEAKER GRILLS set of 3 mtching grills ol differert diameiee
2 packs lq €2 0o (6 grilb) pf 2P364
50 METRES OF lrAlNS CABLE C3'00 2 core black pr@t in

conven!$t 2 s lsngths lCeal foi repeirs and p.oj@ls Ef 3P91

4 CORE SCREENED AUOIO CABLE 24 METRES C2.OO

Pre@t into conwnient 1 2 m l€ngths Ret 2P365
TWEETERS 2 1/4" IXA I ohm rcunt6d on a scrt metslplstelor
eary Iixing e2 00 rel 2P366
COII{PUTER ItllCE onginally made for FutuE Pc's hrt c8n be

adapt6d lq other rochinss Swis mde gB O0 r€t 8P57 Atai ST
conv€Bion kit e2 @ rol 2P352
61/?'m WATTSPEAKER Builtin tweeter4 ohmE5 00 rof 5P205

5' X 3" 16 Ollil SPEAKER 3 td 11 0o!! rel CD21 3

AIUUSTABLE SPEAKER BRACKETS ldeal for runtng
gp@keFon int€mal orextemal @rneE, unevon surfa@sotc 2tor
C5 0O ref 5P207
PIB UGHT SWITCH Roplaces a standad light Ef,,itch in sconds
lghtoperates when aybody @mes within deteclion range (4m) and

stsys d fbr an sdjGtable timo (15 ss to 15 mins) ComPlete with
daylight $ner Unit also fundions as a dimmer ilitch! 200 watt
mx Not siiablo tor flouresonts e14 00 rel14P10
2 ilEG DISC DRIVES 3 1/2'di$ driv6 made by Sony hwsed in

a 5 t/4"lEme 1 2 meg lqmattod f66 00 r€f 66Pl
360K 3 | /2' DISC DRIVES 1/2 herght c25 00 rel
40 CHANNEL TBANSCEIVER 4 WATT OUTPUT,
HANDHELO SOUELCH CONTROL ETC E7O.OO

EACH BEF TOPI
OB AVALIABLE AS A PAIF WITH NICAD
BATTERY PACKS FOF EISO.OO BEF IsOPI
llluminsted channel display, 10 ssclion aedal,
Hi-Lry power switch, external aerial sockot,
DC chargor eckei, 12v OC power soc*et,
carying gtEp and ownm manual



n the originaJ design of the four-track cassette
iasl Erase
724 BOR
unit is no

to the oscillator, This means the variable resistor of the
erase dummy load should not be connected to the
ground line on the PCB.

With the components specified the circuit
operates at rhe original Bias Erase frequencv.
however it should be noted that ir depends'on t(e
four-track erase head being used

. If necessary the component values can be
changed to suit other heads. The capacitor CZ r^"
be varied to change the frequency and the output

Tom Scarff provides
)ome modifications to
he Bias/Erase
)scillator.

voltage can be increased by increasing the value of C3and reducing the value-of R1 anj R2. H-;;

SWITCHED OV DC
VIA OIODES D1,4

FRO M,]2V 
DC

ERASE HEAD
FETURNS

ERASE/BIAS
o/Pz

BREAKS IN TBACK

Fig. 2 Component overlay for Bias/Erase oscillator.

TO RELAYS
RL3 2 RL4 2

TO DIODES O3,4 = B
o,t-4

ANODES

Fig. 3 Alternative Bias/Erase oscillator.

TO D1,4
ANO DES

1 Wiring circuit Ior Bias/Erase oscillator and connections to
dummy load.
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While the above circuit is suitable for the
minimum number of changes to the originalcircuit it
is very component dependable and a better overall

PARTS LIST

PLTT YOIJR
AGE^rrT Ol/
THE TRAIL

You need the facts jusi ihe
facts mam You need a

stead'- source to feed you
ir{ormatiou Don l settle for
a second-rate squealer You
need ETI and you need it

good Put your newsagent
on the trail - clip the
coupon and hand it to your
neighbourhood shop

solution may be to use a separate current switching
oscillator as shown in Figure 3. but this will require the
winding of a suitable transformer

-OOAY NTERNAIIONAI

Dcar Mr Newsagcnt
Please order me a copy of Fi'l-l

and reserve,'delivcr nre a copv
everv molth ]ODAY IN]ERNATIONAI

Note this magazine is available to your u,holesalcr
SM Distribution 6 Leigham Court Roacl. Streatharl
SW16 2PG Tel: 01 677 8111

Name

Addre

RESISTOBS (all %W 5%)

R1,2 6kB

R3,4 3k3

85,6 10R

CAPACITORS

cl 150n

C2 2n2

C3 15n

C4 5 22y

c6,7 18n

Ca sets frequency 0.1p approx

SEMICONDUCTORS

01 8C212

02 8C183

03,4 BFY 51

MISCELLANEOUS

T1 Primary 5+5 turns 26SWG

Enamel wire, Secondary, l00turns 34SWG

Pol core 26mm Type 1A2332 0r equivalent

HAM RADIOTODAY
caters for both the
experienced user and
newcomerto amateur
radio. With generally
informative features, the
latest news and practical
projects this magazine
covers all aspects of this
growing field; an
invaluable complement
for any licenced radio
amateur worldwide.

Cover Price f 1.60

Published: 1st

Order
your copy

NOW!

Friday of each month
Why not subscribe?

Telephone 0442 66551
Ext 357

for f urther information

THE FULL
RANGE OF
ABGUS BOOKS
are available from
all good book
and hobby
shops or con-
tact Argus
Books direct
for a 1991

catalogue.

CATAL0GUE 0FFER, Arg us- Books,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

0R PHoNE 0442 66551 EXT. 204
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Geoffrey Heys G4GEB
sarne amateur
used at SHF

n this ariicle we will have a look at some items o{
equipment designed and built by the radio ama-
teur and examine some theoretical aspects con-
cerning this equipment.

Radio Amateurs are allowed to operate on
a of microwave frequencies shown in Tabte 1.

Table 1

AMATEUB MICROWAVE ALLOCATI ONS

Abbreviated frequency
allocations in MHz.

1240-'t325.
2310-2450.
3400-3475.
5650-5680.
5755-5765.
5820-5850.

1 0000- 1 0500.
24000-24250.
47400-47200.
75500-76000.

't42000-144000.
248000-250000.

Of the frequencies seen here, probably the most
popular band is the L0,000MHz or 10GHz.6and. This

Fz
U
tr
E
lo

Fig.1 Voltage versus current characteristic of a
Gunn diode

l GHz Transceiver of in-line mixer type

losses depend on the cable size and vary directly with
the square root of the frequency, the dielecric losses
are independent with the
frequency. Diel easingly
important in the braid as
the outer conductor produces severe attenuation at
frequencies like 10MHz compared to solid conductors.

3
E

oe

OPERATING VOLTAGE

Fig.2 Output power versus operating voltage
for a low power Gunn diode

tr
-
-(t)

Methods Of Propagating
Microwaves
Coaxial cable can be used to propagate microwave fre-
quencies.lt has the advantage that the used frequency
is almost unlimited, but somewhat lossy. These lossei
consist of tr.vo parts, series losses in the copper con-
ductor and shunt losses in the dielectric. The copper

Sometimes 'lossy' coaxial cable is deliberately used as
an isolating device, usually in test equipment. Coaxial
cable i$not used professionally for carrying high radio-
frequency power since it suffers from voltage and ther-
mal breakdown.

An alternative to coaxial cable is the use of wave-
guide. This is a hollow tube of metal through which
electromagnetic energy can be transmitted. Wave-
guide may be circular or rectangular in cross section.
The way in which the energy is sent out can be
explained by considering how electric and their asso-
ciated magnetic fields behave when confined by the
waveguide. Circular waveguide is rarely used in ama-



teur equipment so we wili cieai u'ith rectangular t5pe. It
can be siio,uv'n that eleciroir.agnetic radiation can be
propagated in a given guide in an iniinite number of
wave types or modes ln general there are ivuo types of
mode, these are 'iransve:se eiecnic' (TE) waves

because their electic iieics a-re ransverse to the axis of
the guide and '[ans..'erse magnenc' (T]vl) waves

because their rnagnetrc {ieiis are nransverse to the
guide axis. (Elecuo-magne:ic t,,ai'es consist of an elec-

hic component and a rnagnedc component, one being
perpendicular to the orher I

Each mode has a Lorier cidcal frequency beiow
which itwill not go do,,i,n :i:e guide This is know,n as

the cut-of{ frequencg {or -,},at mode. In a given size ol
waveguide the mode r,,'rth rhe iowest cut-off foequency
is known as the lowest mocie for that guide and r,.iil be

the only one propagared lf the frequencg'is greater
than its cut-off frequenc!'and less than the cut-off fre-
quency Ior the second lowest mode. So '.:re iowest
mode cut- olf frequency is comparable to the size o{
the guide. In general the iowest mocie is used in r.vave'

guide, this being ca)led the TEr. mode The cross sec'
tional dimensions of the guide are selected according
to the frequency in use, which in practical terms means
that waveguide 16 is used for operation at 10GHz.;
another similar waveguide size is known as 'Old Eng-
lish'

Waveguide has comparatively low transmission
loss when cornpared with coaxiai cables. Its disadvan-
tage is that a certain size of guide cannot be used below
a critical frequency and it is seldom used above twice
this frequency. Another point in favour of waveguide is

that components may be built inside and around it,
enabling a complete, waveguide based RF system to be
assembled. It is also more resistant to breakdown at
high power than coaxial cable.

Absorption Wavemeter for X-Band

Waveguide may be straight, bent or twisted to a
variety of shapes, it may aiso take the form of flexible
waveguide. It is joined by using flanges and sometimes
these flanges have RF chokes machined into them.

Wavemeters
In order to comply rvith the licencing conditions it is

highly desirable to be able to measure the frequency of
operation of equipment. (This is particularly so when
using free runnlng oscillators compared with crystal
controlled equipment). Nowadays it is possible to
obtain digital frequency meters that operate up to
many Gigahertz Needless to say, these are expensive.
An alternative approach is to use an absorption
wavemeter. There are several designs for these which
give various Q values, but all operate on a similar
principle They are self calibrating, which means it is
not necessary to refer to a {requency standard. The
wavemeter shown inthe photograph is one of these for
operation at 10GHz. It consists of a rod, actually the
shaft of a micrometer which is set coaxially in a cavity.
The cavity is loosely coupled into waveguide via a

small pick-up wire. Power is absorbed from the RF sys-
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tem when the rod resonates, which is when the rod is

electically either one quarter or three quarters of a
wavelength long. A calibration graph can be prepared
relating micrometer setting to frequency. The differ-
ence between the readings is half a wavelength, fre-
quency is obtained from:

f (MHz) : ---q-2(Rt-R2)
where R1 and R2 are in millimetes and C:299,600.
for air at 25'C and 30% humidity.

Absorption of power can be conveniently

l:fi:Xi 
by a reduction in the mixer current of the

Antennas
Antennas for the lower frequency microwave band are
commonJy multi'element directional arrays, the Yagi

for example. For the higher frequency Bands other
forms such as the parabolic dish and the horn are

usually used. The parabolic dish is characterised by
having high gain and narrow beamwidth, the larger the
dish area the higher the gain and the more narrow the
beamwidth, both these qualities are dependent on the
frequency used. Dishes are invariably fed using wave-
guide and there are many ways of doing this.

Homs are interesting, they are easier to make
than a parabolic reflector, although it is possible to buy
dishes and make the feed arangement. They can be

made to provide a defined gain of say 20dB which is

useful in measurement work with equipment. fu with
the dish, the gain and beamwidth characteristics are

frequency dependent. Horns provide a good match Ior
the waveguide used. Also they do not need any adjust-

ment. These characteristics are usefulwhen using free-

running, waveguide based oscillators which are often
sensitive to mismatch.

Microrrave Oscillators
The use of the Gunn effect device or Gunn diode is

nowadays apref.erredmethod of generating RF at low
power directly in waveguide, these are suitable for use

in wide band FM equipment, usually in the 10GHz
band. They are gallium arsenide two electrode oscilla-
tors which exhibit the intuiguing characteristic of nega-

tive resistance. This can best be shown by looking at
Figure 1.

The diode is placed in parallel with the electric
plane in the centre of a waveguide cavity, that is, a

CO

-T1

Fig.3 Simplilied diagram of a wide band FM transceiver using a

Gunn diode oscillator and an in-line crystal mixer for
operation at 10GHz.
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10GHz Transceiver of in-line mixer type showing assorted electronics

small section of waveguide which has an opening at
one end only. The diode and the cavity, the dimen-
sions of which are adjustable to achieve tuning, form a
resonant circuit generating RF. The cavity may be
tuned using an adjustable short at the closed end, or by
the insertion of a screw of suitable dielectric material
such as PTFE. Approximately 7 volts is applied across
the diode. This voltage is usually made variable, the
P,,,/voltage characteristics of the diode are shown in
Figure 2. Power out is typically in the region of
5-15mW for the low power \pes, for example the phi-
lips CXY 11.

These oscillators can be tuned slightly by varying
the applied voltage and is a way of modulating the
equipmentwhen a Gunn diode is used as a kansmitter.
Audio modulation is applied to the power supply
which produces wide band frequency modulation
Gunn oscillators are normally incorporated as a local
oscillator for the receiver mixer. Some designs of tran-
sceiver such as the'in-line mixer'use the same oscilla-
tor cavity as transmitter and receiver local oscillator.

Klystron oscillators are valve devices which are
also used to generate RF directly in to waveguide. They
are also easily modulated to provide wide band FM.
Probably the simplest design for a micro-wave tran-
sceiver was known as the 'Polarplexer transceiver'.
This operated on 10MHz. and used a klystron which
simply fed into a metal pipe shorted at one end. posi-
tioned in the pipe was a mixer diode and a tunino
screw. With two of these units you .o"fa U" 

"n 
tn" ui?

on 10GHz in no time-

Receiver Mixers
Microwave receivers adopt the superheterodyne
principJe. Mixing takes place in a crystal diode placed
in paralle lectric fie cavity,
which rec signal fre injec-
tion from llator.Ac ryeffi-
cient as first mixer at X-band frequencies (10GHz). At
low RF power levels crystals, act as square law detec-
tors, which means the rectified crystal current is pro-

portional to the RF power. The crystal current is
usually monitored and the level of local oscillator
injection set to give a current of about 2mA for opti-
mum performance. Types used for 10GHz are the
1N23 or the coaxial CVZIS .

the sum
and the
y set to

conventional WBFM receiver circuit ,. b" ::t:Xtl:
practice almost any frequency could be selected as an
intermendiate frequency.

The impedance of the crystal is usually matched
to the waveguide by means of matching screws set in

20dB Horn aerial for 10GHz

the middle of the broad face of the waveguide. This is a
common method of achieving matching betr,veen
waveguide components in mixer cavities, oscillators
and antennas.

Some Transceiver Principles
An example of a sirnple transceiver for 10GHz is the
'in-line' crystal mixer design. A simplified diagram for

fr
-
-ct)
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this type of equipment is given in Figure 3. This is a
waveguide design in which a Gunn diode oscillator
with an aperture plate at the front o{ the cavity is fed
directlyinto a section of w-aveguide containing a crystal
mixer. The aperh:re reduce the RF fed into the cn tal
mixer to suitable levels for miing. producing a mixer
current of 1-2mA. It also increases the Q of the Gunn
oscillator which results in increased stability. In receive
operation the crystal mixes the signal from the
antenna with the oscillator. If these are separated by
100MHz, this produces an intermediate frequency o{
100MHz. This can be fed into a 1@MHz. wide band
FM receiver.

Since the Gunn oscillator also 'sees' the antenna.
the design willwork as a transmitter if the voltage sup-
ply to the Gunn diode is mociulated either from a mic-
rophone or a tone generator.

Wth this design of tansceiver the mode of oper-
ation is duplex, in other words it is possible ro transmit
and receive at the same time. An altemadve arrange'
ment is to feed the output from a Gunn oscillator into
the mixer cavity using a directional coupler which
diverts one tenth of the RF power into the mixer and
feeds the rest into the antenna for transmit purposes.

In this case duplex operation is possiblewith the use of
two antennas, alternatively a waveguide switch has to
be used and the operation is simplex. Another method
is to use a device known as a circulator. This does what
its name implies, its operation is based on the propert-
ies of a ferrite material placed in waveguide and it cir-
culates RF in one direction only.

With equipment such as just described ii is possi-
ble to obtain contacts over distances of 100km or so

using a line of sight path.

2.O-2.6GHz Signal source using microstrip PCB
circuit board

Planar Transmission Lines
In the professional environment, planar microwav€
designs are beginning to dominate low power applic-
ations for both commercial and military uses. This is
because of their performance, ease of fabrication and
resulting low cost. Recently there have been amateur
developments using a form of planar transmission line
known as microstrip. (This is probably a result of the
increasing availability on the surplus market of transis-
tors that are able to operate at microwave frequencies.
signal sources for 10GHz and the lower frequency mic-
rowave bands can be constructed using microstrip pro-
vided you have.access to the required test equipment.

Let us consider some aspects concerning micros-
tip. Microstrip is a development of stripline, which is

essentially flattened coaxial transmission line. Micros-
hip is configured with the conductor parallel to a

ground plane, the material betr,veen them forming a

substate. As there is more elecfuomagnetic field in the
air than in the microstrip, there is rather poor isolation
between circuits mounted on the same substate. Adja-
cent circuits are tberelore mounted in channelized
compartments with absorber material on some walls.
Another technique is to make the channelwidth small
enough to prevent propagation, similar to a cut-off
waveguide. The circuitry is photolithographically
etched on one side of the subshate and it is easy to
mount devices requiring connection between surface
conductors. Substrates used include ceramics, sap-
phire and quar2, semiconductors and the so{ter, cer-
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amic and glass filled Teflon (PTFE).
There are three main contibuting factors to loss

in microstrip, th ese are: Resistive losses in the strip, die-
lectric losses due to heating effects in the substate and
radiation losses due to the antenna action of the mic-
rostrip.

The photograph shows the circuit side of an item
of microstrip equipment designed by an amateur. It is a

signal source for the frequency range2.0-2.6GH2. and

consists essentially o{ a crystal controlled oscillator fol-
lowed by a frequency multiplier chain. Provided the
component specification is fbllowed exactlythe design
gives reproducible resulh. Anyone considering con-
structing such designs will however, require access to
some sophisticated test equipment for alignment pur-
poses.

I wish to thank Sam Jewelt, G4DDK, for allowing
me to include a photograph o{ his 2GMz source. I
would also like to thank Dr Mike Dixon, G3PFR, for
sending me a comprehensive list of suppliers.

05 NCH

WALL THICKNESS
:!.tS 1/20 |NCH

Fig.4 Cross section of waveguide 16, showing
the elctric field in TE10 mode. The
magnetic field is perpendicular to this.

List Of
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Suppliers.

25,The Strait, Lincoln, LN2 1JE

Te1.0522 20767

ELECTROMAIL

P0 Box 33, Corby, Northants.

NNIT 9EL.

Te1.0536 204555,

RSGB i/icrowave Committee

Components Service.

Lambda House, Cranborne Road,

Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3JE.

J Edmondson, G6KKA.

Wigg Farm, Blackshaw Road,

Hebden Bridge, W Yorks.

HX7 7JA

METSPIN Ltd.

94b, New Brighton Road,

Emsworth, Hants. P010 70S.

Te1.0243 373712.

P G Sergeant G40NF

6 Gurney Close, Costessey,

Norwich, Norfolk. NR5 0NB

Tel:0603 747782

Microwave Society

c/o Glen floss, CBMWR

81, Ringwood Highway, Coventry.

Tel.023 61694'1.

Various surplus RF transi$ors

Gunn diodes, mixer

diodes, components.

Send for list.

Mail order. Catalogue same as

RS Components.

General components inc. chip

resistors & capacitors,

Mixer/multiplier diodes.

GaAsfets, PTFE PCB material,

Selected PCB's & critical

components for them.

24GHz modules & waveguide.

Spun dishes to about 36in.

Enquire first.

Spun dishes to 84in.

Enquire first, ask for iilr

Cousins.

Absorption wavemeters for
'10 & 24GHz.

Enquire first

WG16 flanges. Dishes to 23in.

Gunn diodes, 24GHz. modules.
'10GHz. WB TX/RX PCBs

Enquire flrst.
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Timing the Pulse Width
he pulse width can be timed approximately
using a storage oscilloscope or more pre-
cisely using separate electonic timer. As I
had no timer available I decided to use my
Archimedes computer to provide me with

a low cost timer with an accuracy of +10ms.

each channel) where the pulses overlap each other.
Similar programs can be writtn for 2 pulses where no
overlap occurs, and for a single pulse.

Other Uses - Voltage Standard
TheVoltage reference output (Figure4 see lastmonth)
enables the voltage reference to be used externally via
a voltage follower (lC5). This output can be used to
give a useful voltage standard for calibrating volt-
meters. The voltage can be set using the thre etemper-
ature switches (R11) from 10mV to 11.1V in steps of
10mV. The settings above assume that R12 (Figure 4)
is set in its fully anti clockwise position. This conhol
can be used in conjunction with R11 to set the refer-
ence voltage to any value from about 2mV to 11.1V.

The accuracy of this voltage source depends on
whether 1% or 0.1% resistors are used for R11. Using
0.1% resistors, the accuracy should be within t0.2%
from lVto 10.1Vwith decreasing acccuracy as the olt-
put voltage is lowered due to a small residual voltage
across R12 in its ar-ticlockwise position.

Estimation Of Fluid Flour Rate
Equipment was set up as shown in Figure 13.

The platinum resistance sensors were attatched
to a 1 and the tap adjusted to give a
partic being determined by timing
the fil g jar.

The hot clamp was a pair of pincers with rounded
d on to thepipe
he hot clamp
a long enough
Rl1 on both

FFOM LOGIC
OUTPUT IA)
Fis 4

OPTO.
COUPLEB
T19002

THE CIBCUIT SHOWN ABOVE IS DUPLICATED ONCE FOF EACH CHANNEI.swtrcH coNTAcr (a) rs MousE swtrcH 2 ron cilrrrrrrel iswrrcH coNTAcr (A) ts MousE swtrcH 3 ron cxarriiriE[ z

Fig.9 Timing Circuit

FigI0 Component Overlay to Main Board

AIP Williams continues
tilith constructional
dctails of his tem,perature
controller and pruents a
uaricty of afplications for
its use
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Fig.11 Component Overlay to power supply

channels was adjusted so that the relerence temper-
ature was about 0.1' Celcius above the pipe temper-
ature. The hot clamp was heated on a gas stove then
tansferred to the pipe in the position shown in Figure
13.

When the heated water reaches the first sensor
the timing begins (using logic output 0) and when it
reaches the second sensor the timing ends. The
distance between the sensors-the time taken for the
water to flow between the sensors and the bore of the
pipe are all known therefore the flow rate can be
calculated. Using this method and comparing it with
the flow rate determined by measuring the filling of a

measuring jar gave the following results.
Flow rates from 3mL per second to 40ml per

second within t45%
By restricting the flow rate to rates above 10ml

per second the results all had a negative error there-
fore in this range the estimation could be improved by
adding on say 20% to the measured results. My water
head was insufficient to ty flow rates above 40ml per
second.

The reason why the percentage error starts to go
positive at low rates of flow is that the heat starts to be
tansferred quicker through the copper pipe than
through the moving fliud.

It would appear thai this method of measurement
could be considerably improved by mounting a thin
insulated wire element within the tube and perhaps
discharging a capacitor through the element to pro-
duce the thermal step required in the fluid. The sensors
could also be mounted inside the tube with their thin
edge facing the flow direction to prevent the flow being
unnecessarily disturbed.

Capacitance
Electrolgtic

The external circuit used is shown in Figure 14.
Connect the output of Figure 14 to the signal out-

put of channel 1 with channel 1 probe removed. Adjust
R1l to 1" Celcius,this sets the ref.erence voltage to
0.1v.

If the electolytic capacitor has not been used
recently reform it by applying a suitable voltage until
the charging current becomes very low and constant.
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SINGLE SCREENED LEADS
2 METFES LONG ON PROTO-
TYPE TAKEN THROUGH A
RUBBEF GROMMET IN ENO
OF PROBE SOX

o
f
c
F
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=
ts

z

I

F,

d5-
502ooc
tl-

KEEP SINGLE WIRE
AS SHOBT AS

PLATINUM
RESISTANCE

SENSOR

PROBE
CASE

SINGLE SCREENED LEADS
CAN BE UP TO 1 METRE
LONG TAKEN THROUGH A
RUBBEB GROMMET IN END
OF PROBE BOX

')+#
Fig.12 Probe Component layout and wiring

Put the capacitor into the position shown in Figure 14
with the switch SW1 left closed for 1 minute. Open
SW1 and record the time taken for the capacitor
voltage to rise from 0.1V to 0.2V ie by timing the pulse

from Logic Output (A) in Figure 4. Note the average
voltage across R during this timing period is 10V. The
capacitance value can be read directly in terms of time
as indicated below.

10000p to 1000p
1000p to 100p
100p to 10tr

Additional Apparatus Measuring
The Low Temperature Emission
Coefficient
The dimensions of the test apparatus shown in Figure
14 are not critical,the main requirement is that the
large aluminium plate must be much larger than the
two test plates. Make a small aluminum plate just large
enough in width so that it can be drilled to take a

Value of R Time
100k 10s to 1s

1M 10s to 1s

10M 10s to 1s
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cover sheet of hardboard can be screwed with wood_
wood n
erear d
and e

heop e

When the temperature of the aluminum plate
approaches 48' Celcius. The output of ttre LivtdSOZ
sensor approaches 480mV so that the input to IC2
becomes very small hence the temperaturl stabilises
at 48'. This temperature is not critical but I felt it best to
always work at the same temperature to ensure con_
sistent results. The temperature is also typical of a
working solar panel. The power supply voltage was
determined.by two heavy duty powei iupplies jready
available. The 2N3055 Power tuansistor is mounted
on a plain aluminum sheet 250mn X lQpp yyhich was
then long enough to be able to be screwedto one ofthe
wood sides in Figure 19.

Theory
All.bodies whose temperature is above zero d,egrees
Kelvin (-27 3' Celcius) emit electromagnetic radiltion
The magnitude bandwidth and waveLngth is deter-
mined primarily by the temperature of the body. With
regard to efficient use of solar en ergy weare predomi_
nantly concerned with radiation from the sun. which is
a body at a temperature of about 6000" Kelvin and
radiation from collector surfaces warmed by the sun

microns and a zero emission coefficient from 3-50 mic_
rons. In the real world this is impossible.

Over the same wavelength range the absorption
coefficient has the same value as the emission cteffi-
cien case it is easierto bsorp_tion In practice if we u.faie
with on coefficient of 2mic-
rons and then changing to an absorbtion coefficient of

The emission coefficient (e) can be defined as:

-tJ
Fv-!

-t
-
r-,

-
NEA
-

while leaving gaps so that hot
plate can convect upwards. Eve
will be pulled over the test plates
vected heat can easily escape upwards there is neglig_
ible heat transfer by convection from the hot plat?tt
the test plates.

The Temprature Control Circuit
The control circuit is shown in Figure 12. The LM3SDZ

Eqn 1

Eqn 2

As we will be doing each range of tests at the same
temperature we can say that:

The Power absorbed by a body (in watts) can be
expressed as:

Mass of bodyXSpecific Heat of bodyX 4.2XRate

Fig.13 Estimating Fluid flow rate

FINE WIBE
SINGLE STBAND

TAPE TO HOLD
WIRES SECURE

TWO CABLES
EACH CONTAINING
TWO CORES

Fig.15 Mounting the ptatinum resistance sensors
on the test
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LEAO FROM SENSOR

STEAIVI PATH

WATER MANOMETER
TO KEEP STEANI AT
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

FigJ6 Keeping the temperature sensors at 100'
Celcius

through 1'Celcius
ie rate o{ rise of temperature:(1 degreel/(Time

taken to move through 1 degree)
Substituting this expression into Equation 4:

Eqn 5

against.

NOdz
-o

The theoretical 'black body plate' will move
through 1 degree faster than the plate under test
because a black body is the best possible absorber oi
radiation.This implies that the value of 'e'will always
be less than unity.

Using equation 5 we can (in the mind) find the
emission coefficient ol a reference plate.This reterence
plate is one which other plates can be compared

Eqn 6

lf ice nou use a particular surface tor lhe reler
ence piare r,,hose value of 'e' is known from previously
pubiished work, then re-arranging equation 6 we get
- :e iaken for b/ackbo.dgplate to move through 1 deg C=

ierE.)x(Time taken for ref plate to move through 1 deg C)

Earrn - 
BLUE

TAG

MAINS
SW1 FUSE INPUT

lP
SOCKET 1

lP
SOCKET 2

NFFON

drzd
o--Hoo-.

N
c
o
c
o

ALL MEASUREMENTS lN mm

FigfT Wiring diagram

of Rise of temperature of body
This means that equation 2 canbe written as:

Eqn 3

In our case the bodies we are considering are

copper plates,all of which have the same mass and
speci{ic heat.so these quantities will cancel in equaiion
3 together with the (4.2:rwhich is the conversion from
calories to Joules.

Now

Eqn 4

We will be measuring the rate of rise of
temperafure by measuring the time taken to move

LOGIC OUTPUTS

We can use this expression back into equation 5
to give:

e= Eqn 7

In practice we will now use equation 7 as this
eliminates the need for a theoretical black body plate
Lampblack which is thicker than 0.003inch can be
used as a reference with

e*rr:O.95 when checking low temperature
emission coefficients and

e*rr:0.96 when checking solar absorption coef-
ficients.

Less {ragile surfaces can be used as references by
checking them against the lampblack Surface.

tc5
:H1

TO
6rPN

TO R18 CH 1

TO 821 CH 2

WIPER CONTACT 11

ISAME FOR ALL SWITCHESI

'&;t'r" "rlRnLL,INSU LATED
TEBMINAL

. 6 35mm DIAMETER HOLES

V 9smm DIAMETER HOLESTO H5
CHANNEL 1

FigJS Front panel wiring

S, OQ @o
lPl

@e
r9t ?foo

FBONT PANEL DRILLINGS
ALL MEASUREMENTS lN mm

ICg TO OV LINE
PIN 8 CHANNEL 2
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WOOD ENOS

EXPANDED
POLYSTYRENE
25m'n THICK

- ALUMINIUM PLATE-620x36OxG

EXPANDED POLYSTYNENE
25mm THICK OVEB BASE
OF BOX 50mm THICK
AROUND EDGE OF 8OX

ALL MEASUREMENTS lN lnm

FigI9 Test apparatus for measuring low temperature emission coefficient

Fig.20 !ndication of output using an analogue
meter

APPENDIX 1
Keeping the temperature sen-
sors at 0'Celcius
Make some ice cubes by putting purilied water into a
clean ice cube hay in a freezer. The ice cubes can be

then put into a thick plastic bag so that they can be
crushed without being contaminated and then pour
the crushed ice into a clean thermos flask. The semi-
conductor sensors need to be put inside a small metal
tube that is sealed at its lower end and just sufficient
space to take the sensors. I used the top off a fountain
pen that was mdde from one piece of metal and as a
result was completely water-proof. You will need some
thermal conducting compound in the bottom of the
tube to ensure good thermal contact with the tube.
Where the wires from the sensor come out of the
tube,bind PVC tape around the wires and around the
tube so that a waterproof seal is formed to prevent the
possibility of water entering the tube. Push the tube
into the ice so that the top of the tube is still oui of the
crushed ice. Where the wires come out of the flask plug
the remaining space with a wad of cotton wool to mini-
mise heat flow into the flask.

Record the temperature at intervals of time even
though tl,e recorded temperature may well be irr error
at this stage. From these readings you will note that the
temperature uill i,ery slowly rise as heat fi.om the sur-
roundings seeps into the flask When the temperature
reacheszero degrees Celcius itwillremain constant for
a long time as the change of state frorn ice to water
occurs. It is advisable to shake the fiask occasionally by
gently tapping it on a firm surface to keep the ice and
water mixed. Obviousiy the constant temperature
period will depend on how good the thermal insula-
tion of your fiask is,but you shor.rld be sure of at least a
couple of hours to recognise that you are in the stable
region and another couple of hours to rnake any
adjustment to the equiprnent.

The freezing point reduces by 0.0075"C for an
increase of atmospheric pressure of 1013 millibars
(one atmosphere) The worst case change in atmos-
pheric pressure from the average value is about +50
millbars. This will give a change in the freezing point of
0.00037'Celcius which means that atmospheric pres-
sure changes can be ignored regarding thezerorefer-
ence point.

The double-walled vessel in the apparatus shown
above reduces any reduciion in temperature in the
region of the sensor. The air pressure must be moni-
tored by means of a barometer and the following cor-
rection made:-

Change in temperature from the 100" Celcius
point:273x 16-+1 760-P)

Where P is the Atmospheric pressure in millime-
fues of mercury

If no atmospheric pressure correction is made the
worst case error will be a little over 7 degree.

The method of calibration shown above is prob-
ably only suitable for the sheathed type of sensor. As
my platinum relstance sensors were the unsheathed
type(to give the smallest time constant possible) and
since setting up the apparah-rs for the 100" point is
rather tedius, I took the easy way out and did the cali
bration against an accurate resistor as described ear-
lier. Since many of the measurements are comparitive
this method gives sufficient accuracy for most pur-
poses. Alternative method Calibrate the 2 platinum
resistance sensors using the resistance method.
Replace one of the platinum resistance sensors with a
semiconductor sensor. Mount the two sensors on a
metalplate. By cooling and heatingttre plate adjustthe
semiconductor sensor so that it indicates the same as
the Platinum resistance sensor at 0 & 100'.

-(J
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1M0

FOR 100 0 WHEN 10 OoV tS
APPLIED TO THE INPUT OF
THE METER CIRCUIT

10k L
I soon

DIGITAL OISPLAY

TYPICAL DISPLAYS
MAPLIN FD89W 3% DIGIT
RADIO SPARES 258-041 3% DIGIT
RADIO SPAFES 260.038 4% DIGIT

Fig.21 lnterface with digital display
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here are quite a number of effect and con-
trol pedals available for the electric guitar-
ist including Chorus, Echo. Distortion and
Overdrive to name but a fer,;. One device
that seems to be missing from the com-

mercial ranges is a simple volume control pedal. The
problem is that a guitar player needs both hands io
play his instrument. If he is singing as well he may not
even be able to leave the microphone to reach the
amplifier.

The level control on the guitar can be used but,
depending on the effects in use, more than just ihe
overall volume may be changed. For instance, if there
is an overdrive in the chain, the drive levelwill alter and
thus the amount of distortion.

What is required is a foot operited volume con-
tuol as the last device in the effects chain. A number of
'SWELL' pedals are available but these can require
quite a level of expertise to master. They are particu-
larly prone to moving as you li{t your foot off the pedal.

The idea for this project is to provide a foot oper-
ated unit with one button to raise the volume and one
to lower it. When no buttons are being pressed the unit
witl hold a set level. A display is provided so that the
user can see immediately at what level the unit is set.

The unit provides for a boost or cut of l?dB in
1.5dB steps. Each press of a button causes the level to
change by one step. There is an auto-repeat {eafure on
the buttons so that if a button is held down ihe levelwill
continue to step until an end-stop is reached.

The unit is in use by the author and has been
found to provide j ust the'Hands-Free' operation that is
required.
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Design Approach
Two basic approaches to the volume control problem
r,r'ere considered. The first possibility is to use a linear
volume control IC or FET circuit to set the overall gain.
Another method is to select one ol a set of resistors and
inseri it into the feedback loop of an op-amp. In both
cases some simple iiEtal circuitrywould be required to
control the sisre:r

In boi cases ii is important to remember that the
cha:ge oi ga:r irith each step is not linear. Each step
:nu- c? l. 5dB. This is represented mathematically by
a geo:xetric progression rather than an arithmetic pro-

Eression For thdse too far removed from school maths
to remember, an arithmetic progression proceeds by
adding a constant number each time resulting say in a
series, 3 5 7 9 17.A geomenic progression proceeds

by multiplying by a consrant number each time, eg

3 6 12 24 48 The reason for this need of a geometric
progression is asscciated simply with the way our
ears work so rve are stuck with it!

For this design it was decided to go with the
switched resistors approach since it was felt to be
easier ro implement and had a better chance of
rvorking first time, which it didl

Since the unit must be battery powered all
the devices must be low power, All the logic
devices were selected from the CMOS 4000
series since they may also operate at 3 to

'12 x 55

ALL MEASUHEMENTS lN mm

Fig.1 Front Panel cutouts

15V. This enables the use of the popular PP3 type bat-

tery with no need for a regulator circuit to generate a
separate 5V logic supply.

Choice of case is always a di{ficult decision for
this type of project. Itis importantthatthe finished pro-
duct looks tough and professional yet the resources for
a specially cast case are obviously not available for a
one off. Also special bezels around displays can be dif-
ficult to find at a justifiable price. The selected case is a

plastic box ciesigned for hand-held use. Actually it is a

touch on the light side for a foot operated unit but does
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have the advantage o{ a battery compartment for the
PP3 battery. The solution to the problem of making
the display'pretty' is Lexan

Lexan is a material used for the little indicator
lamps in the dashboard of your car Small squares of it
are printed with little Iogos for left-turn, ignition etc.
and mounted with small bulbs behind them. This pro,
ject uses a sheet of the material to cover the whole
front panel. It is screen printed from behind with the
lettering and a little window is left for the display to
show through. The whole effect is very professional.

PCB Assembly.
The first job is to assemble the circuit board, If you are
not using a PTH (plated through hole) board it wjll be
necessary to install 24 through pins. The board has
been designed with the use of such through pins in
mind. There is only one connection to a component on
the top-side of the board, to R25. If you do have to
install through pins, the variety- that come on a strip
and break off after insertion are a great deal easier to
use. You should next insert rhe rerminal pins for the
switch and battery connections. Tcrrninai pins are also
used for the jack sockets. This is because rhe pC-
mount type of jack socket can be difficult to {ind so rhe
board is laid out for the more common solder lug
tgpes.

Next, insert the resistors. Here is a chance to learn
your resistor colour code i{ you do not know it already!
Some of the resistors come from theEZ4 series. The
E24 series has 24 values in each decade rather than
the usual 6 or 12 As a result there are some less famil-

iar resistor values Capacitors are next, taking care with
the polarity of the electrolytics.

You will not be able to use sockets for the inte-
grated circuits because of the depth of the swiiches on
the front panel. These may foul the 4067 l4og3
devices if a socket is used. You could use sockets for
the other devices if you wish, though they are both
fairly robust and with only battery power available it is
unlikely that you will have to change them. Assuming
you get them in right way round of course! you must
remember that CMOS devices are prone to static
damage and the usual precautions must be observed.

An extended socket is required for the Bar LED
modules to raise them into position behind the front
panel window. To get to just the right height requires
one ordinary socket and one extended socket.

Mounting the jack sockets requires a little dexter-
ity. First of all the solder lugs should be cut off flush
with the plastic body of the sockets. Each socket may
then be carefully pressed into position befureen the six
terminal pins and solder applied to the ioints. Care

should be taken not to melt the plastic of the socket too
much or else the spring contacts will tend to lift out of
the plastic body of the socket.

The Case
Figure 1 shows the locations for the cut outs on the

Rx dB Gain Value 824 dB Cain Value F,24 dB Can Va ue E24

i
E

9

10

11

'12

13

11

15

16

17

18

19

2A

21

22

-8 40 2512 270k

-7 45 223.9 220k

-6 50 1995 200k

-5 56 177 8 180k

-4 .63 158 5 160k

-3 71 141 3 150k

-2 19 125.9 130k

-1 89 l]22 110k

0 1 00 100 0 100k

| 112 89 1 91k

2 1.26 79.4 82k

3 141 708 68k

4 158 631 62k

5 1.78 56.2 56k

6 200 50 1 50k

1 224 447 43k

-16
-14
-12
-10

-8
-6
-4
-2

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16 631 0 620k

501.2 510k

398 1 390k

3162 330k

2512 270k

1995 200k

158 5 160k

t259 130k

100 0 100k

79.4 75k

63 1 62k

50.1 51k

39 8 39k

31 6 33k

25.1 24k

20.0 20k

.20

25

32

40

50

63

79

100

1.26

158

2.00
a (1
L,J T

316

398

501

-24 06 1 5849 1 5M

-21 09 1,1220 1.2M

-18 13 7943 750r

-15 18 5623 560r

-12 25 398 1 390k

-9 35 281 8 27Al

-6 50 1995 200k

-3 71 141.3 150k

0 1 00 100 0 100k

3 141 708 68k

6 200 501 51k

9 282 355 36k

12 398 251 24k

15 562 17,8 18k

18 7 .94 12 6 13k

21 1122 89 9 1k

Resistor R25 - 100k All resistances in kilohms unless indicated

Table 1, Alternate resisior values for different step sizes

Gain in dB Linear Gain R25 Value E24 Value

3.7
0 1.0

3 1.4

6 2.0

928
t2 40

15 56

18 7.9

21 12
24 158

708

100 0

141 3

199 5

281 8

398 1

5623

7943
1 1)) t\

1,584 9

68k

l00k

150k

200k

2t0k

390k

560k

750k

1M

1.5M

All Resistor values in kilohms unless shown

Table 2, Alternate R25 values for Diflerent Centre Gains
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front panel of the case. Chain drilling and filing is the
only way for a one-off I'm afraid. Fortunately the case
is made of a rather soft plastic and the process should
only take a few minutes.

The holes for the fuvo switches are marked on the
Lexan escutcheon for the front panel These should be
cut out with a scalpel or craft knife. The escutcheon
has a peel-off backing which may now be removed.
Carefully position the escutcheon inside the recess on
the front panel of the box and then tub it down into
place.

The holes for the two jack sockets should be

ETr JULY 1991

drilled with the case assembled. The centre line for the
holes is the join between the two halves of the case.
Drill a small pilot hole first, say 3mm, then drill the
1mm holes.

Final Assembly and Testing
The solder lugs on the switches are a little deep for this
application and should be trimmed to about 2mm with
a pair of side cutters be{ore pushing the switches
through their holes on the front panel. Connections
should be made to the centre and more distant contact
on the back of each switch. About 100mm of connect-
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HOW IT WORKS
The schematic diagram shows the lull clrcuit diagram for the Volume

Control Unit. The circuit is basically an inverting amplifer based around

the op- amp 101. The JFET input T1071 is used because ol its low noise

characteristic and ability to cope with the full audio frequency range.

Since the op-amp is basically a bi-polar device, ie, it needs a positive

and a negative rail, the battery supply is split into two by the potential

divider Rl and R2. All the analogue signals are relerencedlo the centre rail

which takes the place ol the 'ground' in a truly bi-polar circuit

The input resistorforthe op-amp is one ofthe sixteen R7 to 822, The

selection is performed by the 4062 'one ol slxteen analogue de-

multiplexe/. This device works like a one-pole 16.way switch to small

analogue signals, The common connection is at the Z input. The 'wipe/

of the switched is moved by the binary signals placed on its SEL inputs.

The binary signals are also de-coded by lC3, a 45'14a 'one-of-sixteen

digital decode/. This device performs the same job as the 4067 but

providesdigitaloutputsandasaresultischeaper.Eachoutputisusedto

light one LED, or in the case oi the end groups, three LEDs. ln the end

groups the LEDs are placed in series so that no more cunent is drawn

from the battery

The only remaining job is to generate the binary signals. lC5 is a pre-

settable UP/DOWN countel The pulses on the CLK input cause the

device to count and the signal on the U/D in put sets the direction. lC1 is a

quad 2-input schmidt NAND gate.The Schmidt bit in thiscasejust means

it is very easy to make an oscillator from one gate, lClb. The oscillator is

gated so that it runs only when a button ls pressed.

The oscillator runs when an inputto lCla goes low The switches are

connected to the drives for the end LEDs so that the counter does not

'wrap-around'and cause an unwanted, large shift in the output level.

826 and C5 perform a reset function. When the circuit is first

powered up, C5 will take a second orso to charge up through R26. During

thistimethe Clock Disable and the Parallel Load pins on the 4516 are held

high, This causes the levels present on the data input pins to be loaded

into the device thus selecting R15 and setting the display to its middle

position.
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Fig.3 Component Overlay for The Foot-tapper

ing wire is required for each connection.
Remember to thread the battery connector

through the hole in the battery compartment before
soldering the wires to the PCB, observing polarity.

The PCB sits in the case by loosening the nuts on
the jack sockets and sitting the board in the case with
the nuts on the outside. The nuts should not be tigh-
tened down until the case has been assembled. This
should be left until all testing has been done since the
screws which hold the two halves together tend to
damagd the plastic pillars into which they are screwed
if the operation is done repeatedly.

Give the board a careful visual final check before
you connect a battery. Ensure that there are no blobs
of solder between tracks ar,d that all leads have been
successfully soldered. If all is well connect a battery.
The unit is switched on by inserting a jack plug into the
input socket. The centre LED in the display should
light up. If it doesn't then something is wrong, perhaps
you have put the bar LED's in wrong way around.
Check the power on the integrated circuits, it will prob-
ably be something simple like this.lf the display lights
correctly press the up button and verifu that the display

PARTS LIST

BLIYTINES
All of the components are available from either RS Components or

Farnells (Tel 0532-636311) with the exception of the Lexan escutcheon

and the PCB.

The Push-switches are by M0RS, part No. '150-2'16 from Farnells.
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RESIST0RS(all 1/4w)

R1,R2,H6 10k

R3,R4,R23

R5,M4

R7

fl8

1k

100k

MK
330k

270k

240k

200k

160k

130k

120k

l00k

82k

68k

blK

51k

43k

36k

30k

1M

R9

810

R11

Bt2

813

B14

815,R25

R16

R'17

818

819

R20

R21

R22

826

CAPACITORS

cl 100u10v

C2,C6,C7 1p/100V

c3,c4,c5 10u16V

SEMICONDUCTORS

tcl

tcz

tc3

tc4

tc5

LED1,2

cMos 4093

cMos 406i

cMos 4514

TL0i1 op amp

cMos 4516

10 Segment Bar LED

MISCELI.ANEOUS

BAT1 PP3 Battery and Connector

J1,12 Stereo JACK Secket

SWl, SW2 Push Button Switch

Terminal Pins

Through Pins

Connecting Wire

Box
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steps one tc =€ :r:rr =!: =E: ::olCing the button down
causes the c;='"r-- = :tr:=.i s€ping until ii reaches
the end. At ;== =r =E =s1"=-- 

riil light up three seg-
ments to shr =e: : -,= :---=r,e€ the end of its tavel.
The down :.-::r in:rrtr :eia"e similarly.

If the .1-s=: rL:.:|+s = : - ,rorks correctly then
now is the :::-e :: 

- 
r r --,r's alrighl Connect up a

sound sour-c€ r-r a- =:=,ris- arxi see if the volume
level rises z-r: ="L. =
required

The Step Sbz-
The values ;-,r-r r rE
schematic :-e=-1: l:r --€
gain setti;.g :E-s:r= 

=-?
chosen to g-,r - .:'-= =z=
Since there 12 -; ;,-+:;,;
values of r*-:n --!s rr.e 

=
boost of up :: -i3 =r-t: =
cut of up ro --- i-: --:e
choice of 1.5 i =-= =.e =
fairly subde -,=,;e :-. ,--"e:

for each step. : -= s=.e-<:
because 1dB '. ::: s-.-;-€s
audible s:e: 1-.,: 3-i-
because +12;e . s.:::+.:
for most ap::=:.:rs iou
may decide ia: = :--:e:srr
step size is n:o= a-=:rate
for your appirca:c:-

Using $.e -c :a'oles
you may be ab.e :o :aise a

variety of uses fo: -}e basic
circuit given and *e would be
interested to hear of any you
find.

Since the gain of the circuit is set by the input
resistor in an inverting op-amp configuration, the input
impedance of the system will vary with the gain. As
long as the input impedance is higher than the output
impedance of the driving device all will be well. If you
do experience problems with this then ky connecting
the unit to the send and retum loop on the amplifier
rather than directly in the effects chain.
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fhis is your chance to be recognised as a creative
I technologist worldwide. Why not see your circuit

designs in print and be the envy of your friends. We
particularly require new ideas and designs in the
following fields:

Audio design and music effects, applied electronics for
use in the home and computing hardware.

No matter what the science or technology, just send us

a brief description about the project you have built or
are developing and we will give your ideas serious
consideration. You never know who might be reading
ETI when it appears, it may be developed on a
commercial basis.

Send in your synopsis to ETI, Argus House, Boundary
Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.
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nother proposal to ACATS that has
since been virtually ignored in the techni-
cal press, possibly because many of the
desirable features are only offered as
future dwelopments, is from the Broad-

cz
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0
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Figll Basic explanation of how noise margin
can be used to provide additional
information in a compatible way.

and wider aspect ratio pictures to viewers with an ATV
tecever.

The idea is that when an NTSC picture is tans-
mitted over the air and received on a standard NTSC
set providing a picture with a satisfactory signal to
noise ratio (SNR), some parts of the picture signal
spectrum actually have a higher signal to noise ratio
than would be strictly necessary to provide an accept-
able picture. The difference between the actual signal
to noise ratio in these parts of the spectrum and that
absolutely necessary to provide good pictures is called
the 'noise margin', and this area can be used to carry
extra information to back up the standard NTSC pic-
ture. This exfua information can be exta picture detail
and extra information for widescreen picfures, but if it
is to remain compatible with ordinary NTSC sets, it

-

casting Technologyfusociation (BTA). The system as
submitted is really an improved NTSC system rather
than a fullHDTVproposal. Signals fromwhat could be
an HDTV source are first converted to a 525 line inter-
laced 4:3 format, and the signal processing in the stu-
dio consists of adaptive pre-emphasis to improve the
detail that can be seen in dark areas of the pichrre, and
quasi constant luminance processing. With appropri-
ate receiver cicuitry, a ref.erence timing signal is
inserted into the video signal to cancel ghosting which
occrrrs over the fulrnsmission path. It is assumed that
line doubling circuity would be used in the receiver

converting incoming picture signals to progressive
scan- The receiver would also use complex three
dimensional filtering to separate the luminance and
chrominance signals.

Method of
nt

A group of researchers from the MIT and from Bell
Laboratories have put fonvard details of their experi-
mental work on an ATV system which uses a novel
method of hiding the augmentation information
within the normal NTSC signal. The result is a signal
which can be canied over a standard 6MHz channel
and gives perfectly acceptable results on standard
NTSC receivers, whilst offering enhanced resolution

4 AUDIO
CHANNELS

4 OATA
TEXT

CHANNELS

CONTROL
CHANNEL

DATA

Fig 12 Digicipher Coder



must have the appearance of a noise signal as far as
the receiver is concemed. For a standard NTSC TV the
only effect of this extra information will be a slight
worsening of the signal to noise ratio in some picture
areas. The system has been carefully designed so that
this high frequency noise is virtually invisible under
most viewing conditions Nevertheless, the 'sine qua
non' of the noise margin method oi hidlng enhance-
ment inforrnation is that the original NTSC pictures
must have a signal to noise mtio sufficiently good to
provide noise free pictures.

Figure 11 provides a simplified explanation of
how the 'noise margin' occurs and how the exna
enhancement information can be squeezed in

The human eye has the characteristic of appar-
ently not seeing a reducton in picrure qua1i4 (SNR) as
the frequency o{ the picture detail becomes higher.
The diagonal line in Figure 11 is therefore representing
this characteristic, and is labelled 'required SNR' nore
this SNR becomes lower as the frequencr nses The
rectangle represents the signal to noise rano o{ the
actual received picture, with all spectral componenrs
having the same SNR, as has been found in practice
for good quality NTSC pictures, and is therefore
labetled 'existing SNR'. The top triangle then repre-
sents the area of the signal capable of carrying
enhancement information to construct a higher defini-
tion widescreen picture. The way to obtain a wider
aspect ratio has not yet been finalised, but the authors
favoured the technique of vertically cropping the pic-
ture, adopted in other systems.

As with other techniques described earlier, this
system uses other tricks to squeezein even more infor-
mation. Together with the noise margin idea, extra
sound information is added to the signal by taking
advantage of the human eye having a lower temporal
bandwidth for colour than for luminance. so a 15Hz
chrominance flicker is not easily noticed. The tem
poral rate of the chrominance signals is therefore
reduced by half, to 15 fps by making each successive
pair of chrominance frames identical. The digi:al
audio signals are then added to the chrominance sig-
nals using opposite polarities on successive picture
frames. Subtracting the tu.ro frames will then provide
the audio information, whilst adding rhem u,ill cancel
out the audio and produce the colour irrformation.

The noise margin method of enhancement can
provide an EDTV system uith picrures that have hr,rice
the normal NTSC resolurion in the stationary areas,
and as a bonus. digital audio can be added to the
chrominance signals.

Liberty Televisi on /Weaver
proposal
Although it has not !et been officially submitted to
ACATS, yet another ATV system was proposed at the
NATPE programming conference at the end o{ 1989,
and if it does nothing else it illustrates that the situation
regarding ATV standards in the USA is still very fluid.
Jon Weaver of Liber.ty Television, a New York produc-
tion house, suggested that if an 1800line T2Hzlps sys-

tem were intuoduced, it would allow for simple tran-
scoding betrr:een 1250 / 50, lO5O I 59.94, and 1725 I 60
standards. No firm technical details have yet been
revealed, but it seems that an 1800 line 72Hz system
would be likely to stretch the present state of the art as
far as cameras, recorders, and video processing equip-
ment are concemed, so it seems that this is an unlikely
contender for the ATV honours.

The Digicipher HDTV system.
Although many people were beginning to think that an
ATV system based upon some combination of several
of the previously systems could eventually win through
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in the American market, it became plain that new deve-
lopments are still forthcoming in the ATV field when
General Instruments announced yet another pro-
posed system in June 1990. Its Digicipher system has
resulted in a great deal of discussion amongst engi-
neerc, some of whom are extremely sceptical about
whether the fascinating proposal can ever be turned
into a working system.

Digicipher is an all-digital HDTV system that, it is
claimed, can be transmitted over a standard 6MHz
wide television channel, in either the VHF or UHF
bands. Additional advantages claimed are that the
decoder complexity is low. and that low toansmitting
power can be used, allowing the transmissions to
make use of otherwise 'taboo'channels. Compatibitig
is achieved by simulcasting the Digi-Cipher informa-
tion with a standard. NTSC signal on another channel.

ln order ro achieve the miracle of squeezing a
digira! rele',:sion signal through a 6MHz channel a
'hi ghii' eficient unique compression algorithm' is used
to vasrly reduce the data rate that is required. In com-
mon with manlr'other researchers in this field, GI have
decided to adopt a coding slEtem based on motion
compensated discrete cosine transform (DCT) coding
to achieve this. Such a slsrem can only work because
successive television ir..iages nearly always contain a
large amount of similar information, so that by cutting

out the redundant information, (the information is
repeated from one image to the next), only essential
data, giving the details of the changes which have
taken place from one field to the next, need be sent.
The Diglcipher system compresses the signal by first
predicting how the next frame will appear, and then
sending the difference betr.veen the prediction and the
actual image The simplest way to predict what the
next image wilI be is to use the previous field. Since
some parts of the picture contain Iess redundancy than
others, the result is a variable data rate which can
sometimes be difficultto handle. This differentialpulse
code modulation (DPCM) idea works well if there is

little movement present or if there is [ittle spatial detail,
but can collapse completely under some conditions.

As with many of the other systems using temporal
compression, motion estimation and compensation
techniques are used with the coding process. The
Digicipher system uses large blocks of pixels, called
'superblocks', and provides a motion vector to give
information about each of these blocks.

Using as its source a 1050 line/59.94 fps inter-
laced picture, the Digicipher digital video encoder
takes the YU,V signals and samples them at
51.80MH2, implements the compression algorithm,
and generates a video data stream. Four channels of
digital audio plus four 9600 baud data channels and
the necessary control and synchronising data are then
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multiplexed together with the video data, to provide a
15.8Mbit/s data stream. Forward error correction data
is then added, bringing the data rate up to 19.42 Mbit/s,
and this data is then fed to a 16-state Quadrature
Amplitude Modulator (16-QAM), in which the ampli-
fude andthephase of thetuansmittedsignal areyaried.
With I6-QAM four amplitudes and four phases are
usually used, and QAM was probably chosen in prefer-
ence to PSK because it has better noise tolerance and
therefore better resistance to errors. The multi-level,
multi-phase 16-QAM signal can then carryr the com-
plete audio and video data stream within a bandwidth
of only 4.85MH2.

In the Digicipher decoder the 16-QAM demodu-
lator receives the incoming signal from the funer,
demodulates it and provides a 79.42 Mbit/s data
stream. The demodulator circui@ contains an adap-
tive equaliser which can compensate for distortions to
the off-air signal caused by multi-path reception. The
data then passes to the forward error correction
circuitry, to correct random and burst errors and
should provide enorfree data to the syrc/data
selector. The selector maintains overall synchronis-
ation and demultiplexes the data stueam to provide
separate steams for video, audio, and data.

Digftal Transmission
For tansmission, the use of digital modulation permits
a much lower tansmitter power, perhaps as much as
3OdB less, to achieve the same signal to noise ratio and
coverage area as for analogue NTSC signals. This
helps enormously in limiting potential interference to
existing tansmissions, and allorps the system to make
use of the 'taboo' channels. Since it is claimed the
digital signals take up only a 6MHz bandwidth, there

Microwave Vdeo Distibution Sgrstems (MVDS) and
over satellite links. GI even claims that .all-digital

recording and playback of its HDTV signals is within
the reach of current technology for consumer use,
since the total data rate is less than 20Mbit/s. With
Digicipher claiming so many different advantages, it is
no wonder that the sceptics are shaking their heads!

MUSE for the USA - A
Japanese Hiemrchy of Systems
The systems proposed by NHK for the American

extensively modified so the signals can be squeezed
into the bandwidths the FCC has said will be made
available.

The original MUSE system was designed pri-
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marily for satellite broadcasting, and uses an 8.1MHz
wide baseband channel to cam,r a 16:9 Ll2S line
picture with 11140 horizontal picture elements. Such a
signal will not fit into a standard NTSC channel, and so
three major variations of MUSE have been dweloped
to hy to find a system that would be acceptable for the
North American tenestial tansmission system. Since
the basic MUSE system is totally different from NTSC
there is no way called compat-
ible, since the signals means
that a decode ary to provide
NTSC vieuers with a picfure; the only way in which
compati bility could really be claimed under the rules of
the FCC 'game' would be if the modified MUSE
signals could be fitted into a 6MHz channel which
parallels a standard NTSC channel camTing the same
programme material, the so-called 'simulcast, tech-
nique. The three suggested ATVversions of MUSE are
called 'Narrow MUSE', which uses the'simulcast, tech-
nique, and'MUSE 9', and'MUSE 6'which are com-
pletelyredesigned versions of MUSE thatcan also pro-
vide pictures on NTSC receivers. Figure 14 shows how
they fit into the hierarchy of MUSE systems for all
purposes, from wideband satellite tansmissions to
nanowband tenestrial ones.

Natrorr MUSE
The essential feafures of Nanow Muse are that it is an
ATV system with four channels of digital audio that can
be carried in a 6MHz wide radio frequency channel, so
that it can be 'simulcast' with an NTSC signal on
another channel. To reduce the bandwidth from that of
the normal MUSE signal the number of scanning lines
is reduced from 1125 to 750, but this should be
sufficient to provide an HDTV display iI appropriate
upconversion is carried out in the receiver. Even this
reduction in lines is s
through a 6MHz ch s
used, to provide a
Stationary parts of the image are sub-sampled with a
combination of field offset and frame offset sampling,
whereas moving parts are processed using line offset
sampling, which means that moving areas will have
lower resolution; as we have seen before, this will be
acceptable to the eye. Essentiillly then, the Nanow
MUSE system uses line reduction and multiple sub-
sampling to reduce the spectum required to just over
half of that needed for standard MUSE, giving a base-
band video signalwith a bandwidth of 4.86MHzwhich
can then be tansmitted using vestigial sideband

Fig.15 RF spectrum occupied by a Narrow MUSE signal
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Amplitude Modulation within the confines of a 6MHz
wide radio frequency channel, as shown in Figure 15.
The digital audio is hansmitted during the vertical
intervals, and there are two options available, giving
four channels at moderate quality or two channels at
high quality.

The picture quality which Narrow MUSE can pro-
vide is better than that available {rom the MUSE-6 and
MUSE-9 systems which will be described next, pri-
marily because the Narrovr MUSE syrtem is not con-
stained by NTSC compatibility.

MUSE 6
The MUSE-6 system provides pictures with twice the
static reisolution of NTSC, a 16:9 aspect ratio, obtained
by cropping the picture vertically, and improved
chrominance resolution, and yet it fits comfortably
within the limits of a 6MHz wide NTSC channel and

tansmitted normally, but the vertical high frequency
components, conesponding to lines from 345-690,
are time multiplexed during the extended vertical
blanking periods, ie, they are carried in the masked off
portions of the picture area above and below the
visible image. There are some 160 lines in the
extended vertical blanking period, so to carnT the lines
from 346-690 it is necessary to compress the informa-
tion from two lines so that it fits into one of the lines in
the masked off area. In order to permit this, the
horizontal resolution of the exta lines, (ie the vertical
high frequency components of the picture), must be
reduced by a half,

In a similar manner the chrominance signals can
be given mhanced resolution by frequency multi-
plexing the high frequency parts of the chrominance
signals into the high frequency luminance signals that
are carried in the masked off parts of the picfure.

Figure 1 7 shows the basic method of operation of
the MUSE-6 NTSC compatible s5rstem.

The soqrce, as with all MUSE systems, is an 1125
hne 60Hz 2:f iiterlace picture with a 16:9 aspect mtio.
The source is sampled at 31.9MHz for luminance and
15.4MHz for each of the colour difference signals, and
these sampled signals are then fed into a noise reducer
and applied to a motion detector, which examines
adjacent fields and determines the difference between
them. The prior noise reduction is necessary because
the differmce signals from the adjacent fields will
contain noise, which cou.ld lead to the motion detec-
tion circuity becoming confused. The main signal is
then converted from 1125 lines to 750 lines, interpol-
ations between fields being used on static parts oI the
picture and just the current field information for
moving parts of the image. It is then necessary to
convert the field rate from the 60Hz of the source to
the59.94Hzwhich is required to ensure compatibility
with NTSC; the conversion is done by reading the
information into field stores at the 60Hz source rate
and then reading it out atthe slower59.94Hzrate. The
signals are then passed to a matix and a non-linear
processor to provide signals of an appropriate gamma
for the NTSC slntem, and they then enter the circuifir

-
-
-
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345 Lts{ES MAKING
UP MAIN PICTURE

AREA (1I

LINES 346.390 REPRESENTING
VERTICAL HIGH FREOUENCY
CoMPTONENTS. COMPRESSED rO
FIT INTO 161 LINES, WHICH
CAI{ BE CARRIED IN BLANKED-
OFF AREA I2I

Fig.16 How the vertical resolution is improved
in the MUSE-6 system

provides acceptable pictures on NTSC receivers. The
improvement in horizontal resolution is obtained by
frequency multiplexing different parts of the picture
information. The parts of the frequency spectrum
above 3.9MHz are divided into two, one ecctending
from 3.9-5.8MHz and the other from 5.8-7.7MH2.
These two components are interleaved into an NTSC

signal by using two frame-offsetsubcarriers. The multi-
plexing of the high frequency components is only
carried out on static areas of the picture.

The 16:9 aspect ratio picture has only 345 basic
scanning lines, which would give a vertical resolution
around half that required for an ATV picture. Once
again, multiplefng is used to improve things, as is

shown in Figure 16.
The first 345 lines of the cropped picture are

ETTJUTY r99r

which canies out the arrangements for ensuring that
the masked off parts of the picture camT the enhance-
ment information.

As shown earlier, the Y I and Q signals from the
matix form a 750 line signalwhich is divided vertically
into two separate components representing the high
frequency and low frequency parts. The low frequency
part provides the information for the centralpart of the
picture, whereas the high frequency part, after hori-

525 LINE
59 94Hz
SIGNALS

Fig.17 The MUSE-6 Encoding system
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zontal band- [imiting, is compressed, and this informa-
tion provides the top and bottom parts of the masked-
off picture. The ll, and Q signals are then pushed into
an NTSC encoder, and the high frequency component
signals are separately encoded. Digital audio and
ghost cancellation signals are added to the vision sig-
nals before transmission.The resulting MUSE- 6 signal
can be carried in a standard 6MHz wide NTSC radio
frequency channel, and will provide a standard NTSC
receiver with an NTSC picture. ATV receivers will be
able to make use of the extra information that the
MUSE-6 signals contain in order to proi,,ide an ll25
line widescreen picture with better resolution

MUSE.9
The MUSE-9 system uses a main channel which is
identical to MUSE-6, but in addition it makes use of

mation which can be used to increase rhe resolution of
the moving parts of the picture, and to pro,,:de extra
digital sound channels and an improvemen: ri ,.ie
quality of the original digital audio signals. The aug,
mentation channel signal is transmitted as a 525 ljne
signal in which the extra movement information about
the high frequency parts of the picture is time division
multiplexed with the digital audjo signals. Using vesti_
gial sideband modulation the augmentation iniorma-
tion can be carried within a 3MHz radio frequency
channel, and the main and augmentation channels
can either be transmitted by one transmitter in a gMHz
wide contiguous band, or by halo separate transmitters,
as shown in Figure 18.

It is felt thatwhere possible the single gMHz chan-
nel be preferable, since this is likely to
avo blems with amplitude and phase dif-
fere the main signal and the augmenta-
tion signal.

MUSE for AIV
All of the three MUSE systems that have been pro-

posed for American AfV use an ll21 line 60Hz
source. Narrow MUSE provides the highest quality pic-
tures and is closest to the original MUSE system in that
it does not produce a signal which can be used by
NTSC receivers, although it does fit into a single addi-
tional 6MHz channel, so that 'simulcasting, can pro-
vide 'compatibility'.

MUSE 6 provides NTSC receivers with a fully
compatible signal, can produce widescreen pictures
and two channels of digitat audio on an ATV receiver.
By the addition of an extra 3MHz wide augmentation
channel MUSE 6 is transformed into MUSE-9, an
NTSC compatible ATV system which has better resolu-
tion of the moving parts of the image than MUSE-6
and provides improved audio.

the US AIV proposals -thoughts and cohclusions
We have looked at many potential ATV systems for the
United States, and since many of the improved tech-
niques in one syst€m could just as well be used to
improve some of the other systems, the number of
possibl rmous ropo-
sals wil ng; at t ting it
seems of 199 eight
companies will provide complete systems for testing,
although there is, of course, still time for others to join
them.

The problems of critical
assessment
The author is very much aware that in this series of

articles the multipticity of proposed ATV svstems has
been described fairly uncritically. It is a malor disad-

tems may have to pass the signal through cable and
microwave links and then through several transmitters

an ATV signal, especially if it has had its complete fre-
quency spectrum packed full of the extra in{ormation
that is necessary to provide enhanced pictures and
sound.

In general the techniques used for proposed ATV,
use some dth,
reduced d oral
resolution ntal
resolutions when compared with NTSC. It is possible
to make some predictions of the likely problems with

to assume that those systems with the largest band-
width should give the best performance, provided the
bandwidth has been used optimally.Also, theATVsys-
tems have generally been designed to provide some
degree of NTSC compatibility, in accordance with the
FCC requirements, and this factor may act as an
important constraint on what would otherwise be the
optimum usage of the available spectuum. Most of the

Fig.18 MUSE-9 Transmission options

.-
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techniques used in the various ATV systems actually
tade off one parameter for another, as we have seen,

and it is usually a case of removing information thatthe
human visual s5ntem is not too aware of in order to
include exta information giving more detail to the pic-

ture that the eye and brain find important.
So the sgrstems which provide improved resolu-

tion, whether vertically or horizontally, generally pro-
vide reduced performance in one way or another when
motion is present in the picfures Reduced temporal
resolution is the inevitable result of some of tlese sp-
tems; the MUSE and North American Philips propo-
sals need more than one frame to update a picture.
using 15 frames per second. whilst the Del Rey system

sends only 10 fps and the Glenn MSTA system has a

7.5 fps update mte. The system proposals from Bell
(SI,SC), Scientific Atlanta HDB MAC, and CBS
should all provide full temporal resolution, whilst the
David Samoff / NBC ACTV proposal is likely- to suffer
some loss of temporal resolution because of inter-
frame averaging techniques.

The systems which include the separate hansmis-

sion of side panels for wider aspect ratio pictures could
suffer from problems; as an example, if the side panel

signal to noise ratio is not as good as the main picture,
as it often will not be, then under certain reception con-
ditions it may well be possible to see the joins between
the main picture and the edges. The systems which use

a 16:9 or 5:3 picture as the basic system picture will not
suffer from this problem, but may cause compatibility
problems with NTSC sets displaying blank strips at the
top and bottom of the picture, as we have seen.

The various sub sampling processes work
exhemely wpll for much of the time but can cause pat'
temed artefacts and irritating motion effects to some
pictures. Even the display improvements which may be

obtained from receivers providing continuously
scanned picfures from incoming interlaced signals are
not always without technical cost - upconverting to
higher line numbers can produce visible artefacts. In
the same way that the colour subcarrier of an NTSC
signal can break through.to provide luminance pat-
teming on a picture, systems that use extra subcarriers,
such as the David Samoff/ NBC ACry system could
result in further interfering pattems if the relative sig-

nal levels are not carefully controlled, as can happen
when signals are sent over a difficult toansmission
path. Opponents of the Geneslr system find it difficult
to believe that all the exha information needed can be
squeezed into a standard NTSC channel without the
e,xta information causing some sort of degradation;
only time and stingent testing will show who is right.

Disa&antages apart,several systems will result in
the ordinarg, NTSC viewer actually receiving better
qualiry- pictures than before; as just one example it
seems that the preprocessing of picture signals in the
Faroudja SuperNTSC proposal 'should mean NTSC
pictures will suTler much less from cross-colour and
moire patterning.

Predictions are alwa5rs very difficult in the televi-

sion game, and it will be even more difficult than usual
to predict the outcome of this particular race.

Although it is tempting for engineers to believe that the
'best' technical system will win, a far more probable
outcome will be that a consortium of manufacfurers
and broadcasters will decide to adopt the system that
can most quickly be brought to market, and which can

most 
next months issuqof

ETI, rds a world standald,
and witl do some crystalball gazing as to what the
1990s hold for the television viewer
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Circuits

tacts connected in series. When acfuatd, a sensor
goes open-circuit thereby intemrpting a constandy cir-
culating cunent which triggers an alarm condition in
the control box. The reason for this arrangement is
that the circuit is thereby constantly monitored when
active, and any breakage or disconnection produces
an alarm signal. An awiliary normally-open circuit is
also used for pressure mats which go short-circuit
when stepped on.

However, some degree of sophistigation is
required for protection from tampering when not in
use, and supply of power to active sensors such as infra
red and ultasonic detectors. For the first of these, an
extra loop is provided which canies current - 24 hours
a day and thereby gives an indication of a fault in the
wiring even when the slstem is switched off. Power
supply for sensors requires yet another pair of wires in
the cable.

In the case of the fire detection circuit, it can be
either a staight-fonruard normally-open or a closed
loop if only mechanical heat detectors and manual call
points are used. Electronic detectors need a DC power
supply which would normally require an extoa pair of
wires. Some form of monitoring is required to ensure
the circuit is always on guard and that any faults are
indicated. This too would seem to require exta con-
ductors.

However, the amount of cable needed to give
adequate fire protection to er,/en medium-sized pre-
mises is considerable, far greater than that required for
an intuder alarm slntem. A four or six-wire circuit
would entail a lot of work in connecting each detector,
and be very costly. The circuit commonly used for
modem fire detector systems ingeniously accom-
plishes all these requirements with only two wires.
Here's how it works.

The circuit is normally open, and the detectors
are connectEd in a chain in parallel across the circuit.
Each one has apair of inputterminals forthe incoming
wires and an output pair which are linked intemally to
them, for the outgoing ones to the next detector.

If a single pair of terminals were used with both
incoming and outgoing wires twisted together and
wrapped around them, a loose terminal could incapa-
citate that detector but would not break the connec-
tion to the next. So there would be no indication of a
fault. This arrangement ensures that any loose or dis-
connected terminal breaks the chain and so registers a
fault. The chain continuip is completed by a high
impedance termination across the last detector which
can convenientlybe connected across its output termi-
nals.

DC Supply
A DC supply of 24V is applied across the circuit, so the
detectors are polarized with positive and negative
markings which must be obserued. The detector has a
semi-conductor output stage across the line, along
with a compamtor and other circuitry. These take a
small currmt, nominally 0.1mA in the quiescent state,
but whm actuated, the output stage goes low resist-
ance and a large current of at least a hundred times
that amount florr,s. The increased current is sensed by
the contol box which sounds the alarm.

fu all detectors take a quiescent current it follows
that there is a limit to the number that can be con-
nected to any single circuit. The maximum current is
usually specified on the conbol box. Commonly 4mA,
this allows 40 detectors to be connected. However, the
0.1mA rating is nominal and the actual curent is fre-
quently smaller, so a fat detectors over the calculated
maximum can usually be accomodated if required.

Manual call points take no current so any number
can be connected to a circuit. They can be mixed with
other detectors in any order, but they must be of the
normally-open variety for this type of circuit.

Monltorlng
To monitor the condition of the circuit, a smallAC vol-
tage is superimposed on lhe 24VDC. The resulting
curent flows along the circuit and through the end-of-
line termination, which consists of a capacitor and
diode. This of course blocks the DC supply. Thus the
circuit is open to DC but closed to AC and thereby is
able to provide detection, DC supply, and monitoring
functions using only two wires. As long as the AC cur-
rent flows, the circuit must be continuous, but any ces-
sation of the current produces a fault indication at the
control box.

Additional security against faults can be obtained
by a ring circuit. This is a chain that has both ends
refurned to the control box in the manner of a ring
main electrical circuit. The end-of-line termination is
connected to a point about half-way around. If a break
occurs at any point, all detectors are still connected to
the system. Further safeguards are isolators placed
around the circuit to limit the effect of any short circuit,
to those detectors between two isolators.

The BS 5939 specifies that any open circuit in a
ring detector circuit should be indicated and identified
within 60 minutes. Although the circuit is fully opera-
tive with such a break, there is now no bqck- up path,
and a second breakwould take out all sensors between
the two breaks. A short circuit should be indicated as a
fault within 100 seconds.

Spurs
All circuits should consist of either a single chain or a
ring. No spurs should be connected in at anypoint, nor
can two chains be run from a common start. The rea-
son being that monitoring would be defeated. If an



end-of-line termination was omitted from the spur, it
would be unmonitored. If one was fitted to it as well as

the main chain, monitoring current would flow
through both. So if there was a fault on either the spur
or the main chain from the spur connection onward,
monitoring cunent would still flow through the other
termination, and the fault would not be indicated.

Zonlng
All detection circuits should be divided up into zones
and connected to a separate zone input on the control
panel. Each of these has an indicator so that when trig-
gered it shows immediately which is affected. In addi-
tion, each zone has a fau.lt indicator which is actuated if
the monitoring current ceases

The rule for zoning is that one zone should serve
only one fire comparhnent A fire compartrnenr is an
area which cou.ld contain a fue for a period without
spreading to adjacent compartnents. If out of conrol
of course, such a spread would eventually be ina,rit-
able. Usually a fire compartrnent is defined as an area
enclosed by walls, ceiling and floor. Each storey is a
separate compartment unless the total floor area of
the whole building is less than 32301ll (300 m2 ), in
which case the whole building is a single fire compart-
ment and can be served by a single zone.

The floor area of a single zone even if on the same
storey must not exceed 2l,5}0fe (2,000 m'z). Storeys
having a larger area than this must be divided into
separate zones. Stairuells, lightwells, lifuhafu and the
like are single fire compartments even though they
extend thnrugh several storeys. Each shaft should thus
be on a separate zone.

In some cases there may be split lwels and divid-
ing walls which may make it difficult to define a com-
partment. In such situations the search distance neces-
sary to visually locate a fire should not be greater than
100 ft (30 m).

So the rules for defining fire compartrnents are
such that it enables not only the location of a fire, but
its extent and confines to be quickly determined from
the contol panel. This information is inrraluable to the
fire seruices so that they can most effectively deploy
their resources.

Detector cables
Some confuol panel manufacturers specify maximum
resistance values for detector circuit cables. A high
series resistance could reduce the detector current
when actuated, and as this also produces a voltage
drop to the detector output danice, the current would
be reduced further. Uncertain opemtion would result.

The specified maximum resistances are usually
far greater thanwould be obtainedwith anybutthe lar-
gest installation. A typical value is 150R, but flat 16/02
mm cable has a resistance of 7.2R per 100m in both
conductors. It would therefore require a run of 2,100m
or 7,000ft to exceed the resistance. Even 7 f O2 mm
cable, which has a resistanc e of. L6.4R, could run for
900m or 3,000 ft before reaching 150R. The picture
would be changed if any other resistance such as cir-
cuit isolators was infuoduced.

A maimum cable capacitance is also usually
quoted. If excessive, this capacitance could shunt the
monitoring current and thereby bypass the end-ofline
termination. So a fault would not be indicated. Here
again though, the maximum capacitance' quoted are
far greater than are likely to be encountered with
actual cables. A typicalvalue is 0.5u, butwith a capacit-
ance of some 27p per ft, or 90p per mete, it would
need 5,500m or 19,500ft of l6/O2mm to reach that
value. Thinner cable has even lower capacitance.

Bell monitorlng
It would be pointless to ensure fault-free operation of
the detector circuit if an unreported fault could appear
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in the bell circuit. This too must therefore be monitored
continually and any break, signalled.

The method of monitoring the detectors would
not work with the bells because they have a much
lower resistance than the detectors and would b5pass
the AC monitoring current. So, a different system is
used.

A resistor is connected across the end of the line,
and each bell has a diode in series with it. When the
system is on guard, a reverse current is passed around
the circuit. This is blocked by the diodes from flowing
through any bell, but passes through the terminating
resistor. As long as this current is flowing, the bell cir-
cuit mustbe complete, so if it ceases, a fault is indicated
on the contol panel. Any short-circuit increases the
current above normal, and this too produces an indica-
tion on the panel.

When an aiarm is triggered, the polarity of the cir-
cuit is switched back to normal, and thus the applied
power flows through the diodes to actuate the bells.
The terminating resistor is of relatively high value, so its
shunting effect iinegligible across the circuit.

Bells intended for fire alarm systems often have a
diode built- in. The diode reduces the applied voltage
by about 0.5V but with 24V operation, this is a small
proportion and so has little effect. It is worth noting
that some of these bells are rated 12- 24V, and so can
be used for intuder alarmb. At l2V, the diode does
have an effect on volume, so should be removed or
shorted out when so used.

Be[ wiring
It is desirabte that the system keeps sounding for as
Iong as possible after a fire has broken out to ensure
that all including anyone who may have been asleep,
are roused and aware of the emergency. Wiring to the
deteciors is not important at this stage, they have done
their job in triggering the contol box. It is the cable to
the bells that needs to be protected. The BS 5939
specifies thatpreferably, heat-resistant cable should be
used for these circuits, or if other types are used they
should be protected against direct heat in some way.

Silicon rubber insulation can withstand tempera-
tures up to 390 F (200 C), but is expensive PVC electri-
cal installation cable or elastomer insulated textile
braided cable can be used if protected by conduit.

Cable resistance for bell circuits is more signifi-
cant than that of the detectors because the higher'cur-
rent could lead to an appreciable voltage drop, espe-
cially when there are many bells on the circuit. Using
24V as standard instead ol 12V for alarm systems
helps because the current is only half what it would be
for 12V bells, so the voltage drop is halved too. What-
ever voltage drop does occur, its proportion to 24V is

only half what it is to 12V. So, the total effect of cable
resistance is a quarter of what it would be at 12V.

If of solid wire, the BS 5839 further stipulates that
cable should be not less than 1.0mm2 in diameter, or
0.5mm2 for stranded wire. Anything less than 1.0mm2
should not be drawn into a conduit unless it is twin
twisted which has greater stength, in which case con-
ductors down to 0.5mm2 can be drawn.

The Standard also states that fire alarm system
cables should be segregated from all others. This can
be done byrunningthem in conduit, ducting, tunking,
or if exposed, by running them with a separation of at
least 300mm from any other. If none of these is practi-
cally possible, special easily identifiable cable should
be run, or it should be labelled at inter'.nls of not more
than 2 metes.

All connections other than those to the detectors
should be made in junction boxes labelled'FireAlarm'.

In the next article we will discuss what factors gov-
em the location of detectors and bells.
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The Foot Tapper - copper side
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Temperature Controller - Probe PICB
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Temperature Controller - Main Board
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Advertisements are accepted subiect to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500
metre range, sensitive electret

order telephone 021-411 1821.
Cheques/P.Os to: Quantek Elec-
lroni pt (ETl), 45AStati ield, Birming-ham . for details of
this and other kits.

CONSORT SPEAKER KIT as
July'91 E.T.l. €188 inclusive. All
parts available separately.
Memex Electronics Ltd. 1

lcknield Close, lckleford,
Hitchen, Herts SGS 3TD.

CALL
0442 66551

TO ADVERTISE

KITS, plans, etc, for surveillance,
(sonic and HV), "007"
2 x 22p stamps. For list
53 Woodland Way,
, Staffs.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lcs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete tactory clearance.

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brlnk
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHEO OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

WANTED FOR CASH tesr
equipment, communications
equipment, compuier hardware,
unused valves, transistors, l.C's
etc. Phone 051 523 4464 Fax
051 258 1106

FOR MORE
DETAILS OF

ETI MAGAZINE
CALL

JAMES TROTT
ON

0442 66551

SERVICE MANUALS
Available for most equipment

TV's, Video's, Test, Audio otc

Write ot phone fot quole

MAURTTRON oFD,
8 CHERRY TREE ROAD,

CHTNNOR, OXON OXg 40Y
TEL (08{4) s1694 FAX (0E44} 52554

Q,hfrh
SENIOR LECTT]RER IN
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
f,79,608 - f,23,979 p.o.

ustry'

@urses.
Applicanb should have a degree or equivalent and possibly a
higher degree in electronics or a related specialism and
previous teaching experience.
lndustrial experience in lh€ general fnld of electronics will be an
advantage parlicularly if relaled lo the audio industry.

I

analysis; CAD syslers lor electronic circuit analysis and des$jl.
For furth* dehils ad an apf,iaton lorm pleese wite to
The Pcrsonnel D,epartment, Clty ol London Polytechnlc,
31 Jewry Street, London EC3N 2EY,
quotng relerence number. 9'l/4!1.

Closlng date lor rocslpt ol appllcatlons ls: 28th June 1991.

The Polyteelnic b connitod b a plicy ol equal owtunil* tu all.

Start training now for the following
counses. Send for our brochurc -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 Ror:Eruo7le.r

Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

RadioAmateur
LicenceC&G

Micro-
processor

tr lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 gUN

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

ilectronics I W, Video &
Hi-Fi SerulcinS tr

rsrc Erectrontc
EnriinELrins iiirv a ouiros) tr Refrigeratlon &

Alr Conditioning f
Electricat Engineering tr Car MechaniG f
Electrical Contractins/
lnstallation

LOmputer
Programming tr

icsE/GcE/sCE over 40 examtnation subjects to choose from
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N. R. BARDWELL6TTl

Prices include VAT, Postage e1 O0.
Stamps tor lists

288 ABBEYSIDE ROAD
SHEFFIELD S' 1FL
TEL0742 552886
FAXfi42 500689

EPROM PROGRAMMING from
El 1.50 for 2716. Write or call for
details. Paul Coxwell, 30 Alford
Road, Sutton on Sea,
Lincolnshire. (0507)4421 60

Amzingly powerful micro-transmifier
Performancs upgrades possible

(lnstructions in English)

Don't wait to try out this model
(Best value lor moneY in the
ra nge). Over 30,0il) so ld to date.
Supplied lor protessionals,
detectives, guard seruices, etc.

-r\

I OUICK AIID PERSOilAL

tt ,tfi'":
I 13442 Marseille cantini cedex r)a?r'J I

RING
JAMES TROTT

ON
0442 66551

IF YOU
WOULD
LIKE TO

ADVERTISE IN
ETI

MAGAZINE

ETI DIGITAL TACHOMETER
KIT with and
PCB on end
e16.90 59
Croxteth 35F

SOLAR PANELS 100mm x
60mm 2.5V 0.2Wp €1 .40. 6 for
E8. 12' x 6' 12V or 6V 1.4Wp
88.50. '12'x 12' 12V 3WP E15.00.
36'x 12' 0.
Prices incl r I
mounted e.
Orders to D.
4 Glanmor Crescent, Newport,
Gwent. NP9 8AX.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, ndgenerators,
high vol , surveillance
devices, cs and com-

tablet. 150 projects.
SAE to Plancentre

Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

BUILD your own Plotter / CNC
machind / three axis robot. Full

DELIVERY
III PLAI}' WRAPPER

Pl€se mail me in plain wrapper I(lick choice)

Micro-Transmitter x007. I
lndi€te quantity (unit price e 29) I

fiftTtl4l-sT.-l I
I enclo* a cheque or Postal order

iJiJi-z tJ, p.,,iii" 
"ird 

packinel !
COO (add e 5 for postage and packing) I

I cHBrsTrAN NAME

I ADDRESS

I
I
lrowN\_

tCATATOGUECl + 2spP&P
R@ , El2 vdu6 + zm dm link, @
ffi1 . .,.... ....-..... .-. ....... ....... ,,,,. e895
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JPG ELECTRONICS
z?EZ,!Chlhoil no.d, ffid Sao 28tl

@E mB(@6)211& ehtfum

I
Itr
t
go
I
ID
I
lo
! NAME I

I
I
I
I
I

YOUR

PERSONAL
EAVESDROPPER!

. EASY TO USE: Utilize any FM set
(car radio, stereo, etc) for reception.
Just ad.iust transmitter frequency to
unoccupied area on your existing FM
radio.. UNOBTRUSIVET No wires, no
connections, no external aerial, fits in

anywhere. o PMCTICAL: Compact,
light, with up to 250 hours continuous
oporation on a standard I volt battery
(not supplied). . HA|DY AND
EFFECTIVE! For surveillance of
children, businesses, garages, susp€ct
or hostile individuals, lawbreakers, etc.
. Your own D,l.Y. broadcasting
statlon,

RISIBTRBE
a Two Mic. Inputs + Line ItrPut a

a Auto - Manual Control a
a D.T.M.F. or L.D. rDialing o

OIITSIDE BROADCAST UMT

EASY TOCARRY

FIJGHT CASE

BROADCAST OVM

STANDAXD PHONE NETWORK TELEPHOT{E: (I2687SBE1

I'TST D

31E HIGH ROAD

BE}ftIEI
ESSEX SS7 sHB

LYS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
555 TIMER 5 f!. flm 711 ogdq 5 lor '50
7805+VREG n 805-VXEG .35

7I12+VREG n 79!2-VIEG .35

1M317 AIU REG 5) I.JBI'7 ADJ REG .5I'

ZENEB o|OoES 400mW ALL AT .05 EACII

HOBIZVERT CARBO.I PRESETS J2 EACH

%W5* C FBoN FESISTOBS 0l .dr (100) 6{) (1G00) ass(, !n, nlt
y,Ws% CARBON RESISTOBS 02 dr (1m) .90 (1(o0)n5o lny nlt
smm RED l.I0 .lE GREEN .08 YEtLOli ll
DILSOCKETSL/PROFII! Epin.O3 14pin 05 16Eh.05 18Finl}7 20pin.08
DL SwlrcHES 2 way..0 l way 50 10 rdy ,$
1M3914 BAFGRAPH DRIVER 8.II)
B-F.COAX (ANII MICROPHONTC) 7s OHM MNGE OUTER SHEATH
(mrmally 13 00 mD ONLY .$ MTF $O ITB e50 @

DGITAI- FREOUENCY IETEF KTT 2 MXGES G3Of,HZ/25.'IOOOIIHZ
cofPLErE llc 3 PcSs (Exc. rErAuYoRK) 803.60

ANALOGIC PROEE KTT IEXC. CASA €9TO

Wo harre one ol the lsrgest ranggs of used Est equipment inc: Scopes, Analysers, Mullimeterq Signal

Gonemtors. AF Bridoes etc All by leadinq manulacturers eg. Philips PM3217 50 MHz Scopo 8300

For dgtails ol a[y of th6 ab@e contact:

LIE Electrcnlc Components, 10 tire3l5rook Road, Porchesler, HanE POl6 gNS

Tel: (0705) 386550 Tel/Fu: (0705) 38Eil03 (24 hrs)

a

+ e4.5O P&P d @ide
pd) Pl€a$

lm fO Audio. V
trvbhaw Clo$, 0 sHO
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Powetful tUliniaturefAc U U M C LEAN E R
- use it everywhere . .. for a clean sweep.
ldeal for: removing dust from all those small modelling jobs,
computer keyboards as well as many other uses.

ASP Fleader Offer, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hem
Herts HP2 7ST

BHUSHES
Two soecral des oned brushes made ol
sofl pony ha r a16 Included for easV
vacuumrng

OPERATED BY AC/DC POWER
ihe !n i can be used wllh common 3

volts adaptor (300mA) wh ch can be
p uoed into the lack oulet

VACUUM E BLOWEH ASSEMBLY
For vacu!mrng nserl end ol tube rnto the
nlake porl For b owinq. lace ihe b ower
port d recly to the targel

The b ower can be opefed 1or

c ean rg To do lh s delach lhe
nterock ng lo fts as showl

I enclose my cheque/PO. Ior C made payable to ASP I

Signature Expiry

Name

Address ,

Postcode
Pleaseallow 28 dayslordeliveryU K only (overseasupon request) Please
send coupon to ASP Reader Ofler, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.

Please note the above information may be used lor marketing purposes

OPEBATED BY BATTERY
Sl de out Lhe end cap arc ise.: :,,a :l
s ze {Ul\,13t balter es nto ihe bare.!
iro der

EASY.TO.EIIPTY BAG
la' :ie 5l_o 10 ihe blower port n the proper
^:if lti rg posr: on To clean 0!sts rnside lhe bag lusl
sera.a:e r.e sgrl-edhes !e sn Des located at lhe
boiom o: il9 b;.

ELECTFIOMAFIT

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 DaleStreet Tel: 051 2360154
4TWhitechapel Tel:051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
, 

T H E E LECTHO N IC S S P EC I ALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9 30-5,30

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E L ECTRO N I CS COM PON E NT S P EC I ALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK

LONDON EI2 5AD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thuts 10-1pm
We slock a large range ol TV & Video spares

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access

COME AND BBOWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PRE-PAID.
THERE ABE NO REIMBUBSEMENTS FOR CANCELLATIONS,
lenclosemyCheque/Postal Orderfore ..................for................

to Argus Specialist Publications.

ESS/BARCLAYCARD NO.

I 
t 

_1r............. 
insertions

Rates: 55p per word (+ VAT) min 15 words. Semi Display 814.00 per insertion per single column cm.
Electromart E22.OO + VAT per insertion. Send to ETI Advertising Dept, ASP, Argus House, Boundary
Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.

! rrrs ! elarus ! counses ! orxenleLEAsEsrATE)

Name
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

SH ICH

TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on

(o442\
66551

ACCESS or VISA

E9707-l Temperature Contolier - Main Board ......... ........ K

E9107 2 Temperature Contoller - Probe PCB ........a: ........ F

E9107-3 The Foot Tapper - Volume Conhol (double sided) ................... J

E9107-4 The Consort Loudspeaker ............... H

PCBs ior the remaining proiects are available from the companies listes in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill our all parts of the form, Make sure you use the board reference

numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published The first two numbers are the

year, the next two are the month.

Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice if required. Such

orders will not be processed until payment is received.

Price Price
code (inc.

vAr)
c €1.80
D L2.50
E L3.25
F t4.00
G L4.75
H t5.50
J 16.62
K L7.20
L S8.80
M 910.60
N 913.10
o t15.80
P L17.90
a t2r.80
R L23.90
s L25.90
T t29.00
u L32.20
v f.35.80
w L37.90
x t40.70

E9004-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser
E9004-3 Bass Amplifiet Micro .

E90O4-4 Quad Power Supply
E9005-1 Business Display ...
E90O5-2 Phone lock and logger .....
E9006-1 Dark Room Timer ........
E9OO6-2 Telephone Extension Bell
E9006-3 Telephone External Bell

E9007-1 Guitar Practice Amp . .. . . - .

E9OO7-2 Digital Frequency Meter
E9007-3 Footstep Alarm
E9007 -4 Transistor Tester
E9007-5 Decision Maker

E9006-4 Fecko Box . .,.. G

E9006-5 Bug Spotter E

.G
.C

D

.G

L
N
o
o
F

.E
C

rM
.E
C
.J
K
N

.L
E

D

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

E9008-3 FM Generator
E9009-2 Slide Projector Controller
E9OO9-2 Ultimate Diode Tester

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no Price Code Price Total Price

80.75

f,

E9009-3 The Entertainer .... G
E9010-1 Component Tester F

E9OIO-2 Active Contact Pickup
E9010-3 R4X Longrvave Receiver ...
E9011-1 The Autocue (2 boards, 1 double sided) ... N

E9Oll-2 Infra-lock transmitter (2 boards) K
E9011-3
E9011-4

E9011-5

E90r2-7

LrqrrJrrrrrLLr \! vvq!

Infra-lockreceiver ....... .......... H
Four-track cassette recorder (record/playback
one channel) ..... F

Four-tack cassette recorder (Bias/erase oscillator
board ..... K
InfraSwitch....... F

E9101-1 Remote Control - Main Board ... ...... .. J

E9701-2 Remote Control - Display Board H
E9101-3 Remote ControlTimeswitch - Transmit board E

E9101-4 SBC Micro-Controller Board . F
E9101-5 SBC Practice Interface Board .. .. ...... F

E9101-6 5 in 1 Remote Sensing Switch ....... . E
Remote Conhol Timeswitch - receiver board F

Anti Theft Alarm (2 bds) . . .... . . ... .. . . H
AriennesLights......... ............ ..L
64K EPROM Emulator ...... N
SSB Radio Receiver .. G
Active Loudspeaker board .. H

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs tc (BIrocK cAptrAls pLEAsE)

E9t02-l
E9t02-2
E9103-1
E9tO3-2
E9103-3
E9103-4

Name .

Address

Postcode

I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP I td. !
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A s time flies rapidly into the heat of the summer once again
fIETI has a *ixed ba g of items for you to read on the bedc,-h,in
the hotel or in the tent.

We finalise our series on laser topics with a look at how the
medical profession use these invaluable tools to cut, repair or
destoy unwanted material.

In the light of TV manufacturers producing the first wide
screen, higher definition TV sets, James Archer looks at a
possible world standard for the next generation sets.

Back to basics examines capacitiVe and inductive
reactance and we start a two part article on Fault finding to give
you ideas on what to do with that heap of scrap in the comer
that is crying out to be mended

If you are at home, the option is there to turn to more
practical matters. ETI presents two model railway contollers for
you to decide which most suits your needs for motor conhol or
try constructing The Hemisyc.With the long awaited return to
biofeedback techniques, here is a machine to help you relax and
be creative.

AII this and more at your nsrJsagent on 5th July.

The ebove ailictes are tn Wparatlil but clrcuffitenccs may prr,vent publtctilon

e June issue included:

Fire Detection systems Part 1
Local Operating Networks
Piezo-Film Technology
Temperafure Contooller Part 1
Laser receiver
Temperature Sensor ICs

Supercomponents-Component quality

Back issues are available from Select Subscriptions
(Address on this page).

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
BKELECTRONICS ,...,.. IFC I,IAPLIN ELECTRONICS . OBC

BLUEROSEELECTRONICS 20 NUMBERONESYSTEI,IS ., 57

0IRKIT ELECTRONICS ,. , . 28 OMNIELECTRONICS . . ., , 26

DISPLAYELECIRONICS .,, 14 REEDELECTRONICS .,... 26

ELECTRONIZE..... .,, .. 7 R&TVCOI\'IPONENTS.,.., 21

HALCYONELECTRONICS . 26 SUMAELECTRONICS .,,. 34

HARI'ELECTRONICS.,,,, 28 WI\/ISLOWAUDIO ,.., ,,,,, 7

J&N BULL .. lnse(3S
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Take the Sensible Route!
BoorOMoker is o powerful soflwore toolwhich
provides o convenient ond fost method of designing
printed circuit boords, Engineers worldwide hove
discovered thot it provides on unporolleled price
performonce odvontoge over other PC-bosed ond
dedicoted design systems by integroting sophisticoted
grophicol editors ond CAM outputs of on offordoble
pnce

ln the new versionY2,23,full
considerotion hos been given to

ollowing designers to continue uslng their existing
schemotic copture pockoges os o front end lo
BoordMoker. Even powerful focilities such os Top Down
Modificotion, Component renumber ond Bock
Annototion hove been occomodoted to provide
overoll design integrity within the links between your
schemotic pockoge ond BoordMoker

Equolly, powerfulfeotures ore included to ensure thot
users who do not hove schemotic copture sofrwore
con toke full odvontoge BoordMoker.

V2.23 of BoordMoker is still o remorkoble
9295,00 ond includes 3 months free
sofiwore updotes,

BoordRouter is o new integroted gridless outoroute
module which overcomes the limitotions normolly
ossocioted with outorouting, YOU specify the trock
width, vio size ond design rules for individuol nets,
BoordRouter then routes the boord bosed on these
seltings in the some woy you might route it youself
monuolly

This obilify ollows you to outoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, onologue, digitol, power switching
etc)ln ONE PASS while respecting ALL design rules.

. ;,,:.'.t:,ii',iil i i ),i#;:ltHiSi,il*
between pins, lf the trocks widths ond cleoronces
ollow, BoordRouter will outomoticolly ploce 1 ,2 or
even 3 trocks between pins.

to outorouting, Whilst outorouting
you con pon ond zoom to inspect the routes ploced,
interrupt it, monuolly modify the loyout ond resume
outorouting,

ooo

ooo :

ooo

ooo

ooc

rrr
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground
and power planes - 45 degree, arced and any
angle tracks with full net-based Design Rule

Forward and back annotation
Component renumber
Simultaneously routes up to eight layers
Fully re-entrant gridless autorouting
Powerf ul component placement tools
Extensive Design Rule Checking
Full complement of CAM outputs
Full support and update service
Reports generator
PostScript output
SMD support
Effortless manual routing

BoordMoker ond
BoordRouter ore priced
ot 9295.00 eqch. As q

specio! introductory offer, they con be
boughl logether for only 9495.00
which puts sophisticoted PCB CAD
soflwore within the reoch of oll
engineers. This price includes 3
months free soflwore updotes ond full
telephone lechnicql support.

Don't just toke our word for it. Coll us
todoy for o FREE Evoluotion Pock ond
judge it for yourself

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge C83 0DJ
Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747

Net list input from OTCAD, Schema, etc
Top down modification

tsien



...set your sights 0n a better sound !

g xperrence a new sensation. An experience that
E opens up a whole new spectrum of sound.

Put yourself on stage at the Albert Hall, surrounded by a great

orchestra lmagine the sound you will hear, every nuance, every note;

ortrave upthe Nilewithan intrepid explorer, a journey notonlyfu I of
breathtaking beauty and colour, but rich in the sounds of another
c0ntinent; or capture the hidden gasps of 1 00,000 hardened fans at

Wembly for the F A Cup Final, when the ball skims the crossbar with
the last kick of the match; fo low wiLh your ears as well as your eyes,

dodglng the bul ets, as your favourite hero battles out of yet another
tight corner, it's just like being ln a c nemal

Nlcam hi-fi stereo will turn your l ving-room into a lrving room of

&mffimxY &&ffim ffi Ytu8MK

0702 5541 61
nd

Sublectto availablity. Pnces sublect to change

soundl You don't settle for second best with television picture quality,
why settle for second best in television sound quality? Nlcam sound ls
the new high quality digital stereo sound system, pioneered by BBC,
ITV and TV/video manufacturers, In fact so good ls Nicam lt is
comparable to [he superb sound reproduction of the compact disc,
when p ayedthrough yourex sting hiJi arrangement llyourtelev sion
hasn't got a built-in Nicam decoder, you wil need the Maplin Nlcam
Tuner System U timately almost all of your favourite programmes wil
be broadcastin superb hi{i qualitystereo-sound Withouta Maplin
Nicam Tuner you won't be able to capture every sound to ts f ul

Nicam hi-f I stereo Catch your breath, open your eyes, and pin
back your earsl lt's what your hi{i system was made for lt's what
your ears are made forl

ELECTRO N I CS@
Curenl
NICAM

Coverage

Digilal stereo sound companion lotyourTV set,

DIGITAL STEREO TV

SOUND FBOM YOUR HI_FI
Thecomp eleklconta nsa thecomponents
requ redtobuildtheunit Howeveryouwilalso
need: a power supply, I 2V at 600mA regu ated

e g YZ2lXattg 95i aco axYadaptore g

FS23A attl 20 aco-d lead [o connecl toyour
TVorvideotRW36P2mlongattl 36,JW39N5m
longatll 98,orJW40T10m ongatt2 95 a
phonoleadtoconnecltoyourhffie g RW50Eat
l1 06oraSCARTrPeritel eadJW36Pat15 95

An inlra{ed remote control kit s also ava iable

LP20W att29 95

CompletekitLPl9Vonly!149 95incl VAT+ el
mail-order handling charge.


